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First Session, Lots 1 – 411 

Tuesday 3rd October at 10.30 am 

Miscellaneous and Mixed Lots 

        1            A Q.V. to Q.E.II British Empire collection in mixed condition in eighteen stockbooks and loose incl. Aden 1937 
Dhow set mint, Ascension 1924-33 set mint, 1938-53 to 10s. mint (2) and used (2) with perfs., Basutoland 1933 
Script set mint, 1961 surch. to 1r. on 10s. (3, all overprinted types) mint incl. both 10c. on 1s. and also 2c. on 2d. 
with surcharge inverted, Bechuanaland 1888 to 10s. unused, 1888 ½d. mint with overprint double, Seahorses mint 
and used, 1932 Script set both mint and used, 1961 surcharges, K.U.T. 1890-1901 CA to 5r. mint, 1895-96  
overprinted ½a. to 5r. mint, 1896-1901 CA to 3r. mint, 5r. used, 1897-1903 CC 1r. to 4r., 10r, mint, to 3r. used, 
1903-04 CA. to 10r. mint (2) and used, 1912-21 MCA to 10r., 20r. mint, 3r. used, 1922-27 Script 1c. to £1 mint, 
£5 fiscally used, 1935-37 Script 1c. to 10s. set perforated “SPECIMEN”, 1938-54 to £1 mint (4) and used (4) with 
range of perfs., Falkland Islands, Gambia 1922-29 Script ½d. to 10s. mint with 3s. slate-purple, Northern Rhodesia 
1925-29 Script set both mint and used, Nyasaland 1891-95 overprinted to 5s. unused, 1892-93 surcharge pair mint, 
1895 1d. to 5s. mint, to £1 used, 1887-1900 1d. to £1 set both mint and used, 1903-04 1d. to £1 set mint, 1908-11 
MCA ½d. to £1 mint, 1913-21 MCA ½d. to 10s. (2), £1 mint, to £1 used, 1921-33 Script to 10s. both mint and 
used, 1938-44 and 1950 postage due sets both mint and used, Somaliland 1904 CA/CC ½a. to 5r. mint, 1912-19 
MCA ½a. to 5r. mint, 1921 Script ½a. to 5r. set both mint and used, 1938 set both unmounted mint and used, 
officials, Swaziland 1933 Script set mint, 1961 surcharges set with all types mint, Southern Rhodesia with K.G.V 
sets to 5s. mint, 1951 postage due 4d. dull grey-green unmounted mint, Tanganyika 1917-21 overprinted G.E.A. 
to 10r. (2, shades), 20r. mint, to 5r. used, 1921 overprinted set mint, 1922-24 Script 5c. to 10s. (2), £1 (2) mint with 
both wmk. types 1927-31 Script 5c. to £1 mint, Uganda 1898-1902 CC to 5r. mint (2) and used, etc. Not all  
cancellations are guaranteed. (many 100s)                                                                                          £10,000-£12,000 

        2            A comprehensive used K.G.VI collection in eight special boxed albums, incl. Aden 1951 set, Antigua 1938-51 set, 
Ascension 1938-52 to 10s. (3), Australia, Bahamas 1948 Tercentenary set used on f.d.c., Bahawalpur, Bahrain 1938-
41 set, Barbados 1938-47 3d. with line over horses head, Basutoland 1938 set on 1951 registered cover, 
Bechuanaland, Bermuda, British Honduras 1938-47 set used on 1949 cover, British Solomon Islands, British Virgin 
Islands, Burma 1939 Official set, Canada 1949 Official set, 1950-52 set, Egypt, Falkland Islands 1938-50 set, Fiji 
1938-55 set, 1940 postage due set, Gibraltar, Gilbert and Ellis Islands 1940 postage due set, Hong Kong, 1938-52 
set, India, Convention States with Jind, Patiala, Feudatory States Cochin, Indore, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, 
Kuwait, Leeward Islands, Malayan States Kedah 1937 set, Kelantan 1937-40 to $2, Pahang, Perak, Selangor, 
Trengganu 1937 postage due set, Japanese Occupation, Malta 1938-43 5s. with semaphore flaw, 1948-53 5s. with 
“NT” joined, Morocco Agencies, Muscat, New Hebrides 1938 set and postage due set, New Zealand, North Borneo 
1939 set, 1945 BMA set, 1950-52 set, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland 1938-44 set, St Lucia, Sarawak, Seychelles 
1938-49 set, 20c. with handkerchief flaw, fifteen values to 2r.25 perfin “SPECIMEN”, Sudan, Tristan da Cunha 1952 
set (2, one on cover), etc., some doubtful cancellations. (1,000s)                                                          £5,000-£6,000 

        3            A mainly used Q.V. to K.G.V collection in two Imperial albums, incl. Ascension 1934 set, Australia and States, 
1932 Bridge 5s. (2), Barbados 1892-1903 2s.6d., 1905 2s.6d, 1912-16 set, British Guiana, Canada 1928-29 set, Cape 
of Good Hope, Cayman Islands 1935 set, Cyprus 1902-04 set, Gibraltar, Grenada, Hong Kong 1921-27 to $5, Great 
Britain, India, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, Malaya and States, Malta 1926-27 set, 1928 set, New Zealand, 
Nigeria, Rhodesia, St Helena, St Lucia, Sierra Leone 1933 Wilberforce to 10s., Swaziland, etc., some dubious  
cancellations, mixed condition. (many 100s)                                                                                           £2,500-£3,000 

        4            A Europe accumulation in thirty-two folders, incl. Austria 1925-34 postage due set mint, 1950-53 air sets mint 
and used, Greece, Hungary 1913 Flood Relief sets mint (2), Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Portuguese 
Colonies, Russia, San Marino, Spain, Sweden, Trieste, Yugoslavia 1926-27 set mint, 1949 Railway miniature sheet 
imperforate used, perforated mint and used, 1951-52 miniature sheet mint and used, 1953 Esperanto set mint, 
1954 Animals set mint, etc., mixed condition. (1,000s)                                                                           £1,500-£2000 



        5            A large all World accumulation on stockcards, incl. Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Ceylon, Denmark, France, 
Germany and States, Guatamala, Iran, India and States, Italy, Greece, Japan, Luxembourg, Monaco, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United States of America, Yugoslavia, etc., mixed condition. (many 1,000s)                £1,500-£2,000 

        6            A British Commonwealth accumulation in an album, leaves and loose, incl. Antigua, Australia, British Antarctic 
Territory 1963-69 set mint, British Solomon Islands 1914-23 £1 mint, Canada 1897 Jubilee to $2 mint, Cayman 
Islands 1932 Centenary 5s. and 10s. mint, Fiji 1906-12 £1 mint, 1912-23 £1 mint, India 1948 Gandhi set used, 
Convention States, Kuwait 1939 15r. used, Leeward Islands 1921-32 10s., £1 mint, Malta, New Zealand, Southern 
Nigeria 1912 £1 mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                               £1,500-£2,000 

        7            An all World collection of Air stamps written up in twelve albums, from 1929 onwards, incl. Zeppelins, Argentina, 
Brazil, Italian and French colonies, stamps, covers, miniature sheets, etc. (1,000s)                            £1,500-£1,800 

        8            A duplicated Commonwealth accumulation in thirty folders, incl. Australia and States, Barbados, British 
Honduras, British Solomon Islands, Canada, Cyprus, India, Iraq, Ireland, Malaya and States, New Zealand, North 
Borneo, St Helena, South Africa, etc. (1,000s)                                                                                         £1,200-£1,500 

        9            A Commonwealth collection in an Imperial album, Q.V. to K.G.V, incl. Australia with kangaroos to 10s. used, 
States, Canada and provinces, Cape of Good Hope triangles, Ceylon, Egypt, Great Britain 1840 1d. (2) and 2d., 
range of surface printed to 5s. used, Hong Kong, India with cut to shape 4a. (2), K.G.V to 10r. used, officials, 
Convention and Feudatory states, Malaya and States, Mauritius, New Zealand with Chalons, North Borneo, South 
Africa, Sudan, Trinidad and Tobago, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                      £1,200-£1,500 

     10            A British African collection in three stockbooks, incl. Bechuanaland 1938-52 sets mint and used, 1955-58 sets 
mint and used, Gambia, Niger Coast, Lagos 1897-1902 to 10s. mint, Northern Nigeria 1904 set overprinted  
“SPECIMEN”, 1912 to £1 mint, Southern Nigeria 1901-02 to 20s. mint, Nigeria 1914-29 set mint, Sudan 1898 set 
mint, 1902-21 set mint, 1935 Gordon sets mint and used, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)       £1,000-£1,200 

     11            A collection in two early Senf albums and two further albums plus loose with G.B. 1840 1d. and 2d. used, Australian 
States, useful Asia with Hong Kong 1890 2c. Jubilee (2) unused, Labuan, Malaya Straits Settlements, North Borneo, 
India, Jammu and Kashmir, China 1897 surcharges incl. small 30c. on 24c. rose carmine used, May 1897 large  
figures 1c., 2c., 4c., 5c. and 10c., unused, Red Revenue 1c. unused, 2c., 4c used $1 unused, Chefoo locals used, 
Japan, usual mixed condition some stuck down. (100s)                                                                         £1,000-£1,200 

     12            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in nine albums (one is empty), incl. Antigua 1903-07 5s. mint, 1913 5s. mint (2), 1921-
29 to £1 mint, Barbados, British Guiana, Canada, Grenada, Great Britain, Hong Kong, Montserrat, Newfoundland 
1910 to 15c. mint, 1928-29 to 30c. mint, St Helena 1922-37 to 7s.6d. mint, etc. (many 100s)          £1,000-£1,200 

     13            A duplicated Commonwealth accumulation on stockcards, incl. Australia and States, Bahamas, Canada, Fiji, 
Malaya and States, Nigeria, Papua New Guinea, Sierra Leone, Trinidad and Tobago, etc. (1,000s)   £800-£1,000 

     14            An all World accumulation in fifteen folders, stockbook, leaves and loose, incl. Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, 
Luxembourg, San Marino, United States of America, etc., duplication, mixed condition. (1,000s)    £800-£1,000 

     15            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used collection of British East Africa on leaves incl. B.E.A, 1890-95 to 5r. mint and used, 
K.U.T. 1903-04 CA to 5r. mint, 1904-07 MCA to 2r., 3r. mint, 1912-21 MCA to 4r., 5r. mint with shades, 1935-
37 Script to 10s. mint, 1938-54 to £1 (4) used, Tanganyika 1917-21 Script 1c. (4) to 10r. mint, 1922-34 Script to 
5s. (5), 10s. (3) and £1 (3) mint, Uganda, Zanzibar with India issues, 1908-09 to 10r. used, 1898-1902 5r. unused 
(3), range of covers and cards, etc. mainly fair to fine. (100s)                                                                   £800-£1,000 

     16            A Commonwealth accumulation on stockcards and three folders, incl. Australia, Canada, Cyprus, Egypt, Falkland 
Islands, Fiji, Gambia, Gibraltar, Gold Coast, Ireland, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, Malta, Mauritius, Natal, etc., 
duplication, mixed condition. (1,000s)                                                                                                            £700-£800 

     17            A selection on leaves and loose, incl. Austria 1910 10k. mint, 1933 WIPA 50g.+50g. on ordinary paper mint, France, 
Germany, Israel, Japan 1948 Philatelic Week 5y. mint sheet of five, Monaco 1919 Orphans to 1f.+1f.. mint, 
Switzerland 1945 PAX set mint, Taiwan, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                              £700-£800 

     18            A mint and used stock of Commonwealth K.G.V and K.G.VI, incl. South Africa, Batum 1920 7r., 10r. and 15r. 
blocks, K.G.VI Fiji, complete sheet of Japanese Occupation and sheet of 20 1894 North Borneo $25 revenue used, 
Grenada with some Q.V., etc. Ex Oswald Marsh.                                                                                          £700-£800 
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     19            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly used British Empire collection in varied condition in fourteen albums with Ascension, 
Australia, Bechuanaland, India and States, Malayan States incl. Malacca 1949-52 to $5, Kelantan 1937-40 $5  
(cancelled by favour), Natal, Pakistan 1947 3p. to 25r. set, 1948-54 Official set, Sarawak, Zululand 1894-96 CA to 
4s., etc. (many 100s)                                                                                                                                           £700-£800 

     20            A British Africa accumulation in twelve folders, incl. Bechuanaland, Gambia, Gold Coast, Kenya, Uganda and 
Tanganyika 1896-1901 to 5r. mint, Natal, Orange Free State, Sierra Leone 1904-05 to 5s. mint, 1907-12 to 5s. 
mint, Somaliland, South West Africa 1931 to 20s. in used vertical pairs, Transvaal 1895 Penny Post 1d. mint  
horizontal pair, variety imperforate between, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)                                    £600-£700 

     21            An all World accumulation in twenty-one small stockbooks, incl. France 1936 air 50f. on rose used, 1936 South 
Atlantic 10f. mint, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, San Marino 1945 postage due set in unmounted mint 
blocks of four, United States of America, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)                                          £600-£700 

     22            An accumulation in 29 folders, incl. Albania, Argentine, France, Germany, Iran, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Morocco, 
Switzerland, etc., duplication, mixed condition. (1,000s)                                                                              £600-£700 

     23            A Q.V. to Q.E. II duplicated mint and used accumulation of British West Indies in mixed condition in a stockbinder 
incl. Antigua, Bahamas 1938-52 to £1 mint and used, British Guiana 1938-52 to $2 (3), $5 (4) mint with range of 
perfs., 1938-53 Key Plates to 10s. (5), 12s.6d. (3) and £1 (5) mint with range of printings incl. some earlier, 1948 
5s. and 10s.6d. booklet, British Honduras 1938-47 to $5 (3) mint, Cayman Islands, Dominica, Grenada, Jamaica 
1938-52 to £2 (4) mint, also 5s. line perf. 14 used, Montserrat, etc. (100s)                                                £600-£700 

     24            An early to middle all World collection in two albums and a stockbook, incl. Australia, Belgium, Canada, China 
1897 revenues 1c. on 3c. mint, France, Germany, Sweden, U.S.A., etc., mixed condition. (100s)           £600-£700 

     25            An all World collection in three albums, incl. Austria, Belgium, France, Germany and States, Italy and States, 
Japan, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Rhodesia, U.S.A., etc. (many 100s)                                                    £500-£600 

     26            An all World accumulation in nineteen albums and loose, incl. Belgium, Canada, Cape of Good Hope, Falkland 
Islands, France, Germany, Greece, India, duplication, etc. (1,000s)                                                            £500-£600 

     27            A European accumulation in six folders and an album, incl. Belgium, Denmark, Monaco, Sweden, Switzerland 
with 1934 Naba miniature sheet mint, 1940 National Fête miniature sheet mint, Vatican, etc., mixed condition. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £500-£600 

     28            A British Empire collection in four albums plus shoe box with loose mint and used incl. Bahamas, Bermuda, Fiji 
1922-27 Script to 5s. mint, Gibraltar 1938-51 to £1 mint plus perforation varieties, Grenada 1938-50 to 10s. (5, 
mint), Leeward Is. 1930-51 to £1 mint, Papua, St Helena, St Lucia 1936 Script to 5s. mint, 1938-48 to £1 mint, 
Malayan States, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                £500-£600 

     29            A collection of Pacific Islands in two stockbooks, incl. Cook Islands, Gilbert and Ellice Islands 1911 set mint, New 
Hebrides 1911 set mint, Tonga, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                     £400-£500 

     30            An accumulation on stockcards and envelopes, incl. Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, 
Vatican, Yugoslavia, duplication, etc., mixed condition. (1,000s)                                                                £400-£500 

     31            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used British West Indies collection in mixed condition in an album incl. Antigua 1913 
5s. used, 1921-29 MCA £1 used, 1932 Tercentenary 5s. used, 1938-51 set used, Jamaica, Leeward Is. 1938-51 to 
10s., £1 (4) used, Montserrat 1903 CC 5s. used, 1914 MCA 5s. used on piece, St Lucia, St Vincent, etc. with not 
all cancellations guaranteed, mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                   £400-£500 

     32            A collection of British West Indies in a stockbook, mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI, incl. Antigua 1938-51 range 
to £1 (2), Barbados 1948 Silver Jubilee set in blocks of four, Dominica, Jamaica, Leeward Islands 1938-51 £1 (4), 
Saint Kitts and Nevis 1938-50 range to 10s., Saint Vincent, Turks and Caicos 1938-45 2s. marginal block of four, 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                            £400-£500 

     33            A mainly K.G.VI to Q.E.II duplicated collection of British Africa in a stockbook incl. Basutoland 1938 to 5s. (2), 
10s. (3) mint, to 5s. and 10s. used, Bechuanaland 1938-52 to 10s. mint and used, Gambia, K.U.T. 1938-52 to 10s. 
(3), £1 (2) with range of shades and perfs., Mauritius, Northern Rhodesia 1938-52 to 20s. (2) mint, Nyasaland 
1938-44 to £1 mint, Seychelles 1938-49 2c. to 5r. (2) mint, Somaliland 1938 set mint, Swaziland 1938-54 to 5s. 
(5), 10s. (3) mint, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                             £400-£500 



     34            A Q.V. to K.G.V collection in an Imperial album, incl. Australia and States, Canada, Malayan States, Rhodesia, 
Zanzibar, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                           £400-£500 

     35            A Q.V. to Q.E.II British Empire selection in varied condition incl. Australia 1913 5d. to 2s. mint, Barbados 1882-
86 CA 5s. used, Gambia 1869-72 4d. (just touched at top) mint, 1909 MCA set mint, New Zealand 1906 
Christchurch Exhibition set mint, Newfoundland 1876-79 rouletted 1c. and 5c. mint, Nyasaland 1903-04 1d. to 
10s. mint, St Lucia 1882-84 4d. and 6d. mint, St Vincent 1875 1s. claret used, Zanzibar 1908-09 200r. overprinted 
“SPECIMEN”, etc. (73)                                                                                                                                        £350-£400 

     36            An all World accumulation in eight albums, five stockbooks and loose, incl. Australia 1931-36 to 10s. used, China, 
Hong Kong, Japan, Montserrat 1932 Tercentenary to 2s.6d. used, New Zealand, Switzerland, etc. (1,000s)           
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

     37            An all World accumulation in seventeen albums, twenty stockbooks, leaves and loose, incl. Canada, Iraq 1918-21 
¼a. (3 pairs), ½a. (6), 1a. (6), 2½a. (6), 3a. (5), 4a. (6), 6a. (6), 8a. (6), 12a. (6), 1r. (4), 2r. (4), 5r. and 10r. each on 
separate pieces with Baghdad first day of issue c.d.s.’s, censor marks and boxed registered cachet, Malta, 
Switzerland, U.S.A., etc. (1,000s)                                                                                                                      £300-£400 

     38            An accumulation in sixteen stockbooks (three empty), album, leaves and loose in envelopes, incl. Germany, Niue, 
Pitcairn Islands, St Helena, Somaliland, Spain, etc. (1,000s)                                                                         £300-£400 

     39            A Foreign group, comprising British Levant Turkish Currency 1887-96 80pa. on 5d. and 12pi. on 2s.6d. overprinted 
“SPECIMEN”, Costa Rica 1948 National Theatre set in imperf. blocks of four in different colours to issued, 
Guatemala 1930 Revenue die proofs of vignette in black and 2c. complete design in deep violet and black both 
mounted on card (230 x 150mm), Haiti 1962 Anti-Malaria imperf. miniature sheet with half the stamps missing 
overprint unmounted mint, Iran 1967 Coronation in pairs and blocks of four all imperf. between, also 1974-75 
10r. pairs (2), Palestine 1923 Postage Due 1m. imperf. pair, 2m. marginal imperf. pair and 8m. imperf single, 
Suriname 1889 (ca.) range of values from 2½c. to 1g. imperf. without gum, slightly varied condition. £300-£400 

     40            A Q.V. to Q.E.II duplicated accumulation of British Pacific in mixed condition in a stockbook with mint incl. 
Australia, British Solomon Islands 1907 to 1s., 1908-11 MCA to 5s., 1939-51 to 5s. (4), 10s., 1958-63 set  
(unmounted), 1940 Postage Due set, Fiji 1938-53 ½d. (9) to £1, Gilbert and Ellice 1911 overprinted set, 1940 Postage 
Due set, Pitcairn Islands, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                 £300-£400 

     41            A mainly mint Q.E.II selection of B.W.I. varieties and errors, incl. Bahamas, Bermuda 1984 Stockdale 40c. with 
inverted watermark, Dominica, Guyana Arts Festival set in block of ten with overprint omitted, St Kitts 1965 
Churchill ½c. variety value at right, etc. (46 items)                                                                                        £300-£400 

     42            A collection of British Africa in two albums, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. Basutoland, Bechuanaland 1938-52 to 10s. mint, 
K.U.T. 1938-54 values to £1 mint, Gambia Cameos, 1898-1902 to 1s. mint, 1922-29 and 1938-42 to 5s. mint, Gold 
Coast, Mauritius, Nigeria, Nyasaland, Rhodesia, St Helena, Seychelles 1912-16 to 2r.25 mint, Sierra Leone, South 
Africa, Tanganyika 1922-24 to 5s., Zanzibar, also a range of postcards and postal stationery, etc., slightly varied 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £300-£400 

     43            An all World selection in seven albums, early to modern, incl. two Strand stamp albums, Asia, Great Britain, 
Commonwealth, Europe, Latin America, South Africa with duplicated provinces, U.S.A., literature with Proud 
Swaziland & Zululand, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                   £300-£400 

     44            An all World selection in a stockbook, early to modern, incl. New Zealand 1970 4c. variety ‘missing veins’, miniature 
sheets, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                £250-£300 

     45            An all World accumulation, incl. modern Commonwealth, Q.V. to Q.E.II Great Britain, Cyprus from Q.V.  
overprints, Canadian yearbooks, omnibus issues, early France, fine Schaubek permanent album no. 1, etc. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

     46            A Commonwealth range in eleven stockbooks, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. blocks of four, Jamaica, British Africa, India, 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                            £250-£300 

     47            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly used British Asia collection in mixed condition in a Scott printed album incl. Hong Kong 
1912-21 MCA to $10, Malayan States with Straits Settlements 1892-99 CA to $5, 1906-07 overprinted to $1, F.M.S. 
with fiscally used values to $25, Johore 1938 Postage Due set, Japanese Occupation issues, Singapore, etc. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 
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     48            A Q.V. to K.G.VI collection in three albums, incl. Ascension, Canada, Hong Kong 1921-37 $2 and $3 mint, India, 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                            £250-£300 

     49            An all World accumulation in two stockbooks, leaves and loose, incl. many revenues and locals with Canada, 
Germany, India, Iraq, U.S.A., documents, etc. (1,000s)                                                                                 £200-£250 

     50            An all World accumulation in an album, five stockbooks, leaves and loose, incl. fiscals, locals, poster stamps,  
revenues, telegraph stamps, etc. (many 100s)                                                                                                 £200-£250 

     51            An unmounted mint Commonwealth selection of stamps and miniature sheets, incl. B.A.T., B.I.O.T., Botswana, 
Norfolk Island, etc. Stated to cat. £2,400. (100s)                                                                                            £200-£250 

     52            An all World mint and used collection in varied condition in four well filled Utile albums incl. Japan with early 
forgeries, South America, British Empire with Malayan States, etc. (many 100s)                                     £200-£250 

     53            A Commonwealth selection, incl. Hong Kong 1903 values to 50c. mint, 1938-52 $10, postal fiscal 1880 12c. on 
$10 used, North Borneo 1939 1c. to $1, two examples of each value, Sierra Leone 1859-74 6d. mint (2), 1872-73 
1s. mint with part gum and 1876 4d. watermark inverted used, Singapore 1948-52 perf. 17½ x18 set mint, etc.,varied  
condition. (55)                                                                                                                                                    £200-£250 

     54            A Commonwealth selection in two albums and eleven stockbooks, K.G.V to Q.E.II, incl. Australia, Canada, 
omnibus issues, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                £200-£250 

     55            A range of Commonwealth in a stockbook, mint and used, incl. K.G.VI with Ceylon plate blocks, Cyprus 1938 
set, Cayman Islands, Cook Islands, Cyrenaica, etc. (100s)                                                                            £200-£250 

     56            A mint and used accumulation in mixed condition on leaves, stockcards and loose incl. British Africa, Australian 
States, France, Germany, Luxembourg, etc. (many 100s)                                                                             £200-£250 

     57            A Q.V. to Q.E.II duplicated accumulation of British Asia in mixed condition in a stockbook incl. Aden, Ceylon 
1938-49 to 5r. mint (2), 1952 Postal Fiscal 10r. unmounted mint, Hong Kong, Malayan States with B.M.A. 1945-
48 to $5 both unmounted mint, Negri Sembilan 1949-55 set mint, North Borneo 1950-52 1c. to $10 set used, etc. 
(few 100s)                                                                                                                                                            £200-£250 

     58            An accumulation in fourteen stockbooks, folder and loose, incl. Balkans, Cyprus, Middle East with Syria, Esperanto, 
a few U.P.U. presentation books, etc. (100s)                                                                                                   £200-£250 

     59            An all World accumulation in seven albums, three stockbooks, folder and loose, incl. Canada, Ceylon, Great Britain 
with presentation packs, Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 1954-59 to £1 (2) used, etc. (1,000s)             £200-£250 

     60            A collection of British West Indies and Pacific Islands in an album, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. Antigua, Barbados 
Britannias to 1s., British Guiana, British Honduras, Falkland Islands, Jamaica, Leeward Islands 1938-51 set mint, 
Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos 1938-45 set mint, etc., slightly varied condition. (100s)         £200-£300 

     61            A collection of Antarctica issues in a binder incl. A.A.T., B.A.T. 1963-69 ½d. to £1 (both) set unmounted mint, 
also both £1 used, 1970 surcharge set unmounted mint, Victoria Land 1911-13 1d. used on Expedition piece, a 
few covers and cards, also a few Cook Islands, Samoa, etc. (few 100s)                                                       £200-£250 

     62            A collection of mint British Europe in four albums, K.G.VI to Q.E.II, incl. Cyprus 1938-51 set mint, 1955-60 set 
unmounted mint, Gibraltar 1938-51 set mint, 1953-59 set mint, Malta 1948-53 set mint, etc., mainly fine. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

     63            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used collection in seven stockbooks and on stockleaves, incl. Australian States, Cyprus 
1938-51 set mint, St Helena 1938-44 set mint, South Africa, etc. (many 100s)                                         £200-£250 

     64            A Commonwealth selection in five albums, mainly British Africa, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. Gambia, K.U.T, Sierra Leone 
with 1938-44 to £1 mint and used, 1956-61 to £1 mint (2) and used, Seychelles with K.G.V to 2r.25 mint, South 
Africa with Natal, Transvaal, Cape of Good Hope, cancellation interest, also literature with Proud Kenya, 
Tanganyika and Swaziland & Zululand etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                       £200-£300 



     65            A duplicated Commonwealth accumulation in ten stockbooks, incl. Ascension, Canada, Rhodesia, etc. (100s)     
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

     66            A range of modern unmounted mint Middle Eastern countries incl. Bahrain, Dubai, Iraq, Jordan, Saudi Arabia 
and Syria, also a few used. Stated to cat. £1,480. (100s)                                                                                £150-£200 

     67            A range of mainly unmounted mint British Central America, K.G.V to early Q.E.II, incl. British Guiana 1938-52 
$3 (4), British Honduras 1932 Relief Fund 2c. + 2c. corner block of eighteen (mounted), 1938-47 50c. and $1, 1962 
Birds set, etc. (108)                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

     68            An accumulation in varied condition in six albums and stockbooks, on leaves and loose contained in a carton with 
various thematic collections with concentration Camps incl. 1943 letter sheet from Buchenwald, extensive written 
up collection of errors on stamps, etc. (100s)                                                                                                 £150-£200 

     69            Old time general collections in mixed condition in Oppens and Strand albums incl. G.B. 1840 1d. plate 9 used 
with four margins, Europe, Hong Kong, Australian States, etc. (few 100s)                                                £150-£200 

     70            A stockbook of Latin America, with unmounted mint ranges of souvenir and miniature sheets, incl. thematics. 
Stated to cat. £890+. (100s)                                                                                                                               £150-£200 

     71            A folder of War Tax issues, incl. stamps and covers, incl. multiples, Bahamas, Bermuda, Jamaica, etc. (100s)       
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

     72            An album of airmail labels, all World, incl. pioneer and scarce items, etc. (100s)                                     £150-£200 

     73            A mainly mint K.G.VI selection, incl. Canada 1950 Official Special Delivery 10c. in an imprint block of four, 
Gibraltar 1938-51 1½d. carmine perf. 13½, Malaya Kedah 1938 redrawn 1c. block of four and single, 2c. single, 
South Africa 1944 official 1½d. in a block of eight, etc., mainly fine. (33)                                                  £150-£200 

     74            A collection of British East Asia and Pacific in an album, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. Hong Kong, Malaya, North Borneo, 
Papua, etc., also some New Zealand, slightly mixed condition. (100s)                                                        £150-£200 

     75            A mainly Commonwealth selection, incl. British Solomon Islands 1956-63 £1 in an unmounted mint plate block 
of four, Dominica, St Helena 1912-16 2s. used, 1922-37 to 7s.6d. mint, etc., varied condition. (64)      £150-£200 

     76            An all World collection in eight albums, incl. Commonwealth with Kiribati, Great Britain with duplicated Q.V. 
to Q.E.II issues, literature with Michel catalogues, etc. (100s)                                                                     £150-£200 

     77            A range of Commonwealth countries in six albums, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. Australia, Cape triangulars, Great Britain 
line engraved, 1887-92 ‘Jubilee’ to 1s. green used (6), Falkland Islands 1960 Birds set unmounted mint, India, etc., 
varied condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

     78            A mainly Commonwealth collection in two albums, incl. Ascension, Singapore with 1948 Silver Wedding $5 mint, 
1955-59 set mint, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

     79            A modern Middle East selection, incl. Iraq with blocks, Jordan 1965 Jerash sheetlets perf. and imperf., 2007 
Butterflies blocks of four and sheetlets, etc., also some Morocco with blocks of four, etc. Stated to cat. £1,350.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

     80            A mainly used collection of Middle East in varied condition in a Senator album incl. Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Kuwait, 
Qatar, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                £120-£150 

     81            A Q.V. to K.G.V British Empire selection in varied condition incl. British Columbia 1865 3d. mint, Gibraltar 1886-
87 CA 1s. used, Grenada 1888-91 1d. on 8d. mint, 1895-99 1s. used, K.U.T. 1935 Jubilee 20c. used with variety 
dot to the left of chapel and 1s. mint with line through “0” of 1910, Nuie 1917 3d. vertical mint pair with mixed 
perfs., etc.                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

     82            A collection of British Europe in an album, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. Cyprus 1955-60 set mint, Gibraltar, Heligoland, 
Ionian Islands, Malta, etc., slightly varied condition. (100s)                                                                         £120-£150 
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     83            A K.G.VI to Q.E.II British Empire selection in varied condition on stockcards incl. G.B. overprinted high values 
mint and used, Cyprus 1938-51 to £1 (2) mint, and used, G.B. 1951 2s.6d. to £1 mint, Malta 1938-53 to 10s. (2) 
mint, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                                           £120-£150 

     84            An all World accumulation in two albums, two folders and loose in envelopes, incl. French Colonies, Germany, 
Italy, much duplication, etc. (1,000s)                                                                                                               £120-£150 

     85            A collection of British Middle East and Asia in an album, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. Aden 1938-49 set mint, Burma, 
Ceylon 1938-49 set mint, India with officials and states, etc., slightly varied condition. (100s)              £120-£150 

     86            A Commonwealth selection on leaves in old auction folders, mainly Q.V. to K.G.V, mint and used, incl. Australian 
States, India and States, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                   £120-£150 

     87            An accumulation in mixed condition in five albums and loose contained in two cartons with interest in duplicated 
used British Africa incl. quantities of Rhodesia Double Head low values, etc. (1,000s)                            £100-£120 

     88            The balance of a collection in four albums, two stockbooks and loose contained in a carton with unmounted mint 
G.B. incl. 1902-13 10d. and 1s., range of decimal commemorative sets, f.d.c’s, also selection of literature incl. War 
Tax Stamps Of The British Empire by John Davis, etc. (100s)                                                                     £100-£120 

     89            Two empty early Lallier albums (1864 and 1867 editions), worn condition.                                             £100-£120 

     90            A Q.V. to Q.E.II Commonwealth selection in a box, incl. mint and used issues, etc. (100s)                   £100-£120 

     91            A K.G.VI collection in a Crown album, incl. mint and used issues, mainly fine. (100s)                           £100-£120 

     92            A Commonwealth selection of booklets and coil stamps, K.G.V to Q.E.II, incl. much middle period. etc. (100s)  
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

     93            A mainly British Empire selection in mixed condition in three stockbooks and loose incl. 1949 U.P.U. omnibus 
sets apparently complete used, Kiribati, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                £100-£120 

     94            An all World collection in Ideal albums Vols. I and II, two Imperial albums, incl. France, Germany, India and 
States, sparsely filled, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                       £100-£120 

     95            A Commonwealth collection in album, two stockbooks and loose, incl. a selection of 1935 issues in special album 
with eight sets, Australia with 1988 Bicentennial booklets (5), Turks and Caicos Islands, etc. (100s)   £100-£120 

     96            An all World range of air mail labels, incl. Kuwait, Sri Lanka, France, Great Britain, etc. (100s)              £80-£100 

     97            An all World range of miniature sheets in a stockbook, mainly middle to early modern period, incl. Europe, 
Commonwealth, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

     98            A mainly Foreign collection in five albums and on leaves, early to modern, incl. Europe with France from imperfs., 
U.S.A., Mexico, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                   £80-£100 

     99            An all World collection in two Ideal albums, volumes I and II, sparsely filled, incl. mint and used issues, etc., mixed 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                   £80-£100 

   100            A duplicated mint and used accumulation in 29 A4 stockbooks contained incl. France, Germany, Japan, British 
Empire, also an empty S.G. K.G.VI album. (many 100s)                                                                                 £80-£100 

   101            Accessories: 23 empty stockbooks, most are unused, with Lighthouse and Prinz, some are still wrapped.             
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   102            - SAFE Perfotronic and Signoscope in virtually unused condition with one adaptor.                                £80-£100 

   103  m      Cancellations: A selection of covers, cards and stamps on leaves, incl. Estonia, Finland, German Occupation 
issues, Latvia, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   104            Cinderellas: A selection, incl. De La Rue sample stamps, advertising labels, strike post, W.W.II leaflets, 1897 
Jubilee labels, etc. Ex Springbett.                                                                                                                      £200-£250 



   105   P       Colonial Proofs and Essays: “IMPERIUM” Trials, 1897 imperf. 6d. solid and white singles on Crown CA  
watermarked paper, key plate in dull purple and duty plate in black and carmine, fine. Photo.             £150-£200 

   106   P       - De La Rue “AFRICA” 2½d. essay with head of Minerva and ornamental frames in green and purple, light gum 
bend, otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                  £70-£80 

   107            - A large piece of imperf. printer’s waste with one side showing 50 impressions of the British Guiana 1954 3c. 
frame in brown, then on the reverse with 50 impressions of the full $2 in carmine and 48 full and further part 
impressions of the Perak 1957 1c. black.                                                                                                        £100-£150 

Omnibus Issues 

   108            1935 Silver Jubilee, a specialised collection in five binders and on leaves, incl. much Swaziland with 2d. ‘lightning 
conductor’ in a corner block of four unmounted mint, many in multiples, extensive minor varieties, covers, etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                             £1,000-£1,500 

   109  H       - Sets complete (less British Forces in Egypt), also 1953 Coronation complete unmounted (less Ceylon), mainly 
good to fine mint.                                                                                                                                               £220-£250 

   110            1937 Coronation, range of used sets, mainly fine. (approx. 200)                                                                    £60-£70 

   111  J       1948-49 Silver Wedding, sets complete, mainly good to fine unmounted mint. (138)                          £550-£600 

   112  H       - Sets complete, mainly good to fine mint. (138)                                                                                           £400-£450 

   113  H       - Sets complete, mainly good to fine mint. (138)                                                                                           £400-£450 

Postal History and Covers 

   114 s      Three large canvas P.O.W. parcel fronts, each sent from Germany to internment camps in the U.S.A. with a range 
of markings, unusual.                                                                                                                                           £80-£100 

   115 )      A selection of Gulf States commercial mail from 1952 to 1964 with covers and a piece, incl. Bahrain, Kuwait, 
Muscat, Qatar, registered mail. etc. (19 items)                                                                                               £500-£600 

   116 )      A range of covers from Antigua, Barbados, St Lucia, Trinidad, Grenada, St Vincent and Bermuda, pre-stamp 
onwards, incl. crowned circle Barbados, fleurons, first flights, censors, etc. (79)                                      £400-£500 

   117 )      An all World range of covers, incl. Malaya, Timor, India P.O.W. mail and dead letter offices, also 19th century 
India with 1850 Madras soldier’s letter, 1843, 1895 and 1898 soldiers’ letters, etc. (1,000s)                    £400-£500 

   118 )      An all World selection, incl. Malaya, Papua, Thailand, Commonwealth postal stationery, Antarctic, U.S. Forces 
in the Pacific, Liberian airmails, Canada postal cards, S.W.A. high values on Baggage labels, etc. (100s)                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

   119 )      A range of mourning covers, all World, incl. much Europe, much middle period, etc. Ex Springbett. (approx. 400)
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   120 )      An all World selection of covers and cards, incl. Austria, Germany, Switzerland, also a range of postcards of 
Salonika, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                                     £240-£260 

   121 )      A selection of Gulf countries, incl. Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, commercial mail, etc. (few 100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

   122 )      An all World range of covers, from 1809 to 1890, incl. 1841 St Vincent to London with red boxed “PACKET  
LETTER”, 1855 Paid at Valparaiso to U.S.A., Bahamas 1864 envelope to U.S.A. franked 4d., etc.          £150-£200 
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   123 )      A Commonwealth selection of covers and cards, incl. Malayan States, Samoa, postal stationery, etc. (73 items)   
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   124 )      A range of all World covers, from 1867 to 1980s, incl. much Japan with early stationery, Ceylon, early U.S.A., 
Barbuda, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                            £120-£150 

   125 )      A range of British Southern Africa covers, from 1900 to 2000, mostly modern, incl. W.W.II selection, much South 
Africa, S.W.A. and Rhodesia, etc. (100s)                                                                                                         £120-£150 

   126 )      A range of all World postal history, from 1839 to 2000, incl. maritime collection in an album, etc. (300+)            
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   127 )      An all World range of covers, from 1841 to 1948, incl. maritime mail with extensive U.S.A., Brazil pre-stamp with 
Santos fish, etc. (64)                                                                                                                                           £120-£150 

   128 )      A small group of covers with 1860s Austria used in Hungary, Turkey 1892 10pa. (4) on cover from Samos to 
France, Hungary post stationery used, Vatican 1930s with 1933 Holy Year sets (3), Express covers, etc., in mixed 
condition. (42)                                                                                                                                                    £100-£150 

   129 )      A range of middle East covers, middle to modern period, incl. Bahrain, Turkey, Iraq, etc. (100s)         £100-£150 

   130 )      A middle to modern selection of Far East covers, incl. Hong Kong, China, Japanese Occupation, etc. (100s)         
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   131 )      An all World selection, incl. much middle period, Commonwealth, Europe, postal stationery, etc. Ex Springbett. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £100-£150 

   132 )      A South America selection of covers and cards, incl. Argentine, Brazil, postal stationery, etc. (50 items)               
                                                                                                                                                                                  £70-£90 

   133            Maritime Mail: The Keith Irwin collection of Allen Shipping Line, very comprehensive in 27 cover albums 
and loose, contained in nine cartons, incl. range of 19th century Transatlantic mail between Canada and 
England, picture postcards of ships, incl. SS Alsatian (36), Bavarian (81), Calgarian (31), Corsican (232), 
Corinthian (67), Empress of France (86), Grampian (128), Hesperian (89), Ionian (136), Lake Erie (212), 
Laurenian (14), Marburn (15), Marglen (37), Marboch (12), Parisian (66), Pretorian (63), Pomeranian (9), 
Romaic (3), Sarmakian (3), Sardinian (30), Scandinavian (66), Scotian (116), RMS Tunisian (408), SS 
Victorian (284), Virginian (253) etc. with a range of literature, ephemera with advertising, menus, passenger 
lists, research notes, etc. (many 1,000s) Photos above and on page 176.                                       £4,000-£6,000 

   134 )      - A group of paquebot covers and cards, incl. Europe, Commonwealth, Great Britain, etc. (123)         £100-£150 



Postal Stationery 

   135 )       An all World range of registered newspaper wrappers, ex Springbett. (36)                                               £100-£150 

   136 )       An all World range of registered postcards, ex Springbett. (466)                                                                £100-£150 

   137 )       An all World selection, from 1870 to 1910, incl. uprated, much U.S.A., U.P.U. overprints on Dominican Republic, 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                            £100-£150 

   138 )      A range of British West Indies postal stationery, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. specimens (65), etc. (166)           £150-£200 

   139 )      An all World range of registered letter cards, incl. much Europe, ex Springbett. (39)                             £100-£150 

   140 )      An all World range of registered airletters, incl. much middle period, ex Springbett. (109)                   £100-£150 

   141 )      A range of British Africa items incl. specimens (36), Lagos, Natal, Seychelles, Rhodesia, St Helena, Tanganyika, 
also Gambia with 1d. overprint cards with misplaced overprint (3), etc. (68)                                             £80-£100 

   142 )      Postcards: A range of India and Afghanistan postcards in an album, incl. photos, etc. (200)                £250-£300 

   143 )      - An all World selection of postcards in a box and an album, incl. much South Africa (Pretoria), Japan, Great 
Britain (York), France, etc. (800+)                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

   144 )      - A collection of British ‘Hold-to-light’ postcards, incl. topographical and subject cards, unused and used. (60)    
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   145 )      - An all World selection, incl. Japan, B.E.A., Fernando Po, Gibraltar, Gold Coast, shipping, etc. (160+)                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £140-£160 

   146 )      - A middle period all World selection, incl. Great Britain, Japan, U.S.A., etc. (100s)                                  £80-£100 

   147            Railway Stamps: An accumulation on leaves and loose, incl. Denmark, Netherlands, a range of R.P.O’s and T.P.O’s 
on covers and cards with Canada, Latvia, etc. (100s)                                                                                    £200-£250 

   148   S        Specimen Stamps: A Commonwealth selection of single values, incl. Gambia, Malaya Straits Settlements, 
Somaliland, etc., varied condition. (57)                                                                                                           £100-£120 

   149            War Tax: A selection of covers, incl. Gold Coast, St Lucia, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos Islands, also 
some War Tax stamps from British Virgin Islands, etc. (29 items, 9 stamps)                                           £200-£250 

Thematics 

   150            A comprehensive all World collection of various subjects incl. se-tenant pairs, strips, blocks and sheets, contained 
in sixteen stockbooks and an album, incl. Australia, Burundi, Channel Islands, China 1965 Anniversary 8f. se- 
tenant strip of three mint, 1971 Anniversary 8f. se-tenant strip of three mint, Cook Islands, French Colonies, Hong 
Kong, Libya, St Vincent, many thematic subjects with Animals, Birds, Sealife, Space, etc. (1,000s)       £600-£800 

   151            Baseball: A collection in four albums and loose with range of mainly mint sets, miniature sheets and sheetlets, 
commemorative covers and cards, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                           £80-£100 

   152   P       Birds: Israel 1987 Biblical Birds of Prey, a group of four progressive proofs, fine.                                    £100-£150 

   153            Cricket: A collection in eight binders contained in a carton with a range of mainly mint issues incl. sheets, quantity 
of commemorative covers with some signed by Test players, etc. (100s)                                                   £100-£150 

   154            Europa: A mainly unmounted mint collection in two Lighthouse albums, incl. issues from 1956 to 1987, virtually 
complete, less 1956 Luxembourg set, etc. (100s)                                                                                           £300-£400 

   155            Film: A collection in mainly fine condition in two albums and four stockbooks contained in a carton with range 
of mainly unmounted issues with sets and miniature sheets incl. Disney, commemorative covers and cancellations, 
1944 stationery cards addressed to Abbot and Costello damaged by fire in transit, etc. (many 100s)   £250-£300 

   156            Olympic Games: A collection in a stockbook with Greece 1896 to 10dr. mint and used sets, mint blocks, varieties, 
high value forgeries used, 1900 surcharges set plus varieties, 1906 to 5dr. two mint sets, used with Stadium 
Postmarks, proofs, plus later mint issues, etc. (few 100s)                                                                             £500-£600 
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   157            Royal Visits: A collection in two albums and two folders, incl. covers, postcards, stamps, incl. Canada, India, New 
Zealand, South Africa, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

   158            Tobacco and Smoking: A collection in two albums and loose with range of mainly unmounted mint issues incl. 
China 1967 Our Great Teacher 8f., selection of covers and cards with some illustrated, anti-smoking, etc. (few 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                     £100-£120 

   159            World Wildlife Fund: An all World range of unmounted mint and used sets on stockleaves. Stated to cat. £681.
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 
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British Empire and Foreign Countries 

Abu Dhabi 

   160  m      1972 Provisional issue 1d. fine used. S.G. 95, cat. £550. Photo.                                                                    £150-£200 

Aden 

   161  m      1937 Dhow ½a. to 10r., mainly fine used. (12) S.G. 1-12, cat. £650. Photo.                                               £200-£250 

   162 )      - ½a. to 10r. set on cover (creased), used on the first day of issue, mainly fine and scarce. S.G. 1-12. Photo on page 
19.                                                                                                                                                                         £350-£400 

Albania 

   163  Hb 1925 10q. rose block of 40 (4 x 10) from the foot of the sheet, unmounted mint, crease noted otherwise fine. The 

largest known multiple. S.G. 196a, cat. £2,200+. Photo on page 19.                                                              £600-£700 

Andorra 

   164            A mainly mint collection in two folders, incl. French P.O. 1931 to 5f. (2), postage due 1f.20 on 2f. and 5f. on 1f., 
1946-59 postage due set, 1955-58 air set, Spanish P.O. 1928 to 10p., 1929-38 to 10p., etc., varied condition. (few 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                     £400-£500 

Antigua 

   165  m      Great Britain used in Antigua: 1858-60 4d. rose used with “A02” of St Johns, fine. S.G. Z4, cat. £600. Ex Frederick 
Mayer. Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

   166             A mainly Q.V. selection, incl. 1879 2½d. unused, 1882 4d. mint, 1921-29 £1 mint, etc., varied condition. (10)     
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   167            Revenues: Stamp Duty 1870 watermark Crown CC 1d. mint (2), used, 2d. mint, 3d. used, 4d. mint, 6d., 1s., 2s., 
3s., 4s. mint, 1876 watermark Crown CA 3d. (2), 1s. mint and used, fair to fine. Photo on page 19.       £80-£100 

Argentina 

   168            A duplicated selection on stockcards, incl. officials, departmental officials, etc., varied condition. (100s)                
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

Ascension 

Great Britain used in Ascension 

   169  m      1881 1d. lilac on piece, 1897-92 ½d. vermilion on piece, 2d. (2, one faded), 2½d., 6d. and ½d. blue-green, fair to 
fine. Photo                                                                                                                                                           £300-£350 

   170  m      1902-11 1d. strip of four on piece, 2d. (2 pairs, one on piece), 6d. on piece, 1s. pair on piece and single, fair to fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £500-£600 
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   171            1906 (Nov. 10) picture postcard (“THE GARDENS,/GREEN MOUNTAIN,”, Attwood 15) used to London franked 
1902-10 1d. tied by Ascension c.d.s., 1907 (June 25) large piece from printed envelope commercially used, bearing 
1902-11 ½d. block of four, three pairs and 1d. single cancelled by eleven poor to fair strikes of Ascension c.d.s., 
and 1916 (Sept. 15) cover to London with straight line “CENSORED” initialled alongside, franked 1d. tied by fine 
Ascension c.d.s., vertical fold at left. Photo.                                                                                                    £280-£300 

   172  m      A K.G.V selection, incl. 1912-22 ½d. pair on piece, 1½d. (2, one on cover, other on piece), 2d. die I, 2½d. on piece, 
3d. on piece, 4d. on piece, 6d. on piece, 1s. on piece, etc., varied condition. (14)                                     £400-£500 

   173 s      1912-22 ½d., 3d. and 1s. used together on piece, minor imperfections, otherwise fine. Z39, 44, 51. Photo.             
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   174  mb - 1½d. two strips used on small piece cancelled three times, a scarce multiple. S.G. Z41, cat. £600+. Photo on page 
19.                                                                                                                                                                           £80-£100 

   175  mb - 2½d. blue, “A.12” control block of six, fine and scarce. S.G. Z43. Photo.                                                 £200-£250 

   176 s      - 3d. violet and 1s. bistre fine used on small piece dated 1919. S.G. Z44, Z51, cat. £405. Photo.              £80-£100 

   177  m+ - 1s. bistre rare block of four used dated “OC 6/22”, minor faults. S.G. Z51, cat. £900+. Photo.             £100-£120 
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Ascension: 1922 Overprints 

   178  H       1922 ½d. to 3s. set, mint, slight gum toning, otherwise mostly fine. S.G. 1-9, cat. £325. Photo.             £100-£120 

   179  H       - 2d. black and grey, variety line through “P” of “POSTAGE” [R. 3/6], horizontal crease otherwise fresh mint. S.G. 
4a, cat. £500. Photo.                                                                                                                                                £70-£90 

1924 – 33 

   180 )      ½d. 1½d. and 5d. used on attractive 1930 registered cover to U.S.A. Photo on page 19.                            £80-£100 

   181  H       ½d., 1d., 1½d., 2d., 3d., 4d., 6d. and 1s., all showing variety ‘broken mainmast’ [R. 2/1], mainly fine mint. (8) S.G. 
10a-16a, 18a. Cat. £2,445. Photo.                                                                                                                      £700-£900 

   182  H       ½d., 1d., 3d. in pair, 4d., 8d., 2s. and 3s. (small thin) each showing ‘torn flag’ variety R. 4/6], mainly fine mint. S.G. 
10b, 11b, 14b, 15b, 17b, 19b, 20b, cat. £3,005. Photo.                                                                                £800-£1,000 

   183  H       ½d., 1d. (corner marginal), 4d. and 6d. (corner marginal), each showing ‘cleft rock’ variety [R. 5/1], mint, good to 
fine. S.G. 10c, 11c, 15c, 16c, cat. £1,365. Photo.                                                                                             £450-£500 

   184  H       8d. corner marginal showing variety ‘cleft rock’ [R. 5/1], fine mint S.G. 17c, cat. £300. Photo.              £100-£120 

   185  H       3s. grey-black and black on blue from the left of the sheet showing ‘broken mainmast’ variety [R. 2/1], some staining 
on gum, otherwise fine mint. S.G. 20a, cat. £900. Photo.                                                                              £150-£200 

   186            A selection incl. set mint, 1½d. mint pair, one with line through “C”, 2d. with ‘broken mainmast’ used, 8d. with  
‘broken mainmast’ mint, 12½d. with ‘torn’ flag mint, 2d. used, 1d. with ‘cleft rock’ mint, 2d. used, etc., varied  
condition. (46)                                                                                                                                                    £500-£600 

1934 

   187   P       3d. die proof in issued colours on wove paper, affixed to piece (108 x 41mm) from De La Rue appendix sheet  
endorsed “Approved for die”, initialled and dated “13/3/34”. An important item. Photo also on back cover.
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

   188   S        - ½d. to 5s. set perforated “SPECIMEN”, fine with gum. S.G. 21s-30s, cat. £500. Photo.                           £180-£200 

   189 )      - ½d. to 5s. set, used on 1937 (Dec. 22) envelope, registered to London, all tied by Ascension c.d.s’s with registered 
oval below. S.G. 31-30. Photo.                                                                                                                          £100-£120 

1938 – 53 

   190  Jb 1½d. black and vermilion, perf. 14, corner block of six, one showing variety cut mast and railings, fine unmounted 
mint. S.G. 40cb, cat. £400+. Photo.                                                                                                                  £150-£180 

   191  H       2d. black and red-orange, perf. 13, showing ‘mountaineer’ flaw [R. 4/4], fine mint. S.G. 41aa. Photo.   £120-£150 

   192  H       2s.6d. black and deep carmine, perf. 13½, showing ‘davit’ flaw [R. 5/1], mint, fine. S.G. 45b. Photo.     £350-£400 

   193            Range in a stockbook, mainly unmounted mint, incl. values to 10s. block of twelve, blocks of four (2) and singles 
(5), etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                               £1,200-£1,500 
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Ascension continued 

   194            A mainly mint selection on stockleaves, incl. ½d. with elongated “E”, 1½d. black and vermilion perf. 13 block (2 x 
6), one with ‘davit’ flaw, 1½d. black and rose-carmine perf. 14 block of four, one with ‘davit’ flaw, 2d. black and 
scarlet perf. 14 showing ‘mountaineer’ flaw, range of printings to 10s. (3), used to 10s. on three covers, etc., varied 
condition. (134)                                                                                                                                                  £400-£500 

   195   P       1976 Bicentenary, sets of imperforate proofs in issued colours affixed to John Waddington Ltd printed cards 
headed “RUNNING PROOF” and photographic proofs. Photo.                                                                  £200-£300 

   196            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1922 to 2s. mint, 1924-33 1d., 1½d., 2d. and 3d. in plate corner 
pairs mint, one of each with ‘cleft in rock’, set mint, set used (some doubtful cancellations), 1934 sets mint and 
used, 1938-53 to 10s. mint (2), used, 1956 sets mint and used, range of later issues, etc., mixed condition. (many 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                     £600-£700 

   197            A selection of varieties, incl. 1924-33 ½d. with ‘cleft rock’ used, 6d. with ‘cleft rock’ used (poor), 1934 1d. ‘teardrop’ 
flaw mint, 1938-53 1d. black and yellow-orange perf. 13 ‘mountaineer’ flaw mint, 6d. perf. 13 with ‘boulder’ flaw 
mint, etc., mixed condition. (11)                                                                                                                      £200-£250 

   198            A selection on stockleaves, incl. 1934 to 5s. mint and used, 2d. showing ‘teardrops’ flaw mint, etc., varied condition. 
(41)                                                                                                                                                                       £150-£200
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Australian States 

   199            Railway Stamps: A duplicated selection, incl. New South Wales, Queensland, Western Australia, etc. (100s)      
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

New South Wales 

   200  m      1850 (Jan.) Sydney View 1d. plate I without clouds, used horizontal pair, some faults but good appearance. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   201  H       1888-89 20s. fresh mint, vertical gum crease otherwise fine. S.G. 262, cat. £750. Photo.                        £100-£120 

   202          No lot                                                                                                                                                                                       

Queensland 1882 – 95 

   203   P       Imperforate plate proofs on card, 2s.6d. brown, 10s. green, £1 (2) in orange and plum respectively, minor  
imperfections otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                                                               £300-£400 

   204   P       Imperforate colour trials on wove paper, 2s. in orange, green and blue (faults), 2s.6d. in green, fine. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

   205   P       Perforated colour trial on gummed paper, £1 plum, left marginal horizontal pair. Photo.                      £400-£500 

   206   P       Imperforate printer’s samples on card, 2s.6d. brown and 10s. green perfined “SPECIMEN”, 5s. blue overprinted 
“SPECIMEN”, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                  £300-£400 

   207   S        A selection of “SPECIMEN” handstamps, comprising 2s. (6), 2s.6d. (7), 5s. (4), 10s. (5), £1 (4), very mixed  
condition.                                                                                                                                                            £150-£200 

   208   S        A selection of “SPECIMEN” handstamps, comprising 2s., 2s.6d. (2), 5s. (3), 10s. (3), £1. (3), some with gum, varied 
condition.                                                                                                                                                            £150-£200 

   209            2s., 2s.6d., 5s. (one missing), 10s. (one missing) and £1 reconstructed blocks of thirty, used, pen-cancelled or 
cleaned, varied condition.                                                                                                                                  £250-£300 

   210  Ib £1 deep green on thick paper in an unused (without gum) block of eight, one showing retouch [R. 6/4] some light 
staining, one has small tear, otherwise fine. S.G. 160, a. Photo.                                                                   £400-£500 

   211  I       A mint or unused selection on leaves, incl. thin paper £1 unused (2), thick paper 5s. mint block of four, £1 mint 
(4), etc., mixed condition. (33)                                                                                                                          £500-£600 

   212            Mainly used collection on leaves, incl. thin paper £1 (12), thick paper £1 (14), poor to fine. (116)        £600-£800 

   213            1903 2s.6d. used (3), £1 re-entry unused (2, one damaged) also one pen-cancelled, poor to good. S.G. 270, 271, a.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   214            1905-06 £1 deep green, perf. 12, reconstruction of thirty, incl. blocks of fifteen and eight, most used, one  
handstamped “SPECIMEN”, one with retouch, varied condition. S.G. 274.                                                £400-£500 

   215            - Selection on leaves, incl. perf. 12½-13 £1 mint, perf. 12 £1 mint, used strip of three, etc., varied condition. (14)
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

   216 )      1907-11 5s. rose, used on 1910 cover, registered from Thursday Island to Austria, tied by “336” with Thursday 
Island c.d.s. alongside, a few cover faults, otherwise fine. Ex Griffiths. Photo.                                           £150-£200 

   217            - A selection on leaves, incl. 2s.6d. mint (9), used block of four, 5s. mint (5), 10s. mint (3), used block of four, £1 
mint (4, one with retouch), used (2), etc., varied condition. (41)                                                             £800-£1,000 

   218            A selection of high values from 1882 to 1911 on stockcards, incl. 1882-95 thick paper 10s. mint (3), £1 mint, 1905-
06 perf. £1 mint, also some literature, etc., mixed condition. (109)                                                             £500-£600 

Victoria 

   219  J       1897 Hospital Fund 1d. (1s.) pair and three singles, 2½d. (2s.6d.) pair, all unmounted mint, mainly fine. S.G. 353, 
354, cat. £400+.                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 



Western Australia 

   220  I + 1860-64 imperforate 4d. blue, with variety watermark sideways, in a fine unused block of four from the top 
of the sheet, vivid colour, good margins, a remarkable item. S,G, 26a, cat. £14,000 as singles. Photo also on 
back cover.                                                                                                                                                   £4,000-£5,000 
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Australia 

   221   S        1913-14 First Watermark £1 brown and ultramarine and £2 black and rose, both handstamped “SPECIMEN”, £1 
slightly faded and a few stain spots, £2 has some blunted perfs., otherwise fine. S.G. 15s, 16s. Photo.  £300-£400 

   222  H + 1914-20 Single Watermark, ½d. bright yellow-green, comb perf. in a Harrison imprint block of four, marginal 
creases, otherwise fine. BW $A950. Photo.                                                                                                     £150-£200 

   223  Jb - 1d. carmine-red, comb perf., die I, JCB monogram block of six, a few split perfs., otherwise fine unmounted mint. 
S.G. 21c. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

   224  H       - 5d. brown comb perf., variety watermark inverted, mint horizontal pair, one has minor gum bend, otherwise 
fine. S.G. 28bw, cat. £1,900. Photo.                                                                                                                  £300-£400 

   225   S        1915-27 Third Watermark 10s., £1 (2) and £2 overprinted “SPECIMEN” type B, 10s. has thin, £2 with some perf. 
faults otherwise good to fine with gum. S.G. 43s-45s.                                                                                   £120-£150 

   226  H       1929-30 £2 black and rose mint, a few blunted and one damaged perfs., otherwise fine. S.G. 114, cat. £4,500. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£800 

   227  I       1931-36 Watermark Crown C of A £2 black and rose, showing clipped tail, unused, otherwise fine. S.G. 138. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £400-£500 

   228  H       1937-49 a mint selection on leaves, incl. ½d. to £1 set in imprint pairs or blocks of four, etc. (192)     £250-£300 

   229   S        1963-65 Navigators 7s.6d. to £2 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fine with gum. S.G. 357s-60s, cat. £475. Photo.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   230  J       1973 Metric Conversion 7c. “Volume”, variety yellow-olive omitted, a fine unmounted mint example and one of 
very few known, with normal for comparison. S.G. 533a, cat. £1,500. Photo also on back cover.          £400-£500 

   231            A mint and used collection in two albums, incl. 1913-14 to 1s. mint, 1914-20 1d. die II mint, 1915-28 to 1s. mint, 
used to 5s. (2), 1916-18 1d. die II mint (creased), 1928 Exhibition miniature sheet mint and used, 1929-30 to 5s. 
mint and used, 1926-30 perf. 13½ x 12½ set mint, 1931-36 to 5s. mint, 1932 Bridge 5s. mint and used (2, one with 
retouch), 1935 Anzac 1s. mint block of four, 1937-49 to £1 mint (2), 1940-56 to £2 mint, range of imprint blocks, 
officials, postage dues 1938 set in mint imprint pairs, British Occupation 1946-47 set mint, etc. (many 100s)       
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,500-£2,000 

   232            A collection in two stockbooks, incl. New South Wales, South Australia, Tasmania, Western Australia, 1913-14 
to 1s. used (2), 1923-24 £1 overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1928 Exhibition miniature sheet mint, 1932 Bridge 5s. mint, 
1937-49 to £1 mint (2), 1948-56 to £2 mint, 1963-65 Navigators set mint, 1946-47 Occupation to 5s. mint (2), etc., 
mixed condition. (many 100s)                                                                                                                       £800-£1,000 

   233            Used collection from 1913 to 1988 in mixed condition in an album incl. 1915 to 5s. (4, incl. a pair), 1915-28 to £1, 
1929-30 to 5s., 10s., 1931-36 to £1, £2, range of K.G.V Heads with some varieties, 1932 Bridge set (5s. is c.t.o.), 
most later issues, officials incl. 1931 overprinted Air pair (4 of each incl. corner marginal), postage dues, etc. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£800 

   234            A duplicated mint (much unmounted) accumulation in mixed condition in a stockbook incl. 1913-14 6d. (2), 1915-
27 9d. Mullett inter-panneau imprint pair, K.G.V Heads some marginal with imprints, inverted watermarks, 1928 
Melbourne Exhibition pane, other commemorative issues with imprints, 1937-49 Robes 10s. thin paper corner 
marginal block with imprint, 1963-65 Navigators set (unmounted), selection of postage dues, officials incl. 1918-
23 to 1s.4d., etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                               £500-£600 

   235            A duplicated mint (much unmounted) accumulation in mixed condition in a stockbook with kangaroos to 2s., 
K.G.V Heads to 1s.4d., early commemorative sets, 1963-65 Navigators set, postage dues, also a few States, etc. 
(few 100s)                                                                                                                                                            £200-£250 

   236            A small selection, incl. 1913-14 1d. with inverted watermark mint, 1914-20 1d. mint pair with Harrison imprint, 
1924-25 4d. mint pair from the foot of the sheet with double perfs. at base, 1929-30 6d. block of four with John 
Ash imprint, 10s. mint, 1932 Bridge 5s. mint, 1948-56 10s. to £2 oveprinted “SPECIMEN”, etc., mixed condition. 
(18)                                                                                                                                                                       £200-£250 



Australia continued 

   237            An accumulation in four albums and two stockbooks, incl. range of K.G.V study of shades and plate flaws, 1937-
49 to £1 used (5), cancellations, flown covers, etc. (100s)                                                                             £150-£200 

   238            A mint K.G.V to Q.E.II selection incl. 1913-14 6d. claret, 1928 Exhibition pane of four, 1932 Sydney Bridge set, 
1934-48 perf. 11 1s.6d., 1934 Centenary of Victoria perf. 10½ and 11½ sets, 1934 Macarthur set, 1935 Anzac set, 
1937-49 £1 thin paper, coils, 1963-65 Navigator £1 white paper, 1967 50c. (both) and 1968 50c. Military Post book-
lets etc. Varied condition.                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

   239            An accumulation in mixed condition in a stockbook with a range of States incl. New South Wales 1854-59 6d. 
and 8d. used, 1897 Hospital Charity 1d. (1s.) (8) and 2½d. (2s.6d) (3), mint with minor faults, kangaroos incl. 1913 
perf. “OS” to 6d. (8) and 1s. (5), 1915-28 to 10s. used, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                         £150-£200 

   240            An accumulation of mainly decimal issues in varied condition in five stockbooks, a binder and loose with  
unmounted mint issues to 2006, selection of presentation packs, also booklets incl. 1967 Military Post 50c., etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

   241            A selection in a small stockbook and loose, incl. 1934 Centenary perf. 10½ set in mint blocks of four, 1934 
Macarthur set in mint blocks of four. range of K.G.V Heads, etc. (373)                                                    £150-£200 

   242            A mint and used collection in an album, from 1913 to 1953, incl. imprint blocks, varieties, etc. (100s)                   
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   243            A Q.V. to K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. range of States, kangaroos to 5s. used, range of Heads, etc., mixed  
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

   244  H       Mint selection from 1927 to 1936 on leaves, incl. 1928 Exhibition miniature sheet unmounted, 1932 1s. green in 
Ash imprint pair, 1934 Victoria set of both perfs., 1934 Macarthur set, etc., mainly fine. (62)               £200-£250 

   245  H       K.G.VI mint collection on leaves, incl. 1937-49 set complete with all 3d. dies and papers, 1948 Arms set, etc., 
mainly fine. (87)                                                                                                                                                  £200-£250 

   246            Officials: 1913 to 1936, used collection of perforated “OS” issues in mixed condition on leaves incl. 1913 ½d. to 
5s., 1914 ½d. to 9d., 1915 2d. to 5s., 1915-28 to 5s.,10s., 1918-23 to 1s.4d. (2), 1926-30 to 1s.4d., also selection of 
N.S.W. “OS” overprints, etc., mixed condition. (149)                                                                                    £300-£400 

   247            - 1918-23 4½d. violet block corner block of seventeen with part imprint at base, also 1s.4d. single, unmounted 
mint, both with faults. S.G. O73, O75, cat. £2,160. Photo on page 26.                                                       £200-£250 
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   248            Officials: 1923-24 £1 grey, unmounted mint, faults. S.G. 78, cat. £1,900. Photo on page 26.                 £200-£250 

   249 ) (  Airmails: 1914 (July 16-18) Melbourne-Sydney special flown card, by M. Guillaux, a few creases, otherwise fine, 
also damaged flown card. A.A.M.C. 3, cat. A$750. Photo.                                                                            £150-£200 

   250 ) (  - Comprehensive collection of flown covers and cards from 1914 to 2020 in eight folders, incl. 1924 Newtown-
Narrandera flown cover, 1925 (July 21, 22) Echica-Broken Hill cover, 1929 (Dec.) Australia via Karachi to England 
cover, 1930 (Jan. 1) Sydney-Brisbane cover, Brisbane-Sydney cover, 1930 (Feb. 19) Camooweal-Daly Waters cover, 
Camooweal-Perth (2) covers, 1931 (July) Australia-Japan cover, 1933 (Oct.) Launceston-Currie cover, 1933 (Dec.) 
Australia-New Zealand special card, 1935 (July) Richmond-Sydney cover signed by Kingsford-Smith, 1935 (May) 
Brisbane-Hamilton cover, 1936 (Dec.) Air Race covers for C.D. Pratt and J.L. Scott, N.C.P. Blight, A.H. Tweddle, 
1939 (Jan.) Koranga crash cover, 1945 (Nov.) Ceylon-Australia cover, range of Stages, some rocket mail, etc. (100s) 
Photo on page 176.                                                                                                                                      £1,200-£1,500 

   251  H       British Commonwealth Occupation Force 1946-47 ½d. to 5s. (thick paper) set with extra 1d., mainly fine mint. 
S.G. J1-J7.                                                                                                                                                               £80-£100 

   252 )      -½d. to 5s. set, used on unaddressed 1949 envelope, tied by “AUST BASE P O/C” c.d.s’s. S.G. J1-J7. Photo.             
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

Austria 

   253            1957 Ottawa P&T presentation book, incl. 1953 Birds 1s., 3s., 5s. and 10s., 1955 10th Anniversary, etc., cat. £575.
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   254            A duplicated selection on stockcards, incl. 1858-59 3k. yellow-green used (3), 1925-30 air 3s. mint (2), 1948-52 
Costumes to 10s. mint, 1950 Plebicite set used, 1950-53 Air 3s. used, etc., mixed condition. (100s)     £300-£400 

   255  m       Lombardy-Venetia: A collection of covers and stamps in an album, incl. pre-stamp, 1863 (1k.05) stamp used with 
Verona datestamp, range of cancellations, South Tyrol, etc. (203 items)                                                   £120-£150 

   256  m       - A collection of Italy and Austrian T.P.O’s on covers cards, pieces and stamps from 1860 to 1970 in an album, 
incl. Lake Garda lake mail, Milan, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                            £80-£100 

   257 b       Bosnia: Revenues: Sugar Tax 1888 no value imperforate corner block of nine, scarce. Barefoot 1.         £80-£100 

Bahamas 

   258  J       1920 Peace 1d. with Watermark Crown to right of CA and reversed, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 107y, cat. £375. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

   259  J       1942 Landfall 2d. scarlet, showing doubling to “TWO PENCE”, fine unmounted mint, most unusual and rare. S.G. 
165 var. Photo.                                                                                                                                                    £300-£400 

   260            A range on leaves from 1861 to 1884, incl. 1861 rough perf. set used and unused with some duplication, 1884 to 
£1 used, 1863-80 1s. block of twelve from the top of the sheet, etc. (100s)                                         £1,000-£1,200 

   261            A range of Q.V. to Q.E.II blocks, incl. some plate numbers, mainly fine and fresh.                                 £200-£250 

   262            A mainly unmounted mint K.G.V to early Q.E.II selection, incl. multiples with 1935 Silver Jubilee in blocks of four 
and 1948 Silver Wedding £1 corner block of four, 1938-52 2d. short “T” in block of four, etc. (60)      £150-£200 

Bahrain 

   263  m      1933-37 5r., fine used. S.G. 14, cat. £225.                                                                                                           £70-£80 

   264  H       1938-41 15r. watermark upright, fine mint. S.G. 36, cat. £375. Photo.                                                         £80-£100 

   265  m      1950-55 2r. on 2s.6d., types 1, 2 and 3, fine used. S.G. 77, a, b, cat. £212.                                                      £70-£80 

   266  m      1953 (Nov. 21) envelope from Muharraq to Manama, bearing 1a. on 1d. and ½a. on ½d., the latter variety fraction 
omitted, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                           £200-£250 



Objective 
We promote interest in and the study of  the stamps and postal history of  the 
English-speaking islands that comprise the West Indies. Also included are Bermuda, 
the Guyanas and Belize, together with other adjacent countries that have a strong 
historical or geographical connection. 
 

Membership & Subscriptions  
Membership is worldwide in scope and open to all whether they be new or 
advanced collectors. The annual subscription is £15.00 for members residing in the 
UK, £18 for those in Europe and £22.00/US$30.00 for members who reside  
elsewhere. 
Any member willing to receive the Journal and other communications 
by email can have ‘paperless’ membership for only £8.00 per year. 

 

For more information, visit the WIPSG website on www.wipsg.org, where an 
application form can be downloaded, or write to the Hon Secretary: 
Susan Taylor 
Email: sec@wipsg.org 

The West Indies 
Philatelic Study Group
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The Stefan Heijtz, FRPSL, International Gold 
Medal Collection of  Barbados Postal History, 
Part Two 

At the age of four, Stefan, the son of a stamp collecting father, started to collect stamps in his own right and at an early stage 
became interested in the stamps of the British Empire. When he was just thirteen, after the purchase of a substantial 
collection of Falkland Islands stamps at a local auction in Stockholm, he began a correspondence with the Postmaster on the 
islands. The collection grew, developing into the foremost collection of the postal history of the Falkland Islands and 
Dependencies ever created and containing most of the area’s important and unique items. It was exhibited internationally 
many times achieving Gold and Large Gold Medals, as well as an International Grand Prix award. It was the first Falkland 
Islands exhibit ever to be awarded an international Gold.  

In 1980 Stefan and his brother started a stamp company, Nova Stamps, which held more than 120 auctions before the 
auction business of the company was sold in 2008 to a larger company in Sweden. The sale of the auction business enabled 
Stefan to semi-retire at the age of 48. The auctions of Nova Stamps were fully computerised from its beginning in 1980, years 
ahead of its competitors, the entire software system having been created and developed by Stefan, who is also a computer 
engineer. 

Stefan has formed a number of major collections of unrivalled status. Of particular note are the following: BARBADOS Postal 
History 1656–1881; REGISTERED LETTER STAMPS OF CANADA 1875–1893; FAROE ISLANDS 1790–1950 Postal 
History; NEW YORK POSTMASTER'S PROVISIONAL 1845–1847; PUERTO RICO Postal History 1778–1900; OFFICIAL 
STAMPS OF SPAIN 1854–1866; THE SWEDISH SOUTH POLAR EXPEDITION 1901–1903; and ST HELENA 1677–1937 
Postal History. 

Apart from building stamp collections, Stefan has also been, and still is, a highly active figure in postal and philatelic  
matters in diverse areas. For two seasons (1991–92, 1992–93) he was appointed Postal Officer and Postmaster of the former 
Falkland Islands Dependencies (now British Antarctic Territory) and was based sometimes at the Falkland Islands Post 
Office but mostly on board one of the two British Antarctic Survey icebreakers (RRS James Clark Ross and RRS Bransfield), 
visiting all the British bases in Antarctica as well as South Georgia. In 2002 he was Swedish Deputy Postmaster on Snow 
Hill Island, Antarctica, when the first ever Swedish Post Office in the Antarctic was opened. 

In 1994, and again in 1998, he was a British Executive Service Overseas (BESO) advisor to the postal administrations and 
philatelic bureaux of Montserrat and Anguilla. These assignments occasioned visits to Barbados, Antigua and St Martin as 
well as a number of other islands in the West Indies. 

During 2014 Stefan acquired the oldest remaining post office building in the Falklands, the Old Post Office House at Fox Bay. 
Over the past years this historic building has been fully restored, with the rooms that previously functioned as the settlement’s 
post office converted into the Post Office Museum of the Falkland Islands. This Museum was honoured with a visit by 
Princess Anne in 2016.
Stefan’s exceptional collection of Barbados, the second and final part of which is here presented, 
has been awarded three international Gold medals: Philakorea 2002 with Felicitations of the 
Jury for research, London 2010 and London 2022, as well as receiving the Prix d’Honneur and 
Harmers Diamond Jubilee Trophy in the International Class at Autumn Stampex 2000. 

To review and download the full exhibit follow the link www.novastamps.com/Barbados.pdf  
or use the QR code alongside.

Stefan Falkland Heijtz is a professional philatelist with a history of numerous and 
varied achievements during his long philatelic career. He is recognised internationally as 
the leading specialist in Falkland Islands philately as well as the author, publisher and 
editor of the unique specialised catalogue The Specialised Stamp Catalogue of the 
Falkland Islands and Dependencies, first issued in 1988 and currently in its seventh 
edition (released in 2020). He has written extensively on many subjects, and in several 
languages, in stamp magazines published around the world; and he shares his expertise 
as a consultant to the expert committees of the Royal Philatelic Society London, the 
British Philatelic Association (England) and the Philatelic Foundation (New York), as 
well as operating his own expertising service.
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Lots Cross-Reference List 
 
In the following section these lots will be of  interest also to collectors of  the following countries or subjects:

Bishop’s Mail lots 327, 353, 395 Italy lots 292, 393

British Guiana lots 281, 296, 337, 348, 365 Jamaica lots 273, 283, 288, 306, 308

Canada lots 346, 347, 356, 361, 380, 387, 398 Late Fee lots 349, 350, 373, 392, 400

Consignee’s Mail lots 318, 319, 362 Madeira lots 304, 321

Cuba lot 285 Martinique lot 298

Denmark lot 323 Military Concession Mail lots 309, 316, 322, 378, 391

Disinfected Mail lot 299 Netherlands lot 384

Dominican Republic lot 130 Redirected Mail lots 296, 306

Forwarding Agents lots 277, 288, 291, 302, 314, 342 St Bartholomew lot 392

France lots 303, 310, 383 St Christopher lot 273

Free Mail lot 278 St Helena lots 312

Germany lots 297, 324, 343 St Thomas lot 288, 375

Great Britain lots 272, 315, 321, 330, 389, 397 St Vincent lot 304

Grenada lots 273, 288, 294 Trinidad lots 312, 332, 340, 342, 357, 360, 371

India lot 300 U.S.A. lots 282, 317

Bridge Town
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 Barbados Pre-Stamp, Later Stampless and Incoming Covers 
 

   267 )      THE SECOND EARLIEST KNOWN LETTER FROM BARBADOS, sent just one month after the earliest known, 
1656 entire from merchant Edward Jacob headed “Barbados December ye 18th 1656” addressed “To Mr 
Thomas/Pengelly mrcht.//in London” with added “at ye 3 lions in Cannings Street” and endorsed “p ye 
Samaritan Q.D.C.”. From Tudor times Cannon Street was known as ‘Canning Street’ and recorded as such by 
Samuel Pepys in his diary but it is not known how that spelling came about. Sent prior to the first mention of 
Ship Letters in the Post Office Act of 1657 and apparently delivered privately, passing via the emerging coffee 
house system. One of the very earliest letters from any island of the West Indies. Photo also on inside front 
cover.                                                                                                                                                             £2,000-£2,500 

   268 )      Early Inland Mail, 1686 entire addressed “To/Mr. Roger Gordon/Mchant/at the/Bridge Town”, commercial 
centre of the island, sent by John Hull, “8ber ye 20th 1686”. Hull notes that he “would have been at the Bridge 
before now. . . but if you do not sail on Saturday I will if God permits come and see you before you go.” Carried 
by messenger, likely a slave, no organised inland postal service being introduced until 1852. Photo.                    
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,200 
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   269 )      “In all” Marking, 1698 double rate ship letter sent by George Lewis, “Bridgetown, Barbados May 17th 98” 
to a relative of the same name, “To/Mr. George Lewis in Church/Yarde Liverpool” endorsed “To Be left at 
the Post/office in London/England”, first charged “7”, deleted and amended “In all 6”(d.), this representing 
double inland rate (1653-1711), with “IY/11” London Bishop mark on reverse. A very early item for Barbados 
handled by the British Post Office. The annotation “In all” was used as a prefix to an amended amount to be  
collected from an addressee. Photo.                                                                                                           £800-£1,000 

   270 )      Ship Mail with 1d. Master’s Gratuity, 1720 double ship letter to Messrs. Wightman, Drummond & Co. in 
Edinburgh sent on Jan. 23 by Alexander & Charles Dundas, merchant sons of 1st Lord of Arniston Sir James 
Dundas, with “26/AP” London Bishop mark, rated “11”(d.) deleted and amended to “In all 1N9”, the 1s.9d.  
representing 8d. double rate to London (1711-1795) and 1s. double rate onward to Scotland (1711-1764) plus the 
1d. master’s gratuity. The 1d. fee (“master’s gratuity”) paid to a private ship’s captain for each letter carried was 

introduced in 1711 as an inducement for the captain to hand over letters at his first port of call. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 
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   271 )      Ship Mail via London, 1750 double ship letter addressed to William FitzHerbert (1712-1772) at Tissington, in 
Derbyshire sent Aug. 15 by George Walker on behalf of John Gay Alleyne, endorsed “By Capn. Holland/Q.D.C.” 
and with “5/DE” Bishop mark, rated “7”(d) deleted and amended to “In all 1N3”, the 1s.3d. representing 8d. double 
rate to London (1711-1795) and 8d. double rate onward to Derbyshire (1711-1764) plus the 1d. master’s gratuity.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

   272 )      Mail via the London Penny Post, 1761 entire addressed “To/John Holroyd Esqr. at the Revd. Docr. James Baker’s/in 
Great James Street, Bedford row/London”, endorsed “Penny Post” and with Dockwra mark on reverse, written by 
Daniel Holroyd, midshipman on the York under convoy of the Temeraire, firstly “At Sea, Decr. 8th 1761” and  
continued from “Barbadoes, Decr. 23rd 1761” “preparatory to our supposed attack on Martinico.”, some splitting 
and repairs. Fascinating descriptive contents of the prelude to the Invasion of Martinique. Photo.          £600-£700 

   273 s      Introduction of Post Office Packets to Barbados, 1764, The London Chronicle, or, Universal Evening Post, Thurs. 
Jan. 12-Sat. Jan. 14 1764, containing the announcement by the General Post Office of the introduction of “Three 
Packet-Boats, at Falmouth, of 140 Tons and 18 Hands each, for the Conveyance of Mails, Expresses and Passengers, 
to Barbados, Grenada, St. Christopher’s, Jamaica, Pensacola, St. Augustine, Savanna, Charles-Town, and back to 
Falmouth.” with details of dates of sailing and postage rates. This broad interest, thrice weekly newspaper, typically 

eight pages in quarto size, first appeared in 1756. Photo.                                                                           £200-£250 
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   274 )      Naval Mail, 1764 double ship letter from “Greyhound, Carlisle Bay/Nov. 17th 1764” addressed to “Messrs. James 
& Alexr. Gordon/merchants at the Jamaica/Coffee House/London” with receivers’ endorsement “Bbdos 17th 
Novr./1764/Capt. Drummond/of ye Greyhound/Man of War”, charged “7”(d.) representing 6d. double rate (1711-
1795) plus 1d. master’s gratuity with “10/IA” Bishop mark on reverse. Photo.                                          £200-£250 

   275 )      THE SECOND EARLIEST SHIP LETTER MARKING FROM BARBADOS, 1766 triple rate ship letter entire to 
London showing first type “BARBADOES” single straight line marking (type A1) with “DOVER/SHIP LRE” and 
“30/AU” Bishop mark, rated “10”(d.) incl. master’s gratuity and endorsed “p Capt. Creighton/Q.D.C.”, sent from 
“Barbadoes att ye/June 5th 1766” addressed to Rev. Daniel Burton, Secretary of the Society for the Propagation of 
the Gospel in Foreign Parts, some soiling, fragility and repairs. Photo.                                                      £400-£500 

   276 )      The “BARBA/DOES” Double Line Marking (type A2), 1774 double rate ship letter to London showing fine strike, 
with “DEAL/SHIP LRE” and “5/IA” Bishop mark, rated “17”(d.) incl. master’s gratuity, addressed to Rev. Richard 
Hind, Secretary of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts and previously containing the 
“Minutes of the/Barbados attorneys/Aug. 29 1774”. Photo.                                                                          £400-£500 

   277 )      Forwarding Agents, 1783 (July 30) entire addressed by his brother Alexander to merchant Samuel Cooper in 
Cork, Ireland with ms. endorsement “Bristol 9th September 1783/Forwarded by Sir/Your very hble Servt/John 
Morgan” with “BRISTOL” straight line and Dublin “SE/14” Bishop mark, privately carried to Bristol and thereafter 
charged first 10d., then 1s. and finally 1s.2d. representing 4d., rate Bristol to London, 6d. London to Dublin plus 
4d. Dublin to Cork. Photo.                                                                                                                                £400-£500 

276275
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   278 )      Houses of Parliament Free Mail, 1788 entire with “BARBA/DOES” double line marking (type A2) addressed to 
the Rt. Hon. James, Earl of Lonsdale, redirected from London to Westmoreland with Aug. 18 transit datestamps 
and double circle “FREE/S”. James Lowther (1736-1802), 1st Earl of Lonsdale and also known as “Wicked Jimmy” 

or “Jemmy Grasp-all, Earl of Toadstool”, had inherited the Christchurch Plantation on the island. Photo.                   
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

   279 )      Licence for Departing Vessel, 1793 (Dec. 23) printed form authorising the departure of Capt. Francis Dayes of 
the brig Richmond for Virginia, trimmed and slightly repaired (255 x 170mm), signed by President of the Council 
and Commander in Chief William Bishop (1751-1801). Photo.                                                                  £100-£120 

   280 )      Early Incoming Mail, 1794 Army agents entire probably carried by naval vessel, addressed to “Lieut Watkins 15th 
(Battery)/Barbadoes”, sent Jan. 1 by Ross & Ogilvie in London regarding the purchase of state lottery tickets. A 

scarce early survivor of Barbados’ tropical climate. State lotteries had begun as early as the 1690s and were  

established by the Bank of England to generate money not just for ‘good causes’ but to fund the wars against 

France. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £200-£250 

   281 )      Early Mail to British Guiana, 1796 (Aug. 2) privately carried merchant’s entire from Thomas Maxwell & Son to 
Messrs. Hugh McCalmont & Co. at Starbroock, Demerara, endorsed “p Sloop Flyer”, with message concerning 
the sale of a cargo of catfish, a little fragile. Photo.                                                                                        £100-£120 

277

279

280

281
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   282 )      Barbados Forwarding Agent, 1797 (July 4) early ship letter to the United States, sent by William Lovell addressed 
to Alexandria, Virginia with ms. endorsement “Barbados July 22nd 1797 Forwarded/by Gentn. your mo. ob, 
Servt./David Martin” and Boston “4/SE” Bishop mark, rated “30”(c.) for ship, inland and drop charges. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   283 )      Early Mail to Jamaica, 1802 (Aug. 26) privately carried entire addressed to Sir John Duckworth, Commander in 
Chief in Jamaica by James Maxwell with Sept. 5 receiving note. Sir John Thomas Duckworth, 1st Baronet 1748-

1817) served during the Seven Years' War, the American War of Independence, the French Revolutionary and 

Napoleonic wars, and was Governor of Newfoundland during the War of 1812. He was nominated a Knight 

Companion of the most Honourable Military Order of the Bath in 1801 for the capture of the islands of St 

Bartholomew, St Martin, St Thomas, St John and S. Croix , defeating Swedish and Danish forces. Photo.                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   284 )      The “BARBADOES” Small Straight Line Marking (type A4), the latest recorded date, 1812 (Jan.) double packet 
letter to London addressed to Major Dick, Commander of the 3rd Battalion, 42nd Highland Regiment, with good 
strike and London Feb. 20 red receiving c.d.s. on reverse, charged 4s. Major General Sir Robert Henry Dick (1787-

1846) served with the 42nd Royal Highlanders in the Peninsular Wars and, after Lt. Col. Sir Robert Macara was 

killed at Quatre Bras, was in command of the regiment at Waterloo. Dick was later killed at Sabraon, the decisive 

battle of the First Anglo-Sikh War. Photo.                                                                                                        £200-£250 

– 282 –

– 284 –

Sir John Duckworth Sir Robert Dick

283
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   285 )      The Barbados Fleuron (type A5), 1814 entire to merchant banker Nathan Meyer Rothschild in London with 
“BARBADOES/1AP1/1814” large fleuron, originating from Cuba with receiver’s endorsement “Havannah 1 
Feby/1814”, charged “2/2” packet rate with red “F/19MY19/1814” receiving c.d.s. Photo.                        £300-£250 

   286 )      THE “PAID/TO/ENGLAND” MARKING APPLIED IN BARBADOS (Proud PD1), THE UNIQUE EXAMPLE, 1815 
(Apr. 29) entire to Lancaster, England showing circular framed strike in red, alongside Barbados “AP 
19/1815” fleuron (type A5) with double oval “SHIP LETTER/(crown)/LIVERPOOL” covering ms. “1/6”  
indicating payment of withdrawn ship letter rate and a further “1/4” for double inland rate from Liverpool 
to Lancaster, upper flap separated for display. ‘Paid to England’ markings, used in many West Indies islands, 
are mainly found on items subject to the somewhat obscure ‘Withdrawn Ship Letter’ scheme of 1814-15 under 
which a ship letter presented at the post or packet office was charged an amount approximate (rounded down 
to the nearest halfpenny) of one third of the packet rate and the sender allowed to select the carrying ship. The 
1s.6d. payment here represents single packet rate Falmouth of 1s.3d. plus Falmouth to Lancaster charge of 
1s.1d., the 2s.4d. total rounded down to 9d. and then doubled to 1s.6d. A great rarity and one of the most  
important pre-stamp covers from Barbados. Photo.                                                                             £2,000-£2,500 

   287 s      O.H.M.S. Mail, 1820 (ca.) stampless front only endorsed in ms. “His Majesty’s Service” at top, “Government 
of/Barbados” at lower left, addressed to Earl Bathurst in London. Henry Bathurst, 3rd Earl Bathurst, KG, PC (1762 

-1834) served as Secretary of State for War and the Colonies from 1812 to 1827. Photo.                   £100-£120

Earl Bathurst
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   288 )      Transit Mail, 1831 large part entire from Jamaica to the Hon. John Hoys in Grenada c/o Robert Dickson in New 
York, this deleted with notes “Recd. 22 Sept.” and “Pr. Packet Schoone/E.J. Elliott. Wm. Day”, sent via Saint Thomas 
and Barbados with Barbados fleuron (type A5) “26 NO/1831” and scarce oval framed “FORWARDED/by/H.N. GAGE 
& Co./ST. THOMAS” (unlisted by Rowe), receiving endorsement notes sent from “Jamaica 16th Augt. 1831” and 
“Recd. 25th Oct. via America”, charged “1/8” with “6” in red, most unusual. Photo.                                 £500-£600 

   289 )      The Red Crown Mark, 1833 (Jan. 8) entire to London with two line “COVE/SHIP LETTER” in red, charged “1/11” 
deleted in ms. and by Red Crown, altered to “3/10”, being double ship rate plus double rate from Cove to London, 
backstamped red Feb. 23 arrival. Use of the Crown has been observed to validate alteration of a postal charge, 

especially to recharge letters first charged at single rate but subsequently reassessed as double rate. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   290 )      Packet Mail, 1839 (July 5) interesting letter (part section missing) from Lt. Charles Barker (1881-1860) on board 
HMS Seringapatam at Barbados to his brother in London, redirected to Bakewell, Derbyshire showing framed 
“PACKET LETTER” in red applied on board, Aug. 25 London c.d.s. and framed “POSTAGE NOT PAID/TO  
LONDON”, ms. “2/2” for packet rate amended to 3s. for additional 10d. London to Bakewell. Photo.  £150-£200 

   291 )      Forwarding Agents, 1839 incoming entire from New York dated Nov. 30 with fine strike of oval framed  
“FORWARDED THROUGH/GILPIN’S EXCHANGE/READING ROOM AND/FOREIGN LETTER OFFICE/N. YORK” 
in red, the letter handed in at Gilpin’s and privately carried, slight climatic staining. Photo.                  £150-£200 

   292 )      Early Incoming Mail from Italy, 1840 packet letter written from Sorrento May 24 addressed to Lt. General John 
Maister (1778-1852), “Commander of the forces/Queen’s House/Barbadoes”, carried privately to London where 
posted with ms. “P 1/-” paying 1s. packet rate and “A/PAID/7 JY 7/1840” double framed tombstone, both in red, 
and two line “T.P./Ebury St”. Photo.                                                                                                                £200-£250 

   293 )      Pre-paid Incoming Packet Mail, 1843 entire to Governor Grey endorsed “paid 1/-” and marked “1/-” with London 
“R/PAID/15FE15/1843” tombstone both in red, with Grey’s receiving notes and date of Mar. 16. Sir Charles Edward 

Grey GCH (1785 –1865) was appointed Governor of Barbados and the Windward Islands (covering St Lucia, Trinidad, 

Tobago and St Vincent) in 1841 and in 1846 Governor of Jamaica. Photo.                                              £100-£120 

   294 )      The “BARBADOES” Serifed Double Arc (type A6), 1843 ship letter to Grenada endorsed by “Steamer/10th 
December”, charged “4”(d.) inter-island rate, with good (clear strikes of this mark are very scarce) “BARBADOES/ 
DE10/1843” despatch on reverse. Photo.                                                                                                          £100-£120 

   295 s      Cargo for Barbados, East & West India Dock Company printed receipt dated Nov. 26 1844 for goods for shipment 
on the “Portland” to Barbados with charge of 5s.2d., some creasing etc. but most unusual.                        £50-£70 

   296 )      Readdressed Incoming Mail, 1845 (Oct. 1) small stampless envelope addressed to Lt. G. Coleman of the 3rd 
West India Regiment within London, next to Demerera, British Guiana charged ms. “1/-” for packet rate with 
indistinct red receiving double arc and subsequently redirected to Barbados. Photo.                              £100-£120 

   297 )      Early Mail to Germany, 1845 double packet letter from Moravian missionary John Ellis to Rev. John Gottlieb 
Herman then in Hamburg with fine Barbados “DE 24/1845” double arc, red London Jan. 20 transit and St. P.A. 
Jan. 23 arrival on reverse, charged “3/-” converted to “48”(schillings). Photo.                                           £200-£250 
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   298 )      Pre-paid Mail to Martinique, 1846 outer lettersheet, previously enclosing prices current, to St Pierre endorsed 
“Mail” and marked “1/-” in red and with good “BARBADOES/NO24/1846” double arc despatch (type A7) on reverse. 
Mail between Barbados and the French islands in the West Indies is scarce during this period. Photo.   £150-£200 

   299 )      Disinfected Mail, 1847 packet letter envelope with disinfection slits, opened for display, with enclosed seven page 
letter from army officer James Walker to his brother in Edinburgh written on board ship in quarantine, charged 
“1/-” with Barbados “FE23/1847” double arc and Mar. 23 arrival on reverse. To combat regular outbreaks of yellow 

fever, smallpox and other perils from the West Indies, disinfection by chemical vapours or smoke was intermittently 

attempted, the twin vertical slits made to facilitate fumigation. Photo.                                                         £200-£250 

   300 )      Early Mail to India, 1849 paid packet letter to Capt. David Anderson of the 83rd Regiment in Bombay from his 
brother George, endorsed “per mail steamer via Southampton”, showing ms. “2/- paid” in red, with Barbados 
“JY27/1849” double arc despatch on reverse and red London Paid Aug. 22 transit, the charge paying 1s. packet 
rates both to England and onward. Anderson (1821-1909) later rose to the rank of General and Governor of the 

Royal Military College, Sandhurst, his career only partly damaged by his citation in two divorce cases, the most  

sensational brought against his wife and Anderson by Rear Admiral Henry John Codrington in 1864. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

   301 )      Pre-paid Mail to U.S.A., 1849 ship letter entire with enclosed handwritten receipt, sent from St Nicholas Abbey 
plantation to Rev. William Prescod Hinds (1795-1859) in Philadelphia with fine “BARBADOES/AU27/1849” double 
arc despatch (type A7) on reverse, endorsed “pre pd.” and “p Steamer”, marked “1/-” and circular transit “NEW-
YORK/SHIP/SEP 9/7cts” (paying ship and inland rates). Photo.                                                                    £100-£120 

   302 )      Forwarding Agents, 1850 (Feb. 2) prices current to Connecticut with fine strike of oval framed “FORWARDED 
BY/WHITMORE & Co./ST. THOMAS” and circular transit “NEW-YORK/SHIP/FEB 27/7cts” (paying ship and inland 
rates), both in red. Photo.                                                                                                                                  £200-£250 

   303 )      Packet mail to France, 1850 double rate entire to Bordeaux endorsed per “Steamer” with good “BARBADOES/JY 
10/1850” double arc despatch (type A7), charged “30”(décimes) for ½oz. rate with Article 13 boxed handstamp in 
red, London transit and Aug. 8 arrival. Photo.                                                                                               £100-£120 

   304 )      Mail via other West Indies Islands, 1851 lengthy entire letter to Madeira written from “Barbadoes, 8 April 1851” 
and carried privately for posting on another island with Saint Vincent “AP 15/1851” double arc, London red “8 MY 
1851” c.d.s. and charged “2/-” for double packet rate.                                                                                   £200-£250 

   305 )      The “BARBADOES” Unserifed Double Arc Dated (type A7), “1581” year error, THE ONLY KNOWN EXAMPLE, 
1851 packet letter envelope to Kent rated “1/-” and with fine strike of “BARBADOES/JU 13/1581” double arc, London 
transit in red, Maidstone July 7 and undated West Farleigh arrival on reverse. Photo.                            £300-£350 

   306 )      The “BARBADOES” Double Arc Dated (type A7) in red, 1853 envelope from Ireland franked cut-to-shape 1s. 
embossedwith “JA 29/1853” blue double arc despatch on reverse, addressed to the 3rd West India Regimental 
Camp in Jamaica, redirected to the 69th Regiment in Barbados with Kingston and St Thomas transit backstamps 
and showing very good strike of the red double arc dated “MR07/1853”, opened for display. Very few examples of 

this marking in red, applied only to pre-paid incoming mail on which no further charges were due, are known. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 
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   307 )      The “PAID/AT/BARBADOES” Crowned Circle (type B1), 1854 (Feb. 27) prices current to St Thomas with mainly 
fine strike and “4”(d.) noted for inter-island rate, backstamped double arc despatch. Most examples of the Crowned 

Circle are known on items to Great Britain or the United States, this one of just two to St Thomas. Ex Beaver Creek 
collection. Photo.                                                                                                                                                £600-£700 

   308 )      Early Incoming Paid Mail from Jamaica, 1855 envelope from Jamaica addressed to Capt. Edgar of 69th Regiment 
at St Ann’s “Via St. Thomas” and “Pkt” with ms. “Paid 4d.” in red, double arc backstamps of Gordon Town and 
Kingston May 12, St Thomas May 18 and Barbadoes May 23, opened for display. Photo.                     £100-£120 

   309 )      The “PAID/AT/BARBADOES” Crowned Circle (type B1), 1856 (Sept. 27) soldier’s entire to London with good 
strike overstruck by London Paid Oct. 18 arrival and ms. “1”(d.) for concessionary rate, endorsed sent by Sgt. 
Major R. Milles at the Q.M.G’s Office and countersigned by commanding officer Capt. H. Brady, “1” sideways 
parish c.d.s. and double arc despatch backstamps. Ex Urwick and Deakin. Only four examples of use on soldiers’ 

concessionary mail known. Photo.                                                                                                                    £600-£700 

   310 )      The “PAID/AT/BARBADOES” Crowned Circle (type B1), 1857 (Aug. 11) from Michael Cavan & Co. to Rheims, 
France regarding cargoes of champagne, showing good strike overstruck by London Paid Aug. 31 transit and “PD” 
in circle, all in red, noted “½” in red paying 6d. packet rate to England and 8d. onwards to France, with double arc 
despatch, French transit and arrival marks. Ex Barclays collection. Most examples of the Crowned Circle are known 

on items to Great Britain or the United States, this one of just two recorded to France. Photo,               £600-£700 

   311 )      Unpaid Mail from Parish Post Offices, 1857 unpaid packet letter envelope to solicitor Daniel Smith Bockett 
in London “P Steamer” showing parish marking “NO27/1857/0” (“0” for “10” from St Peter), same date “1” 
sideways and “BARBADOES” double arc and with red crown Dec. 18 London arrival, charged handstruck 
“6”(d.) for packet rate, opened for display. Very rare, only two examples of unpaid mail sent from one of the 
Parish Post Offices known. Photo.                                                                                                               £800-£1,000 

   312 s      Compulsory Pre-payment of Postage, 1858 (Sept. 6) printed “TREASURY WARRANT” (154 x 204mm) issued 
from Whitehall advising that the Warrant of Aug. 16 dictates that hitherto for “any letter posted in the United 
Kingdom, addressed to Barbadoes, Trinidad and Saint Helena” (or vice versa) “the postage thereof should be paid 
at the time of the same being posted” and states the penalties for non-compliance. Photo.                     £100-£120 

   313 )      The “PAID/AT/BARBADOES” Crowned Circle (type B1), 1858 (Oct. 12) envelope to Sheffield endorsed “Paid” 
and noted “6”(d.) packet rate in red, with double arc despatch backstamp and showing mainly fine strike of 
“PAID/AT/BARBADOES” crowned circle and with London Paid arrival c.d.s. of Oct. 12 both in red. Photo.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 
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   314 )      Forwarding Agents, 1858 mourning envelope with enclosed letter from White Park to Philadelphia with oval 
framed “FORWARDED/Griffith & Jeffray/Commission/Merchants/BARBADOS W.I.”, endorsed “p Plantagenet” 
with circular New York Ship Letter Dec. 21 c.d.s. charging 5c. for ship letter and inland rates. Photo.                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   315 )      British Railway Marking, 1858 stampless envelope to Stockport, Lancashire charged ms. “6” for packet rate and 
with fine strike of scarce red “M/NR” in circle Manchester, Great Northern Railroad t.p.o. marking, showing parish 
marking “1” sideways and double arc Barbadoes despatch of Dec. 27, red London Jan. 21 transit and same day 
arrival on reverse. Photo on page 49.                                                                                                               £100-£120 

   316 )      Sailor’s Concessionary Mail, 1864 pre-paid envelope endorsed “From John Fitzpatrick, Seaman/H.M.S. 
Duncan, Barbadoes” and countersigned by commanding officer Captain Robert Gibson with G.B. 1d. Star  
cancelled by May 13 London “87” duplex. Rare. Ex Frank Deakin. HMS “Duncan” was commisioned in Jan. 
1864 and served as the flagship of Vice-Admiral James Hope on the North America and West Indies station. 
Photo also on inside front cover.                                                                                                            £1,800-£2,000 

   317 )      Early Incoming Mail from U.S.A., 1864 envelope addressed to George Whitfield “via Halifax & St. Thomas”, 
sent from White Hall, New York June 7 franked Washington 10c. with Barbados July 20 arrival c.d.s below, charged 
“4” amended to “5”, backstamped St Thomas July 14 transit, cover missing upper flap and repaired but a very 
scarce early stamped item. Photo.                                                                                                                    £300-£350 

   318 )      Privately Carried Mail, Stampless entire from S.P. Musson, Son & Co. headed “Barbados March 27th 1865” 
addressed to H.M. Peniston in Bermuda endorsed “p. Meteor” and privately carried by the schooner with receiving 
note “Recd 18th April/1865”, unusual. Samuel Paynter Musson’s wholesale and retail company had been trading in 

the Caribbean since 1820 and was one of the original six companies,which formed the Barbados Shipping & Trading 

Co. Ltd. in 1921. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £200-£250 

   319 )      Consignee’s Mail, 1866 stampless entire addressed from John Montefiore & Co. in Barbados to Messrs. John 
Montefiore & Son in London headed “Barbados 24 August 1866” and endorsed “Consignees per “Lady Hilda” with 
Dover “OC 25/66” receiving c.d.s. and charged “2”(d.) double inland rate. Letters to certain recipients from inward 

bound vessels could be exempt from normal ship letter fees yet subject to inland postal charges. The landmark 

Montefiore drinking fountain was opened on Nov. 2 1865, given to the city by John Montefiore as a memorial to his 

'free coloured' father, John Castello Montefiore, who had been among the first persons to die from the cholera epidemic 

in 1854. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £300-£350 

   320 s      Registered Mail, 1866 (Oct. 10) printed registered letter receipt for item to London, with Barbados “1” c.d.s. and 
signed by postmaster William Browne, some creases but very rare. A registration service with 6d. fee had been 

suggested by the Colonial Office in 1857 and in 1863 a local Act was passed authorising the Governor to make 

occasional provision for such a service but registration markings were not supplied by the G.P.O. until 1873 and the 

first printed reference to registration only appeared in the Official Gazzette in 1874. Photo.                   £100-£120 

   321 )      Early Mail to Madeira, 1868 entire to wine merchants Cossart Gordon & Co. with firm’s cachet in blue and note 
“p Coast St.”, sent from “Barbados 10th July 1868” and privately carried to England where Great Britain 6d. pl. 6 
HJ and 1s. pl. 4 RK added in London cancelled by Lombard St Aug. 8 duplexes, with red “PD” in oval and Aug. 17 
receiving note. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £300-£350 

HMS Duncan
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   322 )      THE ONLY KNOWN CORRECTLY ENDORSED OFFICER’S LETTER TO THE WEST INDIES, 1868 envelope 
addressed to William Barton Gibbons (1802-1872) at Gibbes, Barbados, endorsed sent “From Lieut. Gibbons 
2/11th Regt./Per R.W.I. Mail 16th Sept.” and countersigned by commanding officer Col. Jeffreys, 5th Depot 
Battalion, franked G.B. 6d. pl. 6 FA, minor corner fault, tied by Newport, Isle of Wight “560” Sept. 16 duplex 
and with Barbados “8” receiving c.d.s. of St Thomas at left, backstamped red London transit. Frederick FitzRoy 
Gibbons (1841-1914), eldest son of the addressee, rose to the rank of lieutenant-colonel, as previously so had 
his father, who also served a J.P. on the island. Edmund Richard Jeffreys (1808-1889) had commanded the four 
companies of Connaught Rangers present at the Battle of Inkerman but was wounded and returned home, taking 
charge of the Depot Battalion at Parkhurst and later retiring as a Lt. General. Photo.                                               
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

   323 )      Early Incoming Mail from Denmark, 1875 entire addressed “via Southampton” to “Capt. Otto Hansen/ 
Danish Brigantine “Helge”, sent from Copenhagen Jan. 13 bearing 1870 (48sk. (replaced) and 1875 8ö. with 
red London Paid Jan. transit and Barbados Feb. 1 arrival below, marked “1/-” in red for packet rate. Rare, 
the only known item incoming from Denmark prior to U.P.U. membership. Photo.                             £800-£1,000 

   324 )      Early Incoming Mail from Germany, 1876 entire sent Dec. 4 from Hamburg franked 1875-79 20pf. pair and 
50pf., with French transit in blue, Dec. 7 London Paid in red, marked “80” amended to “1.10” with “1”(d.) for 
Barbados share, Jan. 2 arrival backstamp, the addressee name erased. Rare, very little mail into Barbados prior to 

U.P.U. membership from countries other than Great Britain has survived. Photo.                                        £400-£500 
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   325 )      The “BARBADOS/SHIP-LETTER” Marking (type D2), THE LATEST RECORDED EXAMPLE, 1877 envelope 
with good strike on small envelope arriving on a ship to Bridgetown and sent unpaid to Christchurch charged 
“2”(d.) double rate, with Barbados May 2 c.d.s., May 7, 8 and 12 ‘bootheel’ duplexes, noted “St. Michael’s 
Delivery”. A very rare marking, created for use on incoming ship letters to distinguish from packet letters, with 
only five recorded examples. Photo.                                                                                                        £1,000-£1,200 

   326 )      Transit Mail, 1877 entire from Great Britain to La Guaira, Venezuela endorsed “via Southampton & Barbadoes/ 
thence by R.M.S. “Larne”” sent June 16 from Manchester franked 1s. pl. 12 OG-OH pair with “498” duplexes, some 
staining and other faults but unusual. Photo.                                                                                                 £100-£120 

   327 )      Privilege Mail, 1879 (Dec. 11) printed “ON SERVICE” episcopal envelope for “John Barbados” locally addressed 
with Barbados duplex and enclosed Church Council agenda, some climatic effect, the envelope part repaired but 
rare. The cover sent stampless the Bishop enjoying free franking privilege. Bishop John Mitchinson (1833-1918) 

served as Bishop of Barbados from 1873 and as Bishop of Barbados & the Windward Islands (the latter diocese 

created by him) from 1877 to 1881. Photo.                                                                                                   £300-£350 

Bishop Mitchinson

326
315
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Ex 334

Ex 333

332
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Clement Courtenay Knollys
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   328 )      British Naval Mail, 1880 envelope with HMS Northampton crest and interesting enclosed four page letter  
headed “HMS Northampton/Barbados/Janry 28th/79” (incorrect year date, then 1880) written by midshipman 
Charles Monro to his brother in Hampshire bearing Great Britain 1d. pl. 209 SC-TC and SD-TD pairs cancelled 
“B16” barred ovals of the Plymouth-Bristol sorting tender with Winchelsea Feb. 12 arrival backstamp. Most  
unusual use of naval mail from Barbados using Great Britain adhesives. Charles Edward Monro (1862–1937) later 

rose to the rank of Rear Admiral, the recipient of the letter, his younger brother William Henry, sadly died the following 

year aged just 11. Photo.                                                                                                                                  £500-£600 

   329 )      Incoming Mail, Great Britain U.P.U. 1½d. stationery card sent “Per R.M.S.” to Barbados 1881 (Sept. 1), the day 
on which the island joined the Universal Postal Union, with fine Weymouth duplex and Sept. 20 receiving double 
arc at left, minor faults. Photo.                                                                                                                         £200-£250 

   330 )      Incoming Mail, two covers from Great Britain, the first sent 1887 (Nov. 25) franked ‘Jubilee’ 4d. “K” perfin  
cancelled Edinburgh duplex with Dec. 13 arrival backstamp, the second 1888 (May 10) at 6d. rate franked by six 
1881 1d. with Brixham “136” duplexes, May 10 arrival backstamp, locally redirected in Bridge Town, upper flap 
missing. (2 items) Photo.                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

   331 )      Barbados Ship Letter Datestamp, two items from United States to Barbados both showing good to fine strike 
of the scarce oval datestamp, one “6 MY 89” on cover from Portland, Maine franked 5c. and forwarded return to 
New York, the other “4 MY 91” on 2c. stationery card from Oak Park, Illinois, forwarded to Grenada. (2 items) 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                  £200-£250 

   332 )      Late Use of Crowned Circle on Official Mail, 1890 (Feb. 3) stampless envelope with Barbados crest on flap, 
endorsed from the “Colonial Secretary/Barbados” and “O.H.M.S.” in ms., addressed to Puerto Plata, Dominican 
Republic good strike of “PAID/AT/BARBADOES” in black, indistinct despatch c.d.s. and blue Feb. 13 arrival, St 
Thomas transit, folded twice and slight faults but most unusual. The splendidly named Sir Clement Courtenay 

Knollys KCMG (1849-1905) was a distinguished rower and served as Colonial Secretary in Barbados from 1883 

to 1894, thereafter as Colonial Secretary and periodically Acting Governor in Trinidad, and in 1904 was appointed 

Governor of the Leeward Islands but died the following year aged just 56. An unusual memorial to him is “Knollys 

Tunnel” the longest man-made tunnel in the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. The use of the Crowned Circle is well 

known between 1851-58 as well as during the stamp shortages in 1893 and 1896, but the use of this marking 

on OHMS mail at other times is virtually unknown and very rare. Photo.                                                    £300-£350 

   333 )      Parcel Post, 1892 (Feb. 12) printed Customs form for box of used stamps to Naples, 1893 (July 3) locally addressed 
cover, stampless and endorsed “OS”, roughly opened, both showing good to fine strike of “BARBADOS/PARCEL 
POST” c.d.s., the latter additionally with duplex on reverse, unusual. (2 items) Photo.                            £100-£120 

   334 )      Late Use of Crowned Circle, mainly good to fine strikes of “PAID/AT/BARBADOES” crowned circle and despatch 
c.d.s. or duplex during stamp shortages, showing ½d. charge paid on 1893 (Feb. 24) local cover and (Mar. 11) 
Freight Report envelope to London, both unsealed, and showing ¼d. charge paid on 1896 (Apr. 1) locally addressed 
wrapper. (3 items) Photo.                                                                                                                                  £100-£120 
 

HMS NorthamptonCharles Monro
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Barbados Britannia Covers 
 

   335 )      Early Stamped Packet Mail to England, 1852 (June 26) envelope to Staffordshire bearing 1852-55 (1d.) (repaired) 
for inland postage and cancelled “5” in barred oval in bluish black, charged “1/-” for packet rate and with Cheadle 
July 19 arrival, backstamped “5” (sideways) parish c.d.s., double arc despatch and red London transit. One of the 

very earliest known stamped covers to England. Photo.                                                                                £700-£800 

   336 )      EARLIEST KNOWN DOUBLE RATE INLAND COVER WITH BARBADOS STAMPS, 1852 (Nov. 2) envelope 
from Bridgetown to Speights Town franked by 1852-55 (1d.) horizontal pair on blued paper with “1” barred 
oval cancellations, with no. “1”and “0” parish c.d.s.’s (”0” for “10” from St Peter), some faults and one stamp 
repaired but very rare. Ex Bayley and Davis. Photo.                                                                              £800-£1,000 

   337 )      Early Mail to British Guiana: 1854 (Aug. 5) single rate entire to Demerera franked by 1852-55 (½d.) deep 
green horizontal pair on blued paper with light “1” barred ovals and charged “4”(d.) for inter-island rate, 
with despatch and Aug. 7 arrival double arc backstamps. Ex Charlton Henry, Benwell and Hackmey.  
Rare. Very few covers with the first ½d stamp are known. Photo also on inside front cover.       £2,000-£2,500 
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   338 )      Packet Mail to U.S.A. via British Packets, 1855 (Aug. 13) entire to Baltimore endorsed “p Mail/via St. Thomas”, 
with fine “PAID/AT/BARBADOES” crowned circle (type B1) in red and bearing 1852-55 (1d.) (margin repaired) 
tied by neat “1” barred oval and marked “1/-”paid in red with indistinct circular Boston Br. Pkt Aug. 29 5c. charge 
mark and, on the reverse, parish and double arc datestamps, St Thomas Aug. 13 transit. During the first half of 

the 1850s packet mail could be sent to the U.S. via St Thomas using the Cunard packets, the U.S. inland charge 

payable by the addressee. Photo.                                                                                                                     £200-£250 

   339 )      Early Mail to Dominica, 1856 (Nov. 27) double rate entire “p mail” to William Davies, recently appointed member 
of the Council of Dominica, franked by 1855-58 (1d.) pale blue horizontal pair with “1” barred oval cancellations 
and charged “4”(d.) for inter-island rate, with double arc despatch and Nov. 29 arrival backstamps, side panels 
trimmed. Photo.                                                                                                                                                  £200-£250 

   340 )      Early Mail to Trinidad, 1857 (Jan. 5) fully paid single rate entire showing fair “PAID/AT/BARBADOES” crowned 
circle (type B1) in red and bearing two 1855-58 (1d.) with “1” in barred oval cancellations, “4”(d.) noted in red for 
inter-island postage, with “1” sideways parish c.d.s., double arc despatch and arrival datestamps on reverse. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

   341 )      Ship Mail to U.S.A., 1857 (Jan. 27) envelope to Rev. William Prescod Hinds (1795-1859) in Philadelphia showing 
mainly fine “PAID/AT/BARBADOES” crowned circle (type B1) in red and endorsed “pre-paid”, bearing two 1855-
58 (1d.) tied by “1” barred ovals and marked “8” in red for double inter-island rate to St. Thomas with large circular 
“STEAMSHIP/20” for charge to addressee, with despatch and St Thomas Jan. 31 transit on reverse. Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

340339

Rev William Prescod Hinds

– 338 –
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   342 )      Forwarding Agents, 1857 entire sent from Baltimore June 12 addressed to Henry Pitt in Trinidad “via Barbados” 
(deleted) and endorsed in ms. “Forwarded by Leon & Eve” bearing 1855-58 (1d.) for inland postage, with “4”(d.) 
charged for inter-island rate from Barbados to Trinidad with July 21 Barbados despatch and July 23 arrival, some 
faults but rare. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £500-£600 

   343 )      EARLIEST KNOWN STAMPED LETTER TO A FOREIGN COUNTRY, 1857 (Aug. 11) entire from Barrow & 
Dummett to Köln, Germany bearing 1855-58 (1d.) cancelled “1” barred oval and charged “10”(d.) converted 
to “12”(sgr.), with despatch, London Aug. 31 transit and next day arrival on reverse. Ex Gallagher. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

   344 )      Early Mail to Antigua, 1858 (June 11) double rate letter, previously enclosing a copy of the Mercantile Intelligencer, 
franked by two 1855-58 (1d.) deep blue paying inland rate and charged “8”(d.) for inter-island fee, with “1” sideways 
parish c.d.s., double arc despatch and June 14 arrival on reverse, the adhesives crossed by horizontal fold. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   345 )      Early Inland Mail from Parish Post Offices, 1858 (Dec. 3) single rate envelope from St Philip to Bridgetown 
franked at left by 1855-58 (1d.) with “3” barred oval cancellation and “3” sideways parish c.d.s.’s and same day 
double arc arrival, some stains and faults. Photo.                                                                                          £400-£500 

344
345
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   346 )      Early Mail to Canada, 1859 (Feb. 11) partly paid envelope to Canada West via St Thomas endorsed “Per English 
Steamer paid” and marked “4”(d.) in red denoting pre-payment to St Thomas, bearing 1858 6d. with “1” barred 
oval cancellations, with handstruck “3”(d.). and straight line “MORE TO PAY” added in Halifax alongside for  
provincial transit charge, showing despatch, St Thomas Feb. 14 transit and Amherstburg Mar. 17 arrival  
datestamps on reverse, the cover carried on RM. Solent and the Cunard Alpha. Photo.                         £400-£500 

   347 )      Early Mail to Canada, 1860 (Aug. 9) partly paid envelope to James Domville in New Brunswick via St Thomas, 
marked “4”(d.) in red denoting pre-payment to St Thomas, bearing 1855 (4d.) brownish red and 1860 pin-perf. 
(1d.) with “1” barred oval cancellations, the (4d.) additionally by handstruck “3”(d.) added for provincial transit 
and with straight line “MORE TO PAY” at left, showing despatch, St Thomas Aug. 13 transit and Fredericton Sept. 
14 arrival datestamps on reverse. Photo.                                                                                                         £500-£600 

   348 )      Use of Pin-perf. Stamps on Cover, 1860 (Sept. 2) entire from Robert Gordon to Alexander Duff in British Guiana 
bearing pin-perf. (1d.) cancelled by neat bootheel “1”, charged “4” amended to “5”(d.) for inter-island and British 
Guiana inland rate, backstamped double arc despatch and Demerera Sept. 5 arrival. Ex Benwell. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   349 )      Late Fee, 1860 (Sept. 26) to London, front and part reverse only of entire franked by 1858 6d. with 1860 pin-perf. 
(1d.) paying late fee charge (1860 (ca.)-1869), with “1” barred ovals, backstamped double arc despatch and red 
London E.C. Oct. 15 arrival, creased and restored but very rare. Only three examples of the 7d. Late Fee known. 

Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

348

349
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   350 )      Late Fee, 1860 (Nov. 11) packet cover addressed to Dottin Maycock in Leicestershire franked by 1858 6d. with 
1860 (1d.) paying late fee charge (1860 (ca.)-1869), with “1” barred ovals and endorsed per “R.M. Steamer/11th 
November 1860”, showing red Dec. 1 London Paid, backstamped double arc Barbados despatch, Rugby transit and 
Market Harborough arrival. Very rare, only three examples of the 7d. Late Fee known. Photo.             £600-£700 

   351 )      Faked Britannia Covers, three examples of forged covers bearing genuine adhesives with faked cancellations etc., 
comprising 1861 front to Argentina bearing (½d.) and (1d.), 1878 1d. on half 5s. on local wrapper and 1880 to 
Lancashire bearing 5s., interesting reference items.                                                                                      £300-£350 

   352 )      Stamped Mail to the United States, 1861 (Jan. 12) entire to Baltimore via St Thomas “p Packet”, franked at packet 
rate by 1858 6d., good to large margins, tied by both barred oval and large circular “STEAMSHIP/10”,  
backstamped double arc despatch and St Thomas Jan. 16 transit. Photo.                                                  £300-£350 

   353 )      Inter-island Mail, 1861 (May 26) envelope to “The Lord Bishop” at Clare Hall in Antigua endorsed “Paid”, franked 
by 1855 (4d.) on blued paper with 1861 (1d.) paying inland and inter-island rate, cancelled by “1” barred ovals with 
double arc despatch at left and marked “4”(d.) in red, backstamped May 27 arrival. Ex Urwick, Benwell and Wood. 
William Walrond Jackson (1811-1895), an alumnus of Codrington College, was Bishop of Antigua from 1860 but 

was forced to return to England through ill health in 1879 and retained his See thereafter only in the legal sense, 

the work carried out by coadjutor bishops. Photo.                                                                                          £500-£600
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   354 s      Inter-island Printed Matter, 1862 (June 9) printed shipping timetable (front only) addressed to St Lucia franked 
at double rate by 1851-70 (1d.) pair with “1” barred oval cancellations, double arc despatch at left, marked “2”(d.) 
and “8”(d.) in blue, the latter for double inter-island rate. Photo.                                                                £100-£120 

   355 )      6d. Packet Rate to Great Britain, 1862 (July 9) envelope sent at double rate from St Peter parish to Sir William 
Fitzherbert, 4th Bt. at Tissington Hall in Derbyshire, franked by 1861-70 6d. pair tied by “10” ‘bootheels’, one also 
by Barbadoes despatch double arc, with red July 28 Kondon Paid transit at left, backstamped “0” parish c.d.s. and 
Ashbourne July 29 arrival. Ex Urwick, Wheeler, Benwell and Hackmey. The packet rate to Great Britain remained 

at 6d. per ½oz. between 1854 and 1863. Photo.                                                                                        £600-£700 

   356 )      11d. Rate to Canada, THE ONLY KNOWN EXAMPLE, 1862 (Dec. 24) envelope to Canada East endorsed “Via 
England”, franked by 1861-70 (1d.), (4d.) and 6d. paying 6d. packet rate to England plus 5d. rate from England 
to Canada, marked “10” in red to show pre-payment, 1d. being due to Barbados, with “1” barred oval  
cancellations, despatch c.d.s. and red London Paid Jan. 14 transit at left, backstamped West Farnham Feb. 
3 arrival. Photo.                                                                                                                                               £1,000-£1,200 

   357 s      Incoming Mail from Trinidad, 1863 (June 23) envelope front only from Trinidad showing “PAID/AT/ TRINIDAD” 
crowned circle in red and bearing 1862-63 1d. lightly cancelled with double arc despatch alongside and June 25 
Barbados arrival, marked “4” in red. Photo.                                                                                                    £150-£200 

354

357
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   358 )      Stamped Packet Mail to England, 1863 (Nov. 9) fully pre-paid envelope to Derbyshire bearing 1858 1s. with “10” 
‘bootheel’ cancellation and St Peter parish c.d.s. on reverse, and showing London Paid Nov. 30 transit in red and 
next day Ashbourne arrival, adhesive repaired but most attractive. Ex Sheppard. Photo.                       £500-£600 

   359 )      Inland Mail, 1863 (Dec. 10) single rate envelope to Christ Church franked by 1861-70 1d. with ‘bootheel’ “1” 
barred oval cancellation, “1” c.d.s. at right and “2” indistinct arrival on reverse, vertical fold through adhesive barely 
detracts. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

   360 )      Inter-island Mail, 1864 (Mar. 19) Dummett & Co. entire to Trinidad franked at single rate by 1861-70 6d., marked 
“4” in red for paid inter-island charge, with ‘bootheel’ “1” cancellation, despatch c.d.s. and Mar. 22 double arc 
arrival. Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £100-£120 

   361 )      6d. Rate to Canada, 1866 (Sept. 9) entire to New Brunswick, paid to Canadian border by 1861-70 6d. tied by “1” 
‘bootheel’ cancellation and showing straight line “MORE TO PAY” for provincial transit, with Colonial Bank cachet, 
backstamped despatch c.d.s., St Thomas Sept. 12 transit and St John Oct. 4 arrival. Photo.                   £200-£250 

   362 )      Consignee’s Mail, 1867 entire sent Jan. 18 from London to Barbados endorsed “Consignees Letter” and “p 
“Islander”, bearing 1861-70 (1d.) (repaired) paying inland postage from Bridge Town with “1” ‘bootheel’ and “1” 
c.d.s., backstamped St Peter “10” arrival of Apr. 26. Photo.                                                                          £200-£250 

   363 )      Printed Matter to Canada, 1867 (June 26) S.P. Musson, Son & Co. “PRICES CURRENT ONLY” printed wrapper 
“PER MAIL, VIA HALIFAX, N S.” to Annapolis, Nova Scotia with enclosed printed circular for the B.N.A. Provinces, 
franked by 1861-70 (1d.) affixed overlapping with neat “1” ‘bootheel’, fine June 26 despatch and St Thomas June 
29 transit backstamps. Photo.                                                                                                                           £200-£250 

   364 )      Forwarding Agents, 1867 (June 26) envelope at printed matter rate to Annapolis, Nova Scotia with “Printed 
Cicular” imprint and double oval framed cachet “FORWARDED BY/BARBADOS/JOHN JEFFRAY” franked 1861-70 
(1d.) tied by neat ‘bootheel’ “1” with despatch and St Thomas June 29 transit backstamps. Photo.       £100-£120 

   365 )      Inter-island Mail, 1868 (Apr. 18) double rate entire from John Jeffray to George Town, British Guiana, franked 
by 1861-70 1s. brown-black with “8”(d.) marked in red to indicate payment of inter-island rate, ‘bootheel’ “1”  
cancellation, despatch and Demerera Apr. 21 arrival backstamps Photo.                                                  £400-£500 

   366 )      1s. Packet Rate to Great Britain, 1868 (May 10) triple rate cover to Bath, slightly foreshortened at left, franked 
by 1861-70 1s. strip of three with ‘bootheel’ “1” cancellations and May 28 red London Paid transit, backstamped 
despatch and arrival c.d.s’s. Ex Hurlock and Barclays collections. Photo.                                                  £400-£500 
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   367 )      1868 6d. BISECT, THE ONLY KNOWN COVER, (June 10) envelope to Marion, Mass. bearing rough perf. 14 
to 16 6d. bright orange-vermilion diagonal bisect, a little oxidised, used as 3d. with 1d. blue vertical pair, 
paying 5d. rate (inland plus inter-island charge), marked “4”(d.) in red with circular “N.Y. STEAMER/JUN/ 
20/10”(c.) at lower right, with despatch and St Thomas June 13 transit c.d.s’s on reverse having been carried 
on the Merrimack, cover tears and soiling but unique. Only two examples of the bisected 6d. have been  
recorded, the other on piece only. Sismondo certificate (2007) Photo.                                            £2,000-£2,500 

   368 )      Parish Post Offices, 1869 (Feb. 17) small envelope addressed to Lt. Col. Ivery, 4th West India Regiment (shortly 
before its disbanding) at St Ann’s, sent from St Thomas franked by 1861-70 (1d.) tied by very fine “8” ‘bootheel’ 
with “1” c.d.s. on reverse, upper flap missing but very scarce. Photo.                                                         £500-£600 

   369 )      Mail to U.S.A., 1870 (Jan. 24) double rate entire to New York franked by 1861-70 (4d.) and 6d. paying double 
inland and inter-island rates, with ‘bootheel’ cancellations with despatch c.d.s. and St Thomas transit on reverse, 
marked “8”(d.) in red and charged large circular “STEAMSHIP/20”. Ex Burrus. Photo.                            £500-£600 

   370 )      Mail to U.S.A., 1870 (Apr. 9) envelope to Philadelphia “p steamer/via St. Thomas”, franked by 1861-70 (1d.) and 
(4d.) with ‘bootheel’ cancellations, circular “N.Y. STEAMSHIP/APR/21/10” single rate charge, backstamped 
despatch c.d.s. and framed New York arrival, opened for display with upper reverse flap missing. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 
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   371 )      Incoming Mail from Trinidad, 1870 (July 9) entire from Trinidad marked “4” in red and franked by 1863-80 6d. 
paying charge incorporating inter-island and both inland fees, tied by Trinidad double arc datestamp, with “1” 
and “2” Barbados July 2 arrival, backstamps, some faults and repairs. Photo.                                            £200-£250 

   372 s      Inland Newspaper Rate, 1870 large part masthead from the West Indian newspaper dated Nov. 29 1870 
bearing 1870 watermark large star (½d.) green tied by ‘bootheel’ “1’, some repairs but unique. With one 
exception, use of the (½d.) on cover or journal is otherwise unrecorded between Nov. 1861 and Apr. 1877. 
Photo also on page 1.                                                                                                                                    £800-£1,000 

   373 )      Late Fee, 1871 (July 26) envelope to London endorsed “p RMS” with two 1871 1s. paying double packet rate 
and (4d.) for late fee, ‘bootheel’ “1” cancellations, showing London Paid arrival in red at left, despatch c.d.s. 
on reverse, slight faults and treated stain. Only this example of a 2s.4d. late fee cover is known. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

   374 )      1s. Packet Rate to Great Britain, 1872 (Mar. 7) mourning envelope to London endorsed “paid”, franked by 1871 
watermark small star 1s., perforations trimmed three sides, cancelled by one of two strikes of “1” c.d.s., backstamped 
Apr. 3 arrival in red, part reverse missing or repaired and slight soiling but scarce. Photo.                    £100-£120 

   375 )      Incoming Mail from British Post Office at St Thomas, 1872 entire franked by Great Britain 4d. vermilion pl. 
12 SJ tied by light “ST. THOMAS/PAID/C51” duplex, charged “1” for Barbados inland rate, with Lamb & Co.  
company cachet in red and Barbadoes Apr. 19 double arc arrival. Photo.                                                 £200-£250 

371370
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   376 )      3d. Ship Rate to Great Britain, 1872 (June 12) envelope to London endorsed “Per Steamer Gamma” and 
franked by three 1861-70 (1d.) with c.d.s. cancellations, marked “1½”(d.) in red denoting British share, “SHIP 
LETTER/B/PAID/JY 8/72/LONDON” c.d.s. and square framed backstamp, the cover with Munro family crest. 
Ex Hurlock and Deakin. The 3d. per ½oz. ship letter rate, introduced when the packet rate was reduced from 
1s. to 6d. in 1854, remained in force until 1881 despite the packet rate raise in 1863. Very few examples of the 
3d. rate are known. Photo also on front cover.                                                                                    £2,500-£3,000 

   377 s      Registered Mail, 1872 (July 11) registered cover front and part reverse sent by insurance agent F.B. Griffith 
to London, endorsed “Registered” in red and franked by 1871 4d. and 1s. paying 4d. registration fee (1872 
(ca.)--1884) and 1s. packet rate (1863-1881), with Barbados “1” c.d.s. cancellations and red London  
registered oval arrival of July 29 below, marked “16” in blue for postage paid, W.D.O. arrival also on reverse. 
Ex Burrus and Hart. One of the earliest registered covers from Barbados. A registration service with 6d. fee had 
been suggested by the Colonial Office in 1857 and in 1863 a local Act was passed authorising the Governor to 
make occasional provision for such a service but registration markings were not supplied by the G.P.O. until 1873 
and the first printed reference to registration only appeared in the Official Gazette in 1874. Photo.                       
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,200 

   378 )      Soldiers’ Concessionary Rate, 1873 (July 28) envelope to Ireland endorsed “From Sergt. John O’Grady AH 
Corps” (Army Hospital Corps) and countersigned by commanding officer, franked 1873 (1d.) just tied by 
Barbados c.d.s. with additional strike below and Ballyconnell Aug. 16 arrival backstamp, rather soiled and 
creased but rare. Photo.                                                                                                                               £800-£1,000 
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   379 )      1s. Packet Rate to Great Britain, 1873 (Nov. 10) envelope to London franked at 1s. single rate by three 1870 
(4d.), one with repaired corner, double arc datestamp cancellations with Nov. 28 arrival and “M/S/E/A” quartered 
mark jn red, slight soiling. The packet rate to Great Britain remained at 6d. per ½oz. between 1854 and 1863. 

The packet rate to Great Britain reverted to 1s. per ½oz. in 1863 and remained unchanged until Barbados joined 

the U.P.U. in 1881. Photo.                                                                                                                                 £400-£500 

   380 )      5d. Rate to Canada, 1873 (Dec. 13) envelope to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia endorsed “via New York” and “p U.S. 
Packet/St. Thomas”, franked by 1872 (1d.) and compound perf. 16 x 12½ (4d.) with c.d.s. cancellations, marked 
“4”(d.) in red for inter-island rate, handstamped “Due 7” and lightly struck 10c. charge, repaired and partially 
rebacked. One of only 4-5 covers known bearing a Barbados compound perf. stamp. Photo.                 £400-£500 

   381 )      Mail to U.S.A. via Canada, 1874 (Mar. 1) envelope to Georgetown, South Carolina via Nova Scotia, endorsed  
“p mail/Halifax N.S.” franked at 5d. single rate by 1871 (4d.) and 1872 (1d.) with double arc datestamp cancellations, 
one additionally tied by circular “NEW YORK/MAR/20/DUE 10/U.S. CURRENCY” charge, with S.P. Musson, Son 
& Co. cachet and St Thomas Mar. 4 transit c.d.s. on reverse. Few vessels sailed directly from Barbados to the U.S. 

and most mail needed to be directed via a transit port, most commonly St Thomas. Photo.                    £300-£350 

   382 )      Inland Mail, 1874 (May 16) single rate entire to St Peter endorsed “p Candidate” and franked by 1874-75 1d. with 
‘bootheel’ “1” barred oval cancellations, “1” c.d.s. alongside and “0” arrival on reverse, vertical fold through adhesive 
barely detracts. Photo.                                                                                                                                       £200-£250 

374
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   383 )      1s.1d. Rate to France, THE ONLY KNOWN EXAMPLE, 1875 (Apr. 29) cover to Paris franked by 1873-74 1d. 
and 1s. lightly cancelled with extra fine strike, red “PD” in circle and London Paid May 15 alongside, one 
additionally tied by Amb. Calais transit, showing ms. rating “1/-” in red, backstamped May 16 arrival, opened 
for display. Ex Hackmey. Postal rates to European countries remained complicated during this period, a rate of 
1s. to France applied up to around 1875, and thereafter a rate of 1s.0½d. to France, Germany and Italy. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                                £800-£1,000 

   384 )      Printed Matter to the Netherlands, 1877 (Jan. 29) envelope to Groningen, opened for display, franked by 1875-
78 1d. part adhering to portion of printed circular, cancelled ‘open bootheel’ duplex, with Feb. 17 arrival and  
postman’s boxed “C.9” mark on reverse, a little creased and stained. Rare, only two Britannia covers to the 

Netherlands are known. Photo.                                                                                                                         £600-£700 

   385 )      1s. Packet Rate to Great Britain, 1877 (Mar. 29) triple rate entire to London franked by 1875-81 De La Rue 
colour change 1s. perf. 12½ strip of three with duplex cancellations and red “LONDON/B/PAID/A/12 AP 77”  
receiving c.d.s. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £400-£500 

   386 )      Mail to U.S.A. by U.S. Packet, 1877 (Nov. 10) James A. Lynch & Co. envelope sent unsealed to Portland, Maine 
via Panama, endorsed “p US pkt/via Colon”, franked at printed matter rate by 1875-78 1d. with ‘open bootheel’ 
duples, “Due 2”(c.) charge mark alongside. Photo.                                                                                        £300-£350 
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   387 )      5d. Fully Pre-paid Rate to Canada, 1878 (Feb. 9) envelope to New Brunswick franked by 1875-78 1d. and 4d. 
with ‘bootheel’ duplex cancellations, marked “4”(d.) in red for inter-island rate, backstamped Halifax Mar. 10 and 
Harvey. N.B. Mar. 16 arrival. Mail to Canada was normally sent via St Thomas but could be be sent fully pre-paid 

via Halifax, Nova Scotia at a rate of 5d. per ½oz. Photo.                                                                            £400-£500 

   388 s      FIRST DAY OF USE OF THE 1878 BISECT PROVISIONAL, 1878 (Mar. 29) front only from prices current to 
Jersey with albino embossed “LOUIS, SON & CO./BARBADOS” imprint, franked at printed matter rate by 
1D. on right half of 5s. dull rose tied by Barbados c.d.s. with additional strike alongside. Ex Wheeler, Hart, 
Hurlock and Britannia collections. At the beginning of 1878 stock of the ½d. and 1d. stamps were running low. 
The 1873 5s. had seen little usage since its issue and was selected for surcharge and bisection to provide sufficient 
stocks until a new printing of the 1d stamp arrived from England. The provisional was in use between Mar. 29 
and Apr. 11 only. Very rare usage – only seven covers, which was mainly intended for the local 1d rate, are known. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £5,000-£6,000 

   389 )      1s. Packet Rate from Great Britain, 1878 incoming triple rate envelope from Scotland significantly underpaid 
by 1876 1s. pl. 13 NA with Dumfries May 1 duplex and May 19 arrival backstamp, showing handstruck “DEFICIENT 
POSTAGE/HALF-FINE” mark with 3s. charge noted (amended from 2s.6d.), 3s. representing the 2s. deficient 
postage plus the 1s. half charge fine, a little roughly opened. Photo.                                                          £200-£250 

387
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   390 )      Bisected 1d. Stamps used as ½d. on Inland Printed Matter and Newspapers, 1878 (May 3) part wrapper 
addressed to St Philip bearing 1875-80 1d. diagonal bisect tied by “3” ‘bootheel’ with c.d.s. alongside, some 
minor item faults but adhesive fine. Rare. Ex Benwell and Hackmey. Photo.                                 £800-£1,000 

   391 s      Soldiers’ Concessionary Rate, 1878 (June 29) envelope front only mounted on card, addressed to Gloucestershire 
endorsed “From No. 2630 R. Avery, Sergt. in 35th Regt.” and countersigned by commanding officer at St Ann’s 
below, franked 1875-78 1d. with ‘open bootheel’ duplex cancellation. Ex Sheppard. Photo.                   £500-£600 

   392 )      Late Fee, 1878 (Sept. 10) James A. Lynch & Co. envelope addressed to Eugene Duchatellard at St Bart’s, c/o 
E.S. DeLisle, St Kitts, bearing three 1875-81 1d. (two shades) and 6d., with “1” ‘bootheel’ cancellations, 
despatch c.d.s., marked “4”(d.) in red for inter-island charge, backstamped St Kitts Sept. 12, some cover and 
adhesive faults but unique. The only known example of the 4d. Late Fee on cover to St Bartholomew. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

   393 )      1s.1½d. Rate to Italy, THE ONLY KNOWN EXAMPLE, 1878 (Nov. 20) cover to Naples franked by 1875-78 
½d., 1d. and 1s. with ‘open bootheel’ duplex cancellations, marked “1/0½”(d.) in red to indicate pre-payment, 
the extra 1d. charged for inland postage, with red London Paid transit of Dec. 16 and indistinct Dec. 19 
arrival backstamps. Postal rates to European countries remained complicated during this period, a rate of 1s. 
to France applied up to around 1875, and thereafter a rate of 1s.0½d. to France, Germany and Italy. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

392391
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   394 )      1s. Packet Rate to Great Britain, 1878 (Nov. 29) single rate cover to Liverpool franked at lower left by 1875-81 
De La Rue colour change 1s. perf. 14 with duplex cancellation, repaired cover tear, part reverse missing but showing 
clear Dec. 16 arrival. Photo.                                                                                                                              £100-£120 

   395 )      Parish Post Offices, 1879 (Feb. 10) envelope addressed to “The Rt. Revd./The Lord Bishop of Antigua/Antigua” 
franked 1875-78 6d. tied by ‘bootheel’ “4” with “4” c.d.s. at left, further fine strike and double arc despatch on 
reverse, “4”(d.) marked in red for the pre-paid inter-island carriage. William Walrond Jackson (1811-1895), an 

alumnus of Codrington College, was Bishop of Antigua from 1860 but was forced to return to England through ill 

health in 1879. This cover is noted on arrival as having been sent by the Secretary to the Rio Pongas Mission to 

West Africa, an attempt to realise Codrington’s vision for missionaries to be trained at the College and sent to Africa 

as “a glorious opportunity to send educated [i.e. Afro-Barbadians] from Barbados back to West Africa to assist in 

the imperialist work of spreading Western Civilisation and Christianity”. However, after some initial progress, between 

1873 and 1900 when additional Sierra Leonean assistants were hired, relations between them and the African-

descended West Indian missionaries deteriorated amid allegations of illicit sexual relations and illegal trading by the 

black missionaries, leading to the downfall of John Henry A. Duport, the Mission’s first black Head Missionary. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

   396 )      2d. Ship Mail Rate to U.S.A., 1879 (Feb. 18) William Laurie & Son cover to St Louis, Missouri endorsed “P Mail 
- Bahama” franked by 1875-78 1d. pair tied by light ‘open bootheel’ duplexes with New York Mar. 5 5c. due charge 
below, Mar. 7 arrival on reverse. A 2d. per ½oz. ship letter rate to North America was established in Nov. 1865, 

notices published in the “West Indian” made reference to S.S. “Mandingo”, “Lagos” and “Trinidad” but the rate was 

valid also on uncontracted steamships, in this case the S.S. “Bahama”. Photo.                                          £400-£500 

   397 )      3d. Ship Rate from Great Britain, 1880 incoming envelope from Plymouth endorsed “By cargo boat – 
Southampton – 11th”, franked by Great Britain 3d. pl. 20 KC with heavy Apr. 9 duplex, handstamped marked 
“1½d” in red denoting the island’s share, backstamped North Hill despatch and Apr. 19 arrival, some staining.  
The 3d. per ½oz. ship letter rate, introduced when the packet rate was reduced from 1s. to 6d. in 1854, remained 

in force until 1881 despite the packet rate raise in 1863. Very few examples of the 3d. rate in either direction are 

known. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £400-£500 
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   398 )      2d. Ship Mail Rate to Canada, 1880 (Sept. 22) envelope to Cape Breton endorsed “P S.S. Muriel” and franked 
1875-78 1d. pair, with ‘open bootheel’ duplex cancellations, one additionally tied by “T” in circle, showing Louis, 
Son & Co. cachet, New York F.D. Oct. 6 transit and Arichat Oct. 11 arrival on reverse. A 2d. per ½oz. ship letter 

rate to North America was established in Nov. 1865, notices published in the “West Indian” made reference to SS 

“Mandingo”, “Lagos” and “Trinidad” but the rate was valid also on uncontracted steamships, in this case the SS 

“Muriel”. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £400-£500 

   399 )      Printed Matter to Canada, 1880 (Nov. 27) unsealed envelope with printed Cape Breton address and endorsed 
“per Bahama”, showing “PRICES CURRENT” handstamp and albino embossed “LOUIS, SON & CO./BARBADOS” 
imprint, franked by 1875-78 1d. with ‘open bootheel’ duplex, charged handstruck “10” and subsequently reduced 
in ms. to “3” , transit and arrival backstamps. Photo.                                                                                    £200-£250 

   400 )      3d. Late Fee, 1881 (Mar.) packet rate envelope to London franked 1875-80 1s. with 3d. added, cancelled by ‘open 
bootheel’ duplexes with red London Paid Mar 30 arrival at lower left. Ex Britannia collection. From the late 1870s 

until Nov. 1881, the Late Fee was 3d., as confirmed by Post Office Notices. Very rare, only two known examples. 

Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £700-£800 

   401 )      4d. Rate to U.S.A., 1881 (Apr. 28) small cover to Philadelphia endorsed “Per S.S. Muriel”, franked by 1875-78 4d. 
with ‘open bootheel’ cancellation, New York Paid All “FD” and May 16 arrival backstamp. Prior to 1878 mail to 

the U.S. was normally pre-paid to St Thomas only, the addressee responsible for the remaining postage. From around 

1878 a 4d. rate would cover payment to the U.S. border and sometimes all the way. Photo.                 £300-£350 

399
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   402 )      U.P.U. Postcards, 1881 provisional postal stationery cards bearing Britannia ½d. green and 1d. dull blue, two 
unused examples, smaller size bearing 1d. only, unused, and two apparently trial items (different sizes) with 
“UNION POSTALE UNIVERSELLE” in unserifed type and printed both sides, one bearing different shades of ½d. 
and 1d. (5 items) On Sept. 1 1881 Barbados was admitted to the U.P.U. and the immediate need for 1½d. stationery 

cards was met by a printing of 2,000 cards with adhesives affixed. In Dec. 1881 a concessionary rate of 1d. for 

cards to adjacent islands was announced and the similar provisional solution employed.                          £100-£120 

   403 )      Printed Matter to Canada, 1882 (July 26) unsealed envelope with printed Newfoundland address and endorsed 
“per SS Bermuda”, showing “PRICES CURRENT” handstamp and albino embossed “LOUIS, SON & CO./BARBADOS” 
imprint, franked by late use of 1875-78 1d. grey-blue with ‘open bootheel’ duplex. Photo.                     £100-£120 

   404 )      Triple Rate to U.S.A., 1882 (Sept. 25) triple U.P.U. rate cover to Massachussetts, franked by 1875-78 1s. with 
‘open bootheel’ duplex, New York Paid All Oct 10 transit on reverse, roughly opened at right and part repaired. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £500-£600 

Barbados: The property of  other vendors 

   405  H + 1852-55 1d. blocks of four in three different shades, four margins, mint, one with small tone spot, otherwise fine.
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   406            1855 white paper ½d. green mint, 1858 6d. rose and 1s. black used, fine. S.G. 8, 11, 12. Photo.            £100-£150 

   407  m      1878 (Mar. 28) 1d. on half 5s. dull rose, “1” with straight serif, used, slight crease causing a minor split, otherwise 
fine. R.P.S. certificate (1943). S.G. 87, cat. £950. Photo.                                                                                £100-£120 

   408            1882-86 Watermark Crown CA ½d. (2), 1d. rose, 1d. carmine, 2½d. (2), 3d. (4), 4d. grey, 4d. pale brown (2), 6d., 
1s. and 5s., unused or mint, fair to fine. (16) S.G. 89-103.                                                                              £80-£100 

   409  m      1935 Silver Jubilee 1d. with damaged turret [Pl. 1, R. 5/6], fine used. S.G. 241j, cat. £375. Photo.       £100-£150 

   410  m      A collection of cancellations on mainly Britannia issues, from 1852 to 1904, incl. imperfs., perf., pin perf. issues, 
many good numeral strikes, later c.d.s’s, shades, etc. (266)                                                                          £350-£400 

   411  m      A collection of cancellations on mostly Britannia issues, on leaves, incl. numeral and village cancellations, above 
average condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 
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Second Session, Lots 412 – 939 

Tuesday 3rd October not before 2 pm 

Basutoland 

   412            An unmounted mint selection, incl. 1933 5s. violet, 1961 1r. on 10s. type II (3), type III (2), etc. (13)    £80-£100 

   413  J       Lesotho: A selection of unmounted mint varieties from 1980 to 1988 incl. 1980-81 1m. on 1r. surcharge double, 
one inverted, 1986-88 35s. on 25s., type 167 on S.G. 507, horizontal strip of three, one with small “s”, 9s. on 30c. 
with surcharge misplaced to far left in a corner block of four, 1988 Birds 60s. horizontal strip of three showing 
dramatic perforation shift, etc. (36)                                                                                                                      £70-£90 

Batum 

   414   S        A mint or unused collection in varied condition on leaves incl. a selection of Russian Arms stamps both imperf. 
and perf. handstamped, range of forgeries, etc. (250)                                                                                    £200-£250 

Bechuanaland 

   415  H       1913-24 De La Rue 5s. bright carmine, fine mint from the foot of the sheet. S.G. 87, cat. £300. Photo on page 72.
                                                                                                                                                                                £90-£100 

   416            A collection in an album, incl. a good range of cancellations, 1888 to 2s.6d. mint and used, 1904-13 to 1s. mint 
(2), used (2), 1913-24 2s. 6d. mint (4), used (3), 5s. mint (5), used, etc. (100s)                                          £400-£500 

   417            A mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI selection, incl. 1938-50 range to 5s. (3) and 10s. (2), etc. (25)              £70-£80 

Belgium & Colonies 

   418 )      1621 to 1839, a collection of mainly covers in an album, incl. 1621 entire from Mons to Florence with no postal 
markings, rate marks, town stamps, etc. (29 items)                                                                                       £120-£150 

   419            1896 Brussels Exhibition, a collection in an album, incl. 5c. and 10c. (4) complete sheets of twenty-five, minor 
varieties, range of Exhibition labels in sheets, blocks and sets, scarce postcards, etc. (280)                     £150-£200 

   420            A mint and used selection in two folders, incl. 1921 Railway Parcels set mint, 1924 Exhibition miniature sheet 
mint, 1930 Exhibition miniature sheet (2), 1931 Soldiers miniature sheet mint (3), 1932 Infantry set mint, 1932 
Mercier set mint, 1932 Anti-TB set mint, 1948 Anseele miniature sheet mint, 1952 U.P.U. set mint, 1957-72 set 
mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                   £600-£700 

   421            A mint and used duplicated selection in a folder and on stockcards, incl. range of early issues, 1953 Tourist set 
unmounted mint, 1953 Welfare fund set unmounted mint, 1954 Restoration fund set unmounted mint, etc., mixed 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £200-£250 

   422            A mainly mint selection in a folder, incl. 1919-20 5f., 1928 Orval set, 1933 and 1934 Anti-TB sets, 1935 exhibition 
miniature sheet used, 1954 Restoration set, 1960 Refugee miniature sheet, etc. (few 100s)                    £200-£250 

   423 )      Postcards: A collection in three albums, incl. many good cards, much middle period, mainly views and buildings, 
mostly fine condition. (approx. 1,200)                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   424            Belgian Congo: A written up collection of covers, cards and stamps from 1899 to 1954 on leaves, incl. instructional 
markings, postal stationery, postage dues, flown covers with first flights, censored mail, range of cancellations, etc. 
(167 items)                                                                                                                                                           £200-£250 

   425 )      - 1904 cover to France, bearing 10c., 15c. and 25c., tied by Leopoldville c.d.s’s. with octagonal “KWAMOUTH”  
datestamp also handstruck “T” mark all blue, 1930 airmail cover from Angola to Paris, the Angolan stamps  
cancelled across the border with Belgium Congo Air 50c. and 1d. tied by Tshikapa datestamps.              £70-£80 

   426 s      - Selection of documents from 1932 to 1952 incl. Officials, Military, Telegrams with unused Telegram label in 
grey, etc. (15 items)                                                                                                                                              £80-£100 
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Bermuda 

   427   P       1865-1903 plate proofs, 1s. imperforate in issued green on watermarked paper with gum, horizontal bend  
otherwise fine and fresh. Scarce. Photo.                                                                                                          £200-£250 

   428  H       1874 (Mar.-May) 1874 3d. on 1s. green, surcharge type 6, part original gum, major faults. Brandon certificate 
(1978). S.G. 13, cat. £2,500. Photo.                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

   429  H + 1883-1904 Watermark Crown CA 1d. dull rose in a fine fresh mint block. S.G. 22. cat. £680. Photo. £240-£260 

   430   P       1902-03 imperforate plate proof of the 1d. in red-brown and green, on gummed watermarked paper, fine and 
rare. Photo.                                                                                                                                                          £300-£350 

1918 – 22 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 

   431  H       2s. to £1, mint, good to fine. S.G. 51b-55, cat. £600. Photo.                                                                         £150-£180 

   432  H       2s. (2), 2s.6d. (3), 5s. (2), 10s. (2) and £1 mainly good to fine mint. S.G. 51b-55. Photo.                          £150-£200 

   433  H       2s. to £1, mint, mainly fine. S.G. 51b-55, cat. £600. Photo.                                                                           £150-£200 

   434  H       2s.6d. black and red on blue with [HPF 12] break in scroll, fine mint. B.P.A certificate (1999). S.G. 52a, cat. £325. 
Photo on page 72.                                                                                                                                                 £80-£100 

   435  H       4s. black and carmine showing HPF 54 damaged leaf at lower right, fine fresh mint. S.G. 52bf, cat. £350. Photo on 
page 72.                                                                                                                                                                £120-£150 

   436  H       5s. deep green and deep red on yellow, HPF 36 nick in top right scroll, mint, fine and fresh. S.G. 53c, cat. £425. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£160 

   437  H       10s. green and carmine-red on pale bluish green, with HPF 12 break in scroll, large part gum, some colour suffusion. 
B.P.A. certificate (1999). S.G. 54a, cat. £650.                                                                                                     £80-£100 

1924 – 32 Watermark Mult. Script CA 

   438  H       ¼d. to 12s.6d. (unmounted with usual toned gum) set mainly good to fine mint, with additional shades on some 
lower values and 10s. a corner marginal with plate number. (23)                                                               £150-£200 

   439            2s. purple and bright blue on pale blue, upper right corner marginal plate no. copy showing HPF 12 break in scroll, 
mint, fine mint (stamp is unmounted) with some perforation separation in margin. Brandon certificate (2002) 
S.G. 88a, cat. £250+. Photo on page 72.                                                                                                           £180-£200
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Bermuda continued 

   440  H       10s. green and red on deep emerald, showing variety gash in fruit and leaf HPF 60, fine and fresh mint. S.G. 92gg, 
cat. £650. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £250-£280 

   441  m      12s.6d. grey and orange, showing break through scroll, fine used. S.G. 93d, unpriced used. Photo.      £300-£350 

1938 – 53 

   442  H       2s. purple and deep blue on pale blue ordinary paper, perf. 14, upper left corner marginal showing HPF 1b shading 
omitted from top right scroll, mint, fine. S.G. 116db, cat. £2,000. Photo.                                                  £350-£400 

   443  m      2s.6d. black and carmine-red on pale blue, (Third printing May 1941), line perf. 14¼, showing broken lower right 
scroll, used, some rough perfs., fine. S.G. 117ae, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                                           £300-£400 

   444  J       5s. dull green and red on pale yellow, (Sixth printing March 1944), perf. 14, variety missing pearl [R. 5/1], fine 
unmounted mint. S.G. 118ea, cat. £1,000. Photo.                                                                                          £250-£300 

   445  m      12s.6d. deep grey and brownish orange, perf. 14, fine used. S.G. 120, cat. £550. Photo.                           £100-£120 

   446  H       12s.6d. grey and yellow, perf. 14, mint, fine. B.P.A. certificate (1993). S.G. 120d. Photo.                         £120-£150 

   447  H       12s.6d. grey and yellow, perf. 14, large part gum, fine. B.P.A. certificate (1993). S.G. 120d. Photo.        £100-£150 

   448            Mainly good to fine mint and used collection on leaves with range of perfs. and printings incl. some scarcer. (91)
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

   449            A collection on leaves, incl. values to 10s. mint (7), 12s.6d. mint (6) and used (2), £1 mint (7), range of shades and 
printings, slightly varied condition. (68)                                                                                                          £300-£400 

   450  H       Mint collection on leaves, incl. range of shades, perf. 14 to 12s.6d. (9), £1 (10), a few multiples, etc., varied condition. 
(163)                                                                                                                                                                     £500-£700 

   451  Jb 1962-68 Buildings 6d., watermark inverted, fine unmounted mint block of six. S.G. 168w, cat. £1,650+. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

   452  Jb 1965 Scouts 2s. variety watermark inverted block of 20, minor traces of gum toning otherwise fine. S.G. 186w, 
cat. £1,100.                                                                                                                                                           £250-£300 

   453  Jb 1970 24c. on 2s. watermark Crown to right of CA, complete sheet of 60, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 243w, 
cat. £10,200+. Photo.                                                                                                                                 £1,000-£1,500 

   454  Jb 1974 Flowers 12c. complete sheet of 25 variety watermark inverted, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 305w, cat. £1,875. 
Photo on page 174.                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   455            A selection, incl. K.G.V and K.G.VI multiples mint, 1938 2d. light blue and sepia used (500), etc.        £700-£800 

   456            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used collection in mixed condition in an album incl. 1865-1903 CC to 1s. (both perfs.) 
mint or unused, 1883-1904 CA to 1s. (2) mint with shades on 1d. (6), 1906-10 MCA ¼d. to 4d. mint, 1918-22 
MCA ¼d. to 5s. (3, shades), 10s. mint, to £1 (fiscal cancellation) used, 1920-21 Tercentenary sets mint (2, one 
overprinted “SPECIMEN”) and used, 1921 Tercentenary set both mint and used, 1924-32 Script 2s. (4), 2s.6d. (4), 
10s. (2) and 12s.6d. mint with shades, to 12s.6d. used with some fiscal cancellations, 1948 Silver Wedding set both 
mint and used, a few postcards, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                             £600-£700 
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Bermuda continued 

   457            A Q.V. to Q.E.II selection in ten stockbooks, mainly mint, incl. multiples, varieties, etc. (100s)            £500-£600 

   458            A Q.V. selection on leaves, incl. 1865-1903 perf. 14 range to 1s. unused (2) and used, 6d. watermark inverted used, 
perf. 14 x 12½ 3d. part gum, range of surcharges (not all guaranteed) with 1874 type type 6a used, 6a 3d. on 1s. 
used, type 7 mint and used, 1875 1d. on 2d. used, 1d. on 3d. unused (B.P.A. certificate, 1982, stating “regummed”) 
and used, 1d. on 1s. unused and used, etc., mixed condition. (111)                                                            £400-£500 

   459            A K.E.VII to Q.E.II collection in two albums, mint and used, incl. 1906-10 to 4d. mint, 1920-21 set mint, 1918-22 
values to 5s. mint (2) and used, 1921 set mint and used, 1924-32 values to 12s.6d. mint and used, 1948 Silver 
Wedding sets mint (2), 1953-62 set mint, etc., slightly mixed condition, not all cancellations guaranteed. (100s)  
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

   460            A mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI selection, incl. 1938-52 range to 10s. (4), 12s.6d. (4) and £1 (7) unmounted 
mint and 10s. (3) used, etc. (73)                                                                                                                       £200-£300 

   461            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1938-53 to £1, 1953-62 set mint, range of later issues to 1994, also 
an album of 1981 Royal Wedding mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                        £150-£200 

   462            A group of key plates, comprising 1924-32 2s.6d. mint and used (4), 10s. mint and used, 1938-52 12s.6d. mint (7), 
£1 mint, slightly varied condition.                                                                                                                      £80-£100 

   463 )      A selection of covers and cards, incl. postal stationery, cancellations, etc. (64 items)                              £100-£120 

British Antarctic Territory 

   464            A virtually complete fine unmounted mint collection from 1963 to 2009 in a boxed Davo album, incl. 1963-69 
½d. to £1 (both), 1971 surcharge set, miniature sheets, etc. (few 100s)                                                      £200-£300 

British Guiana 

   465            A collection in a stockbook, incl. 1863-75 perf. 12½-13 to 48c. used (3), 1934-51 to $3 mint (2), 1954-63 set mint, 
etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                                                                                      £150-£200 

   466  Jb Guyana: 1981 75c. on 3c. variety double overprint, in a corner block of six with sheet number, fine unmounted 
mint. S.G. 775a, cat. £240.                                                                                                                                     £70-£80 

British Honduras 

   467 )      A group of pre-stamp covers, incl. 1790 Dover Ship Letter, 1866 incoming with St Thomas forwarding agent mark, 
1864 Belize to Jamaica, 1852 to Paris with Beliza P.O., 1861 London to Guatemala with Antonio Math Belize  
forwarding agent handstamp, etc. (8)                                                                                                           £800-£1,000 

   468  H       1913-21 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 1c. variety watermark inverted, fine mint. S.G. 101w, cat. £275. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                                £90-£100 

   469  H       1917-18 “WAR” type 19 3c. orange with variety double overprint mint, light vertical crease otherwise fine. S.G. 
118a. cat. £400. Photo.                                                                                                                                         £80-£100 

   470  J       1969-72 Crana ½c. with variety black (inscription and value) omitted, perf. imperfections at left otherwise fine 
unmounted mint with normal for comparison. S.G. 277a, cat. £500. Photo.                                             £100-£120 

   471            A small group, comprising 1858 G.B. 6d. cancelled “A06”, 1882-87 1s. mint, 1899 25c. “BEVENUE” mint (2) and 
1935 Silver Jubilee 25c. ‘extra flagstaff’ in corner block of four mint, slightly varied condition. (5)        £100-£150 

British Indian Ocean Territory 

   472  J M   2007 Parrot Fish miniature sheet, variety imperforate, fine unmounted mint. S.G. MS356 var. Photo.                   
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 
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British Levant 

   473   S        1887-96 80pa. on 5d. handstamped “CANCELLED” (Samuel type GB14), fine with gum, rare. S.G. 5s. Photo.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   474 )      1898 (Jan. 14) size G 2d. registered postal stationery envelope to London bearing 1887 40pa. on 2½d. pair cancelled 
light central Smyrna registered oval, with Jan. 30 arrival datestamps. Ex Malim. Photo.                           £80-£100 

   475 )      1902 (Feb. 11) 1d.+2d. surcharged 40pa. postal stationery registered envelope to Birmingham, uprated 1pi. on 
2½d., with B.P.O. Constantinople c.d.s’s and Feb. 15 arrival backstamp. Photo.                                         £80-£100 

British Occupation of  Italian Colonies: Somalia 

   476  H + Somalia: 1943-46 to 5d., and 9d. and 1s. in mint marginal control blocks of four, fine.                            £80-£100 

British Solomon Islands 

   477  Jb 1980 Butterflies 45c. watermark Crown right of CA lower marginal block of ten, the lower two rows of the sheet 
with imprint and cylinder nos., fine unmounted mint. S.G. 428w, cat. £550+.                                          £200-£250 

   478            A used collection on leaves, incl. 1907 set, 1908-11 set, 1914-23 to 5s. (2), 10s. (2) and £1 (4), 1922-41 to 10s., 1940 
postage due set, etc., mainly fine. (94)                                                                                                             £450-£500 

   479            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1907 sets mint and used, 1908-11 set mint, 1914-23 to £1 used, 
1922-31 set mint, to 10s. used, 1939-51 set mint, 1956-63 set mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)        £400-£500 

   480            A collection on leaves, incl. 1907 set, 1908-11 set, 1914-22 £1, 1922-31 set, 1939-51 sets unmounted (2), etc., 
mainly fine. (61)                                                                                                                                                  £250-£300 

   481 )      A selection of covers and cards, incl. 1912 cover, registered to Sydney, franked by 1908-11 2s.6d., etc. (11 items)
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 
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British Virgin Islands 

   482   F        Forgeries, 1866 1d. green and 6d. rose Fournier reprints in complete sheets of 25, with range of forged  
cancellations.                                                                                                                                                       £100-£150 

   483   F        - 1867 4d. lake and 1s. red on black, Fournier reprints in complete sheets of 25, with range of forged cancellations.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   484 )      1918 (Feb.) cover, registered to U.S.A., franked by 1916-19 War Tax 1d. strip of six, fine. Photo.           £80-£100 

   485 )      1919 printed cover registered from the Post Master to New York, bearing 1916-19 War Tax 3d. in three blocks 
of four. Photo.                                                                                                                                                         £70-£80 

   486            A Q.V. to K.G.V collection in an album, incl. 1879-80 1d. and 2½d. mint, 1887-89 to 1s. brown mint (4), 1889 set 
mint with ½d. varieties, 1904 sets mint and used, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                                £200-£250 

Brunei 

   487            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1907-10 to $1 mint and used, 1922 Malaya-Borneo set mint, 1947-
51 to $10 mint, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                                                          £150-£200 

Bulgaria 

   488            A selection in two folders, incl. 1931 Balkan Games set mint (2), 1932 Air set mint (2), 1934 Memorial set mint, 
1953-54 Flowers miniature sheet mint (2), 1959 Anniversary miniature sheet imperforate mint, etc., varied  
condition. (426)                                                                                                                                                  £300-£400 

Burma 

   489 )      1933 (Oct. 1) Rangoon-Bahrain first flight cover, franked India 1a., 2½a. and airmail 2a. and 4a. tied Rangoon 
c.d.s’s, with first flight cachet on reverse, Bahrain arrival and Phillips label. Photo.                                    £80-£100 

   490            A mainly K.G.VI selection, incl. officials with 1939 8a. marginal block of four, etc. (80)                           £80-£100 

   491  J       A complete K.G.VI unmounted mint collection from 1938 to 1947 on leaves, incl. officials, etc., mainly fine. (106)
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 
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Canada 

Newfoundland 

   492            Collection from 1857 to 1957 in varied condition in an album incl. 1857-64 1d., 5d. unused, 1860 2d. unused, 6d. 
used (some thinning) with four margins B.P.A. certificate (1951), 1862-64 values to 1s. unused and used, 1865-70 
to 24c. unused and used, 1868-73 1c. to 6c. unused, 1880-82 roulette 3c. and 5c. unused, 1887 to 10c. unused and 
used, 1896-98 to 3c. (both) unused and used, 1897 1c. on 3c. unused (3), 1897 Discovery set both mint and used, 
1910 set both unused and used, 1911 6c. to 15c. set both mint and used, 1911-16 Coronation set both mint and 
used, 1919 Caribou set both mint and used, 1919 Air $1 on 15c. mint (2) and used, 1920 surcharges incl. 3c. on 
15c. type A overprint used, 3c. on 35c. vertical mint pair lower stamp with lower bar partially omitted, 1921 Air 
35c. mint (3, incl. a pair one stamp with variety no stop) and used, 1923-24 set both mint and used, 1928-29 
Publicity set both mint and used, 1931 Air sets mint (also both $1 values used), 1929-31 set both mint and used, 
1931 set mint, to 30c. used, 1932 Air $1.50 on $1 mint and used, various imperf. pairs, 1933 Air set both mint and 
used, 1933 Balbo $.50 on 75c. mint, 1933 Gilbert to 32c. (2) used, etc. (100s)                                    £1,500-£2,000 

   493            A collection in an album, incl. 1857-64 1d. unused (3), 5d. unused, 1907 Discovery set mint, 1910 to 15c. used, 
1911-16 Coronation set (less 4c.) mint, 1919 Contingent set mint, 1919 Air $1 on 15c. mint, 1933 Air set mint, 
1933 Balbo $4.50 on 75c. mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                   £800-£1,000 

   494            Duplicated mint and used collection from 1857 to 1937 in varied condition on leaves incl. 1857 5d. unused (2), 
1897 Discovery set mint, 1911-16 Coronation set mint, 1919 Caribou set both mint and used with extra 24c. pair, 
1933 Gilbert set used, 1933 Air set mint, 1937 Coronations, etc. (few 100s)                                             £300-£400 

Nova Scotia 

   495  m       1851-60 1d. (2), 3d. (3), 6d. used, very poor to good.                                                                                   £300-£400 

   496  I       - 6d. yellow-green, close to good margins, touched one side, unused, fine. S.G. 5. Photo.                      £400-£500 

   497  H       1860-63 yellow paper 1c., 2c., 8½c. (2), 10c., 12½c. (2), white paper 1c., 2c. (3), 5c., 8½c., 10c. (2) and 12½c., mint, 
varied condition. S.G. 9-29, cat. £781.                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   498            - A selection on leaves, incl. imperforate plate blocks of four with 1c. orange, 1c. green, 2c., 5c. black, 8½c. orange, 
10c. black (2), 12½c. green and 12½c. black, all overprinted “SPECIMEN”, also 12½c. orange and 12½c. black without 
overprint, etc. (92)                                                                                                                                              £300-£400 

Colony of  Canada 

   499  m      1852-57 ½d., 3d. three singles (one on cover) vertical strip of three, 6d., 10d., 1858-59 ½d., used, poor to fair.     
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

   500  m      - 3d. (2, both cut into), 10d. cut into and surface thin, 1859 12½c. pale yellow-green, used, mainly poor.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   501  m      - 3d. on handmade wove paper, four margins, showing major re-entry, fine used. S.G. 8b, cat. £950. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   502            1859-64 1c. (5), 3c. (4, and vertical strip of four), used, 12½c. unused and used (4), 17c. (2) and 2c. (3) used, mixed 
condition. S.G. 29-45.                                                                                                                                        £350-£400 
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Dominion of  Canada 

   503  I       1868-90 Ottawa thin transparent paper 6c. blackish brown, unused without gum, fine. R.P.S. certificate (1972) 
S.G. 50. Photo.                                                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

   504  H       1897 Jubilee ½c. to $5, with extra 1c. (2) 6c., 10c., 20c., and 50c., mint or part original gum, mixed condition. 
S.G. 121-140, cat. £6,000+. Photo.                                                                                                          £1,000-£1,200 

   505  H       - ½c.  to $5, mint, poor to fine, the $3 defective. S.G. 121-140, cat. £4,500. Photo.                                   £500-£600 

   506  H       - ½c. to 50c. mint generally well centred and of fresh appearance. (10) S.G. 121-134.                             £150-£200 

   507  m      - ½c. to $5 used with additional shades, the $4 and $5 with smudged roller cancellations, poor to fine. S.G. 121-
40. Photo.                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

   508  Jb - 1c. marginal block of 50, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 122, cat. £1,000+. Photo on page 175.               £200-£250 

   509  Jb - 2c. marginal block of 50, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 124, cat. £1,750+. Photo on page 175.               £300-£400 

   510 + P   1897-98 ½c. to 8c. imperforate plate proofs in issued colours, each in block of four, mainly fine. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

   511  J       - ½c. marginal block of ten with part imprint and 6c. block of four, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 142, 147, cat. £390.
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

   512  H       - A mint selection, incl. ½c., 1c. and 6c. in imprint strips of four, 2c. strip of five, 10c. pair, etc., varied condition. 
(40)                                                                                                                                                                       £400-£500 

   513            1915-17 War Tax, a selection, incl. 1915 (Feb.) 5c., 20c. (5), 50c. (2) mint, 1915 2c. mint block of four, 1916 (July) 
perf. 12 x 8 2c. + 1c. mint block of four, etc., varied condition. (44)                                                           £150-£200 

   514            A group of modern varieties, comprising 1973 R.C.M.P. Centenary 15p. imperf. pair, 2002 Golden Jubilee 48c. 
imperf. pair, 2003 National Emblems 48c. interpanneau block of four with sheet margins in centre, 2003 Wildlife 
Conservation imperf block four, mainly fine. (4)                                                                                           £250-£300 

   515  B        1990 Flags booklet pane of four, imperforate, fine. Unitrade 1190b, cat. $2,000. Photo.                        £200-£250 

   516  M       2002 Year of the Horse $1.25 imperforate souvenir sheet with overall grid, two unmounted mint examples, fine. 
Unitrade 1934 var., Cad $1,700. Photo.                                                                                                           £200-£250 
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   517            A fine mint collection on leaves, from 1898 to 1932, incl. Quebec set, range of War Tax, definitives with specialised 
shades, coil items incl. large hole, etc. (100s)                                                                                           £1,000-£1,500 

   518            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly mint or unused collection in a stockbook with Provinces incl. British Columbia 1865 perf. 
14 10c. used, 1868-71 perf. 14 5c. and 25c., New Brunswick 1860-63 to 12½c., 17c. (2), Prince Edward Is. 1862-60 
to 9d. (3), Dominion with 1868-90 2c. bluish green, 1893 20c. (5, incl. a marginal pair with gum) and 50c., 1897-
98 to 10c., 1897 Jubilee ½c. to 15c., 50c., $1 and $3 all with gum and of fresh appearance, 1908 Quebec set, 1911-
22 to 50c. (2), 1928-29 1c. to $1, 1935 $1 block (unmounted), later sets to $1, Special Delivery stamps in blocks, 
officials incl. 1950 to $1 marginal block, 1950-51 $1 block, etc., mixed condition (many 100s)                                 
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,200 

   519            A mint and used collection in two stockbooks, incl. 1852-57 3d. used, 1859 to 17c. used (2), 1897-98 set used, 
1908 Quebec set unused, 1928-29 sets mint and used, 1930-31 to $1 mint, officials with 1949 set mint, 1950-52 
to $1 mint, Prince Edward Island, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                              £800-£1,000 

   520            A collection of large and small Queens on leaves, incl. 1868-90 1c. and 2c. unused on thin transparent paper,  
medium to stout paper to 15c. unused (3), used (7), 1870-90 to 10c. unused, 1889-97 to 10c. unused (2), etc., varied 
condition. (127)                                                                                                                                               £800-£1,000 

   521            A mainly mint collection from 1898 to 1902 in an album, incl. 1898-1902 6c. in an imprint strip of four, 8c. strip 
of three and pair, 20c. pair and two singles, 1899 2c. on 3c. block (6 x 8), 2c. on 3c. with inverted surcharge, etc., 
some stuck down, mixed condition. (219)                                                                                                   £800-£1,000 

   522            A collection in an album, incl. 1897 Jubilee to $2 used, 1922-31 set mint, 1930-31 to $1 mint, 1932-33 set mint, 
1935 set mint, 1937-38 set mint, 1942-48 set mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                     £600-£700 

   523            A selection on leaves, incl. British Columbia and Vancouver Island 1860 2½d. unused and mint, 1865 perf. 14 5c. 
and 10c. mint, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island 1862-69 9d. used, 1870 4d. mint corner pair variety imper-
forate between, etc., varied condition. (33)                                                                                                     £350-£400 

   524            Duplicated mainly used collection from 1859 to 1881 in an album incl. 1859 to 10c. (4), 12½c. (7) and 17c. (2), 
range of small and large Queens, 1897 Jubilee to 50c. (2), $1, $2 and $5 (missing corner perfs.), cancellation interest, 
1908 Quebec set, Registration 1875-92 to 8c. (3, one damaged), etc., mixed condition. (100s)              £300-£400 

   525            A mainly Q.V. selection, incl. 1852 3d. used, range of unused early issues, 1898 20c. mint, 1949 Official set, etc., 
varied condition. (25)                                                                                                                                         £200-£250 

   526            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used accumulation in five albums and stockbooks and loose incl. 1893 8c. mint or 
unused (3), 1908 Quebec set used, range of later issues mint, selection of booklets with 1929 72c. incomplete, etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £200-£250 

   527            A Q.V. to K.G.VI collection on leaves, incl. New Brunswick, Newfoundland 1897-1918 set mint, Nova Scotia, 
Prince Edward Island, range of small Queens, 1893 20c. (2) and 50c. (2) used, etc., mixed condition. (100s)          
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   528  H       A mint selection on stockleaves, incl. 1937-38 set, 1942-48 War Effort set, unmounted mint from 1949-54, coils, 
booklet panes, etc., mainly fine. (192)                                                                                                              £120-£150 
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Cayman Islands 

   529  m      1905 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 1s. orange, variety dented frame [Left pane, R. 1/6], used, slight imperfections. 
S.G. 12a. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

   530  H       1932 Centenary ¼d. to 10s. set mint, mainly fine. S.G. 84-95, cat. £500. Photo.                                      £180-£200 

   531            A mint Q.V. to early Q.E.II collection, incl. 1900 1d. plate 3 marginal examples (2), 1902-03 to 1s., 1905 to 1s., 
1907 to 5s., 1907-09 to 10s., 1912-20 to 10s. (3, each back type), range of War Stamp issues with 1917 (Feb.) 1½d. 
on 2½d. type 16 (not guaranteed), 1917 (Feb.) 1½d. on 2½d. fraction bar largely omitted in corner plate block of 
four, 1917 (Feb.) 1½d. on 2½d. ‘straight serif’ in corner plate block of four, 1921-26 to Crown CA 10s. (2) and 
Script CA 10s., 1935 to 10s. as marginal part imprint examples, 1938-48 to 10s. (2), 1950 to 10s., 1953-62 to £1, 
1962-64 to £1, 1935 onwards unmounted, etc., mainly fine. (100s)                                                            £700-£800 

   532            A used Q.V. to early Q.E.II collection, incl. 1902-03 to 1s., 1905 to 1s., 1921-26 values to 10s., etc. (115)               
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   533            A mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI selection, incl. 1938-48 range to 10s. (2), 1950 ½d. to 1s. in marginal blocks of 
four, also 10s. corner block of four used, etc. (50)                                                                                           £80-£100 

Ceylon 

   534            A duplicated mainly Q.E.II collection in seven albums and stockbooks, incl. a few Chalons, 1857 postal stationery 
range of imperf. proofs, cancellation interest, multiples, etc. (100s)                                                              £80-£100 

   535            1872-80 issue, a mint and used selection on leaves, incl. 32c., 36c. and 48c. mint, 2c. block of four mint, 48c.  
watermark inverted unused (some rubbing), 4c. grey, 16c. pale violet, 32c. and 96c. watermark inverted used, 2c., 
4c., 8c., 16c., 24c., 36c., 48c. and 96c. corner imperf. proofs overprinted “CANCELLED”, cancellation interest, etc., 
mixed condition. (116)                                                                                                                                       £300-£400 
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   536            1885 surcharges, a mint and used selection, incl. varieties, shifts, 5c. on 8c. orange-yellow mint, etc. (122)          
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   537            1886 issue, a selection on leaves, incl. 5c., 25c. and 28c. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 5c. watermark inverted used 
(major fault), 15c. watermark inverted used with fiscal cancellation, 25c. value in yellow mint, range of covers, 
cancellation interest, etc., mixed condition. (127)                                                                                         £100-£150 

   538            1888-90 2c. on 4c. issue, a selection, incl. wide range of varieties with type 32 rosy mauve surcharge double mint, 
surcharge double, one inverted mint, rose surcharge double mint, surcharge double, one inverted mint, type 33 
rose surcharge double mint, etc., mixed condition. (75)                                                                               £120-£150 

   539   P       1903-05 6c. die proof in black on white glazed card, endorsed “BEFORE HARDENING” and dated “3 MAR 03”, fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£150 

   540   P       1910 6c. die proof in black on white glazed card, endorsed “BEFORE HARDENING” and dated “3 MAY 10”, fine. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£150 

   541  H       1912-25 10r. unmounted (2), 20r. mint, 1927-29 10r. (2) mint, fine. S.G. 318, 319, 366, cat. £450. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   542  m      1921-32 Watermark Mult. Script CA 50r. dull purple and 100r. dull purple and blue, both fiscally used and 
perfined, imperfections. S.G. 358, 360, cat. £250.                                                                                               £70-£80 

   543            1952 Colombo Plan set on Harrisons presentation card. Photo.                                                                    £70-£80 

   544            A collection of Chalons on leaves, mint and used, incl. range of values to 2s. imperf. and perf., range of proofs, 
1857-64 ½d. selection, etc., also 1835 pre-stamp letter with Colombo Steamer Letter marking, mixed condition. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £600-£700 

   545            A K.E.VII to K.G.VI collection in four stockbooks, much duplication with cancellation interest, incl. specimens, 
officials, K.E.VII 15c. imperf. proofs (6) in a range of colours, 1903-05 values to 2r.25 (2, one plate marginal), 1904-
05 values to 2r.25 mint (3), 1910-11 values to 10r. mint, 1912-25 selection with 3c. missing “C” from “CA” in  
watermark used, 1921-32 selection, 1938-49 selection, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                              £250-£300 

   546            A mint and used Q.V. collection in a stockbook, incl. range of Chalons to 2s., surcharge issues, officials, also a 
duplicated range of the K.E.VII 2c., etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                               £200-£250 

   547            A mint and used K.E.VII selection on leaves, incl. multiples, specimens, range of covers and postcards, etc., mixed 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £150-£200 

   548            A Q.V. selection on leaves, incl. 1866-68 perf. 12½ 3d. part gum, 1883-98 2c. brown pair mint, 1890 5c. on 15c. 
varieties with “REVENUE” omitted used, 1893-99 30c. imperf. proof pair in issued colours, a few specimens,  
cancellation interest, etc., mixed condition. (approx. 200)                                                                           £120-£150 

   549            A mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI selection, incl. multiples, 1927-29 10r. (mounted), 1938-49 range to 5r. (3), 
postal fiscal 1952 10r. (3), etc. (91)                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

   550            A range of Q.V. to K.G.VI specimens, incl. 1903-05 values to 2r.25 (2), 1910-11 values to 10r. (2), K.G.V values to 
20r., etc. mixed condition. (59)                                                                                                                         £100-£150 

   551            A group of Chalons, incl. 1857 6d. used (4), 1s. used, 1s.9d. used, 2s. used (repaired), etc., mixed condition. (10) 
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   552 )      Postal Stationery: Aerogrammes: 1955 40c. variety printed both sides, 197? 50c. and 30c., the 30c. variety printed 
double, unused.                                                                                                                                                     £80-£100 

   553 )      Covers: A range of postcards and covers, much middle period, incl. extensive range of postcards mainly unused 
street scenes, postal stationery, covers with registered, censored, etc. (100s)                                            £300-£400 

   554 )      - A Q.V. to K.G.VI selection of covers and cards, incl. censored mail, 1894 3c. on 10c. postcards used from Calle, 
etc. (18 items)                                                                                                                                                     £100-£150 
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China 

   555  H M   1964 Anniversary of People’s Republic miniature sheet mint, faults though of fresh appearance. S.G. MS2215a. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£300 

   556            A mainly used collection from 1949 to 1968 in a binder with range of early reprints, 1962 Stage Art set used,  
miniature sheets incl. 1958 Monument, 1958 Works of Kuan Han-Ching, imperf. sets, Cultural Revolution issues, 
etc., in mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                        £400-£500 

   557            A mint and used accumulation of People’s Republic issues in mixed condition in a binder. (100s)       £400-£500 

   558            A small archive in a folder from the estate of P.H. Barton, employee of William C. Jack & Co., Electrical and 
Mechanical engineers in Hong Kong (Barton spent the 1940s in Shanghai, then went to Hong Kong in mid 1949), 
incl. covers with two 1949 (June) envelopes from Hong Kong to Sandhurst, stamps, bilingual publicity items, etc., 
this archive showing that Shanghai Post Office had a philatelic counter supplying Communist and Nationalist 
issues.                                                                                                                                                                   £400-£500 

   559            A mainly unmounted mint accumulation of modern People’s Republic miniature sheets and sheetlets in twelve 
albums and stockbooks contained in a carton with issues to 2023. (100s)                                                 £300-£400 

   560            A collection in an album, from 1920 to 1959, incl. mint and used issues, etc. (100s)                               £300-£400 

   561            A mint and used accumulation in three stockbooks, on leaves, stockcards and loose contained in a carton with 
range of mint and used issues, covers incl. commercial, f.d.c. and stationery, etc., in mixed condition  (100s)       
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

   562            A mainly unmounted mint accumulation of People’s Republic sets and miniature sheets in four stockbooks. (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   563            A collection in an album, from 1904 to 1949, incl. postage dues, airs, etc. (100s)                                     £200-£250 

   564            An accumulation of mainly modern People’s Republic presentation and year packs contained in two cartons.     
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 
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   565  B       A mainly fine collection of booklets (76) from 1980 to 2019 in an album.                                                 £120-£150 

   566            A mint group, comprising 1912 Revolution to 50c., Republic to 50c., and 1913-33 First Peking $2, mainly fine. (18)
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   567            A collection in an album, from 1920 to 1949, incl. range of blocks of four and multiples, 1944 Refugee Relief sheet, 
War Against Japan surcharge issues, etc. (100s)                                                                                                 £60-£70 

   568  m      A mainly used collection from 1949 to 1975 in a stockbook, incl. 1960 Goldfish set, 1960-61 Chrysanthemums 
set, 1963 Landscapes set, 1965 Liberation Army set, etc. (100s)                                                                  £600-£800 

   569 )      A collection of People’s Republic covers and cards in six albums and loose with first day covers and presentation 
cards, maximum and stationery cards, picture postcards with some Cultural Revolution period, etc. (100s)         
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   570  m      British Railway Administration: 1901 5c. on ½c. brown, surcharge in black, two used examples, fine. S.G. BR133.
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   571            Taiwan: An accumulation in three albums and three stockbooks with main interest in 1970s to 1990s sets and 
miniature sheets mint, in mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                        £150-£200 

Colombia 

   572            Private Air Companies: Compañía Colombiana de Navegación Aérea: 1920 (Mar.) 10c. green strip of four and 
single, 1920 (Oct.) 10c. green type 3 (2), type 4, se-tenant block of four, 10c. red se-tenant pairs (2) and blocks of 
four (2), 1920 (Nov.) 30c. on 10c. (faded). Photo.                                                                                          £300-£400 

Cook Islands 

   573            1892 sets on white and toned paper, mint and used, mainly fine, also 1d. postal stationery cards (2). S.G. 1-4, cat. 
£950.                                                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

   574  H       1932-36 to £5 mint, mainly fine. S.G. 95-98b, cat. £953. Photo.                                                                 £120-£150 

   575  J       1966 Churchill 10d. with variety overprint inverted, fine unmounted mint from the top-right corner of the sheet. 
S.G. 180a, cat. £225. Photo.                                                                                                                               £120-£150 

   576            A selection from 1902 to 1919 on leaves, incl. 1902 to 1s. mint and used, ½d. block of ten mint, 1d. block of twelve 
mint, 1913-19 to 1s. mint and 10d. used, etc., slightly mixed condition. (79)                                            £120-£150 

   577  H       Aitutaki: 1916-17 1s. lower right corner marginal horizontal pair, the right-hand stamp showing variety “Tai” 
without dot, mint, fine. S.G. 14, ab, cat. £237.                                                                                                  £80-£100 

Crete 

   578            A mainly mint selection, incl. 1900 overprinted in black and vermilion sets, 1901-02 set, 1905 set, 1908 set, 1909 
set, 1909-10 set, etc., varied condition. (89)                                                                                                    £150-£200 

   579            British Administration Revenues: 1898 handstruck Union Jack, two 1pi. blue labels for Pediada on 1899  
document and 20pa. green for Pediada on 1899 document. Barefoot 16a, 17. Photo on page 84.          £200-£250 

Croatia 

   580  J M   1945 Storm Division miniature sheet, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 144a, cat. £2,000. Raybaudi certificate (1994). 
Photo on page 84.                                                                                                                                              £300-£400 

   581  H       A modern unmounted mint selection in a stockbook, incl. miniature sheets, etc., also some Laos and Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. Stated to cat. £1,100+. (100s)                                                                                                    £120-£150 
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Cyprus 

   582  H       1904-10 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 30pa. fine mint with variety broken left triangle. S.G. 63b. cat. £400. Photo. 
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   583  J       1938-51 set, 1955-60 set, 1960-61 Republic set, all unmounted mint, mainly fine. (52)                           £150-£180 

   584            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1880 4d. sage-green plate 16 mint, 1904-10 9pi. mint block of 
four, 30pa. with damaged “US” mint, 1912-15 45pi. mint, 1924-28 90pi. mint, 1934 set mint, 1938-51 to £1 mint 
and used, 1955-60 set mint, 1960-61 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                     £600-£700 

   585            A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection in an album with selection of Great Britain overprints mint or unused, 1928 Anniversary 
set mint, 1934 sets mint and used, 1938-51 ½pi. to £1 set mint, 1948 Silver Wedding sets mint and used, 1955-60 
2m. to £1 mint, 1960-61 Republic overprint sets unmounted mint and used, 1963 Scouts miniature sheet  
unmounted mint, etc., poor to fine. (few 100s)                                                                                              £350-£400 

   586  H       Postal Stationery: A used Q.V. to K.E.VII selection, incl. postcards, reply cards, wrappers, etc. (36 items)           
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   587            Revenues: A selection of mainly documents, incl. Certificate of Ownership of Animals, etc. (37 items)                 
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

Denmark 

   588   E       1850 (ca.) Mercury head 4 R.B.S./ 1¼ sch. essay in brown and pale blue on thin card, four essays of the King’s 
head.                                                                                                                                                                         £70-£90 

Dubai 
   589 )      1942 (Dec. 5) printed airmail cover to Karachi franked on reverse by India 2a.6p. tied by Dubai machine  

cancellation, showing straight line “DHB/64” in violet and resealed by PC.90 censor label tied by octagonal DHB/24 
crown handstamp.                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 
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Egypt 

Including a further offering from the specialised collection of  the late Alan Jeyes 

Essays: 1865 Prevost 

   590   E       10pa. with overprint 1pi. in a circle, in red on white paper, cover size 13 x 9.5cm. NPE9g. Photo.        £150-£200 

   591   E       10pa. with overprint 1pi. in a circle, in red on white paper, cover size 15.3 x 8.5cm. NPE9g. Photo.     £150-£200 

   592   E       10pa. with overprint 1pi. in a circle, in red on blue paper, cover size 14 x 7.3cm. NPE9g. Photo.          £150-£200 

   593   E       10pa. with overprint 1pi. in a circle, in orange on white paper, cover size 11.1 x 7.4cm. NPE9g. Photo.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   594   E       10pa. with overprint 1pi. in a circle, in green on grey paper, cover size 14.3 x 8cm. NPE9g. Photo.      £150-£200 

   595   E       10pa. with overprint 1pi. in a circle, in pink on blue paper, cover size 14 x 7.3cm. NPE9g. Photo.        £150-£200 

   596   E       10pa. with overprint 1pi. in a circle, in yellow on white paper, cover size 11.2 x 7.3cm. NPE9g. Photo.                   
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   597   E       10pa. with overprint 1pi. in a circle, in brown on white paper, cover size 13.5 x 8.8cm. NPE9g. Photo.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   598   E       10pa. with overprint 1pi. in a circle, in bistre on white paper, cover size 13.8 x 8.7cm. NPE9g. Photo.£150-£200 
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Egypt: Essays: 1869 Prevost 

   599   E       “00” paras with the word “Epreuve” below design, without overprint, in black on white paper cover size 15.7 x 
9.3cm. NPE36b. Photo.                                                                                                                                      £200-£250 

   600   E       “00” paras with the word “Epreuve” below design, without overprint, in red on white paper cover size 17.6 x 10cm. 
NPE36b. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

   601   E       “00” paras with the word “Epreuve” below design with overprint “20 para” on design, in bistre and green on white 
paper cover size 22.2 x 7.4cm, unrecorded. Photo.                                                                                        £250-£300 

   602   E       “00” paras with the word “Epreuve” below design with overprint “20 para” on design, in blue and green on white 
paper cover size 14.4 x 11cm. Holcombe certificate (1983). NPE38b. Photo.                                            £250-£300 

   603   E       “00” paras with the word “Epreuve” below design with overprint “20 para” at right of design, in bistre on white 
paper cover size 12.8 x 9.6cm. NPE38b. Photo.                                                                                              £200-£250 
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   604   E       “00” paras with the word “Epreuve” below design with overprint “20 para” at right of design, in brown on white 
paper cover size 11.1 x 7.4cm. NPE38b. Photo.                                                                                              £200-£250 

   605   E       “00” paras with the word “Epreuve” below design with overprint “20 para” at right of design, in black on white 
paper cover size 11.8 x 7cm. NPE38b. Photo.                                                                                                 £200-£250 

   606   E       “00” paras with the word “Epreuve” below design with overprint “20 para” at right of design, in red on grey paper 
cover size 14 x 7.3cm. NPE38b. Photo.                                                                                                            £200-£250 

   607   E       “00” paras with the word “Epreuve” below design with overprint “20 para” at right of design, in orange on white 
paper cover size 12.8 x 9.6cm. NPE38b. Photo.                                                                                              £200-£250 

   608   E       “00” paras with the word “Epreuve” below design with overprint “20 para” at right of design, in light green on 
white paper cover size 13 x 9.7cm. NPE38b. Photo.                                                                                      £200-£250 

   609   E       “00” paras with the word “Epreuve” below design with overprint “20 para” at right of design, in dark green on 
white paper cover size 15.2 x 8.6cm. NPE38b. Photo.                                                                                   £200-£250 

Essays: 1871 Penasson 

   610   E       1pi. in blue on creamy paper cover, size 15 x 6.3cm. NPE52a. Photo.                                                        £250-£300 

   611   E       1pi. in blue on blue paper, cover size 15 x 6.3cm. NPE52a. Photo.                                                             £250-£300 

   612   E       1pi. in red on creamy paper, cover size 12.3 x 7.4cm, group of five with different shades and printing varieties. 
NPE52a. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £400-£500 

Issued Stamps 

   613 b F    1867-71 5pa. to 5pi., set of forgeries in complete ‘unused’ sheets (7 x 6), perforated 10½, mainly fine. (252)         
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   614            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1926 50p. mint, 1933 Railway sets mint and used, 1933 Aviation 
sets mint and used, 1931 Zeppelin set used, 1934 U.P.U. to £E1 used, 1938 Birthday £E1 mint, British Forces in 
Egypt 1935 Silver Jubilee 1p. mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                £300-£400 

   615            A group of imperfs., comprising 1957 Mother’s Day 10m., 1957 Gaza 10m., 1959 definitives, 4m. and 5m. blocks 
of four, 10m. pair, 1959 Post Day 5m. marginal pair, 1960 Post Day 10m., 1960 Arab Republic 10m., and 1961 
WHO 10m., mainly fine, also 1959 First Anniversary of Proclamation group of printing experiments showing flags 
inscribed United Arab States, and 1957 Afro-Asian People’s Conference 10m. block of four with watermark  
inverted.                                                                                                                                                               £250-£300 

   616            A collection of used Sphinx issues on leaves, incl. 1867-71 to 2pi. (4), 5pi. with Hass certificate (1995, notes sealed 
tear), 1872-75 to 5pi., 1874-76 to 5pi., etc. (110)                                                                                              £80-£100 
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Egypt: Postage Dues: 1884 Proofs 

   617   P       10pa., 20pa., 1pi. and 5pi. imperforate proofs in black, scarce group. Cat. $500. Photo.                          £300-£400 

   618   P       10pa. and 20pa. imperf. proofs in orange-red. Cat $200. Photo.                                                                  £100-£150 

   619   P       5pi. imperf. proof pair in grey on gummed paper, no watermark, signed. Cat. $200. Photo.                   £100-£150 

Postage Dues: 1884 Issued Stamps 

   620            10pa. to 5pi. complete set with all 4 types, mainly used, chiefly fine. (20)                                                  £120-£150 

   621            10pa. type I used, type II unused, type III unused and type IV used, all variety watermark impressed on face. 
NPPD1a. Photo.                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

   622  m+ 10pa. block of four tied by Cairo A c.d.s., fine.                                                                                                   £60-£70 

   623            20pa. type II unused and used, type III unused and used, all with variety watermark impressed on face. NPPD2a, 
cat. $520. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £300-£400 

   624  I       20pa. imperf. pair type I and II variety double impression, without gum as issued. NPPD2b. Photo.    £300-£400 

   625            1pi. type II unused, and type III unused and used, all with variety watermark impressed on face, fine. NPPD3a. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

   626  m      1pi. type II used at Cairo A with unrecorded variety imperf. in between at left, with small part of adjoining stamp, 
fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                          £150-£200 

   627  m      2pi., the four different types used, with variety watermark impressed on face. NPPD4a.                             £60-£70 

   628  I       5pi. type III and IV unused, both with variety defective impression of 5, fine. NPPD5b.                           £80-£100 

   629            1884-88 reference collection, incl. imperfs., varieties, multiples, etc., also cover bearing 1884 1pi., 2pi., and 5pi. (2) 
sent from Alexandria to Tanta with “T” boxed manuscript, etc. (80)                                                         £150-£200 

Postage Dues: 1886 

   630  m      10pa. to 20pi. complete set with all four types of each, used, mainly fine. (16)                                              £70-£80 

   631  H + 10pa. block of four, mint, fine. NPPD6.                                                                                                           £100-£150 

   632  H + 1pi. block of four, mint, signed Cotta, minor tone spots but a scarce multiple. NPPD8.                         £100-£150
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   633  H       1pi. pair imperf. between, fine mint. NPPD8a, cat. $200. Photo.                                                                 £150-£200 

   634  m      1pi. pair imperf. between, fine used. NPPD8a, unpriced used. Photo.                                                        £250-£300 

   635 )      1pi. group of stamps in multiples and singles, unused and used, on exhibition pages, incl. imperf. between variety 
(NPPD9b) and a block of four with ‘double perforation’ (NPPD9a), scarce postmarks, etc. (24)            £500-£600 

   636  H + 2pi. block of four, mint, some toning, otherwise fine. NPPD9.                                                                    £100-£150 

   637  m      2pi. type II used with variety double perforation. NPPD9a, unpriced used. Photo.                                  £250-£300 

   638  I       5pi., the four different types unused with variety watermark impressed on face. NPPD5a.                       £80-£100 

Postage Dues: 1888 Proofs 

   639   P       2m., 5m., 1pi. and 2pi. imperf. proofs in issued colours, fine. Cat. $200. Photo.                                        £100-£150 

   640 + P   2m. imperf. proof in black, block of four, fine. Cat. $300. Photo.                                                                £200-£250 

   641 + P   2m. imperf. proof in issued colour, block of four, with gum, some tone spots. Cat. $200. Photo.          £100-£150 

   642   P       5m. and 5pi. imperf. proofs in black, fine, scarce. Cat. $150. Photo.                                                           £100-£150 

   643 + P   1pi. imperf. proof in black, block of four. Cat $300. Photo.                                                                          £200-£250 

   644 + P   1pi. imperf. proof in issued colour, block of four, fine with gum. Cat. $200.                                             £100-£150 

   645 + P   2pi. imperf. proof in issued colour, block of four, fine with gum. Cat. $200.                                             £100-£150 

   646 + P   5pi. imperf. proof in issued colour, block of four, fine with gum. Cat. $200. Photo.                                 £100-£150 
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Egypt: Postage Dues: 1888 Issued Stamps 

   647  m      2m. to 5pi, complete set used with all four types, 5pi. type 3 unused. (20)                                                £400-£500 

   648            2m. type I and II imperf. mint pair, type III and IV imperf. used pairs. NPPD10a. Photo.                      £250-£300 

   649            2m. unrecorded imperforate and double printed, one inverted. Photo.                                                      £100-£150 

   650  m      2m., two used examples with unrecorded variety partially imperforate, fine. Photo.                               £100-£150 

   651            2m., a group comprising pair imperf. between vertically, pair imperf. between horizontally, and a single imperf. 
at left margin, all used. NPPD10b, cat. $550+. Photo.                                                                                   £300-£400 

   652            1pi. mint and used with unrecorded variety misperforated to right, fine. NPPD12 var. Photo.              £150-£200 

   653  Hb 5pi. grey in a lower left corner marginal block of six with types 1-2-1 and 3-4-3, both type 3 stamps showing 
variety stop after piastres, mint, fine. Only two blocks recorded. Photo.                                        £2,500-£3,000 

   654 s      1889 2m. bisected diagonally with one entire stamp, a group of five pieces tied by different cancellations. NPPD15a, 
cat. $625. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £250-£300 

   655   E       1907 3m. on 2pi. with Hamza essay of surcharge showing stop after “3 Millièmes”, fine with gum. NPE149, cat. 
$300. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £200-£250 
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   656   E       1922 2m. essay with overprint right way up, block of four, with full gum, some toning (as usual), otherwise fine, 
scarce multiple. NPE253. Photo.                                                                                                                      £500-£600 

   657            - 2m. essay and 2pi. with overprint upright variety group of ten unused and used stamps mounted on an exhibition 
page, incl. additional variety overprint in margin on single and piece, scarce group.                              £300-£400 

   658  J + - 2pi. block of four variety ‘overprint upright’ (crown at upper right), fine unmounted mint. N.P.S. certificate 
(1977). NPPD30b.                                                                                                                                                 £80-£100 

   659  Jb 1927 20m. reddish brown irregular block of 86 with unrecorded mirror image variety, believed to be the only 
existing sheet.                                                                                                                                                      £450-£500 

   660  Jb 1952 2m. overprinted “KES” with variety overprint inverted, upper marginal block of 28 (7 x 4) from the 
only known sheet of 100, unmounted mint, fine. The largest known multiple. NPPD42d, cat. $2,090. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

Postage Dues: Covers 

   661 ) P   1886 (Sept. 18) underpaid cover to Alexandria bearing 10pa. green tied by Cairo D c.d.s., with square framed 
“T” and charged on arrival next day by 10pa. pair and 1pi., tear at top but rare. Photo also on inside back 
cover.                                                                                                                                                             £1,500-£2,000 
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Egypt: Postage Dues: Covers continued 

   662 )      1888 (Dec. 17) 2pi. used on unstamped cover from Tanta to Cairo with square framed “T” and charged on 
same day arrival by 1888 2pi., rare. Photo.                                                                                           £1,000-£1,500 

   663 )      1904 Pacific Directory Co. of San. Francisco advertising cover to Alexandria, underpaid by Washington 2c. pair, 
sent to Alexandria bearing circular “T” on front, taxed by complete 1889 2m. to 2pi. postage due set and returned 
to sender with magenta marking on front and boxed “REFUSÉ” on reverse. Photo.                                 £150-£200 

   664 )      1904 (Nov. 20) printed O.H.H.S. envelope from the Suez Canal Government Commandant’s Office at Port Said, 
sent stampless to the Police Commander in Suez, incorrectly charged by square framed “T” subsequently deleted 
as official letters had free postage privilege, scarce. Photo.                                                                           £100-£150 

   665 )      1906 incoming picture postcard to Cairo from Ancaster, Ontario bearing Canada K.E.VII 2c. with grill cancellation, 
with Feb. 19 arrival and tax marks incl. square framed “T” tying 1889 2pi. bisected diagonally. Photo opposite and 
on page 176.                                                                                                                                                        £250-£300 

   666 )      1907 incoming picture postcard sent Jan. 17 from Colombo, Ceylon to Cairo, bearing K.E.VII 2c. strip of three, 
with Suez Jan. 28 c.d.s. and charged by 1889 2pi. postage due bisected diagonally and tied by boxed “T”. Photo 
opposite and on page 176.                                                                                                                                 £250-£300 

   667 )      1908 cover addressed to the Recruiting Department of the Egyptian Army sent Oct. 8 from Kingsbridge bearing 
Great Britain K.E.VII 1d., first charged by 1889 4m. pair tied by Port Said-Cairo Oct. 14 c.d.s. and square framed 
“T” marks and next day additionally by 2m. block of four with Abbasia c.d.s’s. Photo.                            £100-£150 

   668 )      1922 incoming cover sent Nov. 6 from Paris bearing Sower 25c., addressed to judge in the Tribunaux Mixtes 
d'Egypte at Alexandria, taxed by 1921 10m. and Crown overprint 4m. (rare usage) cancelled by Nov. 14 c.d.s. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £700-£800 
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   669 )      1923 (July 28) underpaid picture postcard from Shibin el Kom to Zagazig, bearing on picture side 1921 2m.,  
showing square framed “T” alongside 1922 Crown overprint 2m. (rare usage). Photo.                           £700-£800 

   670 )      1924 postcard, front only,  sent unstamped to the Anglo-Egyptian Bank in Cairo, from Germany, charged by 1921-
22 2m. orange and 10m. red on arrival on July 28 and returned with magenta oval framed “RETURN TO SENDER” 
cachet, receiving also in transit Great Britain postage due 1½d. (2) cancelled in London on. Aug. 30. Photo.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   671 )      1930 Official Transjordan Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones printed envelope sent stampless from Ajman to 
Alexandria, bearing official rectangular cachet in violet endorsed “official”, nevertheless treated as underpaid on 
arrival and taxed 30m. tied by Alexandria Foreign Traffic Apr. 7 c.d.s., mounted on exhibition page with detailed 
description. Photo on page 92.                                                                                                                            £80-£100 

   672 )      1933 cover sent Oct. 11 from Budapest to Port Said bearing Hungary 1f. (two pairs), 2f. and 16f. with three cinderella 
labels, with handstruck “T” and taxed 10m. and 8m. on arrival, mounted on exhibition page with detailed  
description. Photo on page 92.                                                                                                                            £80-£100 

   673 )      1965 issue, two covers and a card, one underpaid from France taxed a pair of the 20m., the second underpaid from 
Great Britain taxed 10m. (3) and single 40m., and a domestic advertising card with 2m. used as postage, the two 
covers with contents, scarce usages. Photo.                                                                                                    £200-£250 

Officials 

   674            A collection on leaves, incl. minor varieties, 1907 5m. marginal block of ten unmounted mint, 1914-15 3m. with 
offset on reverse mint, 3m. block of four with overprint misplaced mint, 1915 5m. lake block of four with overprint 
misplaced mint, 1924-25 set mint, 1967-68 5m. marginal block of twenty with dry print at right, 1985-89 set in 
blocks of four unmounted mint, etc., slightly mixed condition. (approx. 180)                                          £180-£200 

Ex 673

670



Postal Stationery 

   675 )      1884 20pa. card tied by fine strike of Egypt P.O. in Souakin, sent to Germany. H&G1. Photo.             £400-£500 

   676 )      1888 5m. card with band, fine. NPSPC3. Photo.                                                                                           £100-£150 

   677 )      1889 1m. brown wrappers (20) with band, rare. NPSWR1. Photo.                                                             £250-£300 

   678 )      - 2m. green wrappers (20), with band. NPSWR2. Photo.                                                                              £250-£300 

   679 )      1890 5m. card (NPSPC3) written Sept. 7 on board SS Merapi, cancelled by rare “Piroscafi Postali/Dall Egitto” 
cachet sent to the Netherlands with Utrecht Sept. 16 arrival. Photo.                                                         £350-£400 

   680   E       1891 unrecorded essay for the provisional 5m. on 2pi. envelope, with 30mm large overprint rotated 30 degrees 
clockwise. Photo.                                                                                                                                                £500-£600 
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Egypt: Postal Stationery continued 

   681 )      1891 3m. on 5m. card with band. NPSPC5. Photo.                                                                                       £100-£150 

   682 )      1892 5m. on 2pi. envelope, surcharge 24mm with wrapper band. NPSEN8. Photo.                                £100-£150 

   683 )      - 5m. on 2pi. envelope, surcharge 23mm with unrecorded surcharge shift upward, unused. NPSEN7a var. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

   684 )      - 5m. on 2pi. envelope, surcharge 23mm in red instead of black with inverted watermark, signed “ela”. NPSEN7a. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £450-£500 

   685 )      - 5m. on 2pi. envelope, surcharge 23mm in red instead of black on envelope size 175 x 117mm with upright  
watermark. Signed “ela”. NPSEN7Aa. Photo.                                                                                                 £450-£500 

   686 )      1896 1pi. grey enveloppe-lettre, cancelled by bilingual Wadi Halfa c.d.s., sent to Plymouth, scarce Egyptian Post 
Office in Sudan. Photo.                                                                                                                                      £250-£300 

   687 )      1899 4m. on 5m. card with reply card (separated) with missing first “4” of “4 milliemes” only on reply card, unused. 
NPSPC10b.                                                                                                                                                            £80-£100 

   688 )      1907 2m. on 3m. card and prepaid reply card with unrecorded variety overprint shifted 4mm upward only on 
card, fine. NPSPC13 var.                                                                                                                                      £80-£100 

   689 )      1908 4m. on 5m. reply card with missing first “4” of “4 milliemes”, tied by “Ezbet El Zeitoun” c.d.s., sent to Cairo. 
NPSPC10b. Photo.                                                                                                                                              £100-£150 

   690 )      1911 1m. on 2m. envelope, double surcharge with one Arabic “1” inverted, unused. NPSEN11b. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

   691 )      - 1m. on 2m. envelope, surcharge misplaced upward. NPSEN11d. Photo.                                                 £200-£250 

   692 )      1914 2m. card with band, fine. NPSPC20. Photo.                                                                                         £100-£150 

   693 )      - 2m. card and 2m. reply card with band, fine. NPSPC22.                                                                            £100-£150 

   694 )      - 5m. envelope, with inverted watermark, unrecorded albino embossing, some staining. NPSWN1b var. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

   695 )      1916 3m. on 2m. card, two used examples, one censored to Switzerland and the other used domestically, both 
with variety “broken Arabic letter”. NPSPC24a. Photo.                                                                                £150-£200 

   696   E       1923-24 De La Rue essay for Fouad postal stationery envelopes with inscription, 2m. in Arabic and French, on 
card, paper size 7.8 x 8cm, unrecorded, probably unique. Photo.                                                               £350-£400 

   697   E       - Essay for Fouad postal stationery envelopes with inscription, 4m. in Arabic and French, on card, paper size 9.2 
x 9.2cm, unrecorded, probably unique. Photo.                                                                                               £350-£400 

697696
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Egypt: Postal Stationery continued 

   698 )      1925 2m. Fouad envelope albino embossing (missing colour), with normal for comparison. Signed C Hass. 
NPSEN24b. Photo.                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   699 )      1926 5m. on 2pi. envelope, surcharge 24.5mm with Arabic surcharge inverted, used domestically. NPSEN8l, 
unpriced used. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £500-£600 

   700 )      1929 15m. King Fouad blue registered envelope, early printing with typographed text, unused and  
overprinted “Especimen” in green upon receipt from the U.P.U. by the Portuguese India authority The only 
recorded example. NPSRE5a spec. Photo.                                                                                             £1,500-£2,000 

   701 )      - Registered envelope, early printing with typographed text, unused, with unrecorded variety “double 
embossed, one albino”, minor vertical bend in flap. Believed unique. Greg Todd certificate (2018). NPSRE5a 
var. Photo.                                                                                                                                                    £2,500-£3,000 

   702 )      1932 card with small inscription uprated by 2m. Fouad 2nd portrait, taxed on arrival to the U.S.A. by 2c., rare. 
NPSPC30. Photo.                                                                                                                                                £100-£150 

   703 )      1939 1m. orange King Farouk wrapper with band, rare. NPSWR10. Photo.                                             £150-£200 

   704 )      1950 2m. envelope (NPSEN5) turned inside out and reused domestically with 2m. Farouk pair, unusual. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

   705 )      1953 10m. King Farouk lettersheet crossed with “X” using handstamp, unused, and the same with added 
10m. Soldier affixed over the crossed 10m. Farouk, uprated, tied with “Express” c.d.s. sent domestically, 
rare. NPSLS 14 and 15. Photo.                                                                                                                £1,000-£1,200 

   706 )      1954 6m. card sepia view, with wrapper band. NPSPC44. Photo.                                                               £100-£150 

   707 )      1972 100m. airletter variety ‘brown image doubled’, unused and used examples. NPSALS16a. Photo.                    
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

701700
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Egypt: Postal Stationery continued 

   708 )      A stock from 1880s to 1990s, unused and used, in four binders, incl. cards, envelopes, registered envelopes, letter 
sheets, wrappers, airmail letter sheets and cassette envelopes, with shades, varieties, domestic and international 
usages, etc. (860)                                                                                                                                          £1,500-£2,000 

   709 )      A group of postal stationery cards, envelopes and letter sheets all with different recorded and unrecorded varieties, 
incl. blotches, joined characters, missing characters, broken frames, shifted overprints, offset printings, etc., some 
on exhibition pages. (61)                                                                                                                                   £600-£700 

   710 )      Group of postal stationery cards and envelopes all overprinted for use by different companies and stores with 
advertising details, unused and used, incl. 2m. postal stationery card with ‘Aegyptische Nachichten-Cairo’ logo 
uprated to Germany. (10)                                                                                                                                  £100-£150 

Soldiers’ Stamps 

   711            1898-1904 without ‘hamza’, a group of stamps mint and used, all with varieties, recorded and unrecorded, incl. 
inverted surcharges, misplaced surcharges, missing characters, broken characters, etc. (90)                 £250-£300 

Postal History and Covers 

   712            British Post Office in Alexandria, 1847 to 1875, a group of eight entires and a front, incl. five stampless with 
1847 charged “20” in manuscript and “Purifié” cachet with disinfection slits, 1857 with double circle departure 
postmark in blue, per overland mail via Marseille (Holcombe certificate), 1866 entire franked 2d., 6d. and 1s. to 
U.S.A. taxed 5c. on arrival, 1870 entire bearing 1d., 4d. and 6d. also to U.S.A. via London and taxed 2c. on arrival 
and 1868 entire franked 6d. to Malta per steamer. (8) Photo.                                                                      £700-£800 

   713            British Post Office in Suez, 1864 printed “TELEGRAM/Per ALEXANDRIA, CAIRO & TELEGRAPH” envelope 
addressed to Bombay franked by Great Britain 1s. green pl. 1 PC cancelled “B02” with Suez Nov 17 c.d.s. 
below, intact wax seal on reverse, rare. Photo.                                                                                    £1,000-£1,500 

   714 )      British Post Office in Suez, A group of fourteen stamps and four covers, all cancelled “B02”, incl. two 1864 covers 
franked 6d. lilac, 1872 cover franked 6d. mauve to Hampshire via Southampton, and 1876 cover bearing 1d. red 
(3) sent via Marseille, stamps incl. 2s. blue, 4d. vermilion and 2½d. rosy mauve, etc.                              £400-£500 

Ex 712
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Urabi Revolt and Anglo-Egyptian War 

   715 )      20pa. postal stationery card to London, written Aug. 21 1882 from Suez, the writer noting “Detained owing to 
action at Ismailia . . . There is no danger in going through with the mails for we can fight”, sent via British mail bag 
to London, cancelled no. 10 killer on arrival, rare. Photo.                                                                            £250-£300 

   716 )      Great Britain 1d. stationery card to Tunbridge Wells, with interesting message written Aug. 22 1882 at Alexandria, 
continued next day at Port Said and noted sent from Ismailiah on Aug. 24 with bridge c.d.s. and cancelled London 
no. 28 killer on arrival, trivial small tears but rare. Photo.                                                                            £250-£300 

   717 )      Small Inman R.M.S. City of Paris envelope to Dorset bearing Great Britain 2½d. blue pl. 23 JI (faults) and Egypt 
1pi. rose, the latter tied by Port Said Aug. 23 c.d.s., the latter cancelled by Blandford Sept. 1 c.d.s. before delivery. 
Scarce combination. Photo.                                                                                                                              £250-£300 

   718 )      1882 (Sep. 11) stampless cover sent to Daily News, London with British Army Post Office/Egypt c.d.s, handstruck 
“T” and “2½” charge mark, slit from disinfection, sent via Brindisi with “E.C-B.C” c.d.s on front and London arrival 
on reverse. Photo.                                                                                                                                               £450-£500 

   719 )      Double rate incoming cover sent Sept. 19 1882 from Hertford franked 2½d. blue IG and IH addressed to the Hon. 
North de Coigny Dalrymple of the Scots Guards, “1st Brigade, 1st Division/Expeditionary Force/Egypt”, sent just 
days after the the Battle of Tel El Kebir (at which Dalrymple was present), a little roughly opened and other minor 
faults. Photo.                                                                                                                                                       £100-£150 
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Egypt continued 

   720 )       Postcards: An accumulation, early to 1960s, mostly all different, incl. Royal, souvenir, humour, nude, costume, 
ethnic, transportation, landscaping, archaeology, folklore, etc. (595)                                                         £500-£600 

   721            Palestine, a group of revenue documents and receipts from 1920 to 1974, incl. three bearing imprings with 20m., 
40m., 50m. and 100m., receipts (5) with rare “O.P.D.A.” and “H.J.Z”, document with 10m and 50m. “Palestine 
Revenue”, another with combination 10m. definitive used as revenue with pair 3pi. Lebanon revenues, and six 
with various Egyptian overprinted “Palestine” revenues. (16)                                                                      £150-£200 

British Forces in Egypt 

   722  m      1935 Silver Jubilee 1p., good used. S.G. A10, cat. £200.                                                                                   £70-£80 

Ethiopia 

   723            A collection in an album, incl. 1894 sets mint and used, 1919 set mint, 1929 air set mint, 1947-55 air set used, etc. 
(few 100s)                                                                                                                                                               £80-£100 
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Falkland Islands 

   724  H       1878-79 no watermark 1d. claret, mint, short perf. at top, otherwise fine. B.P.A. certificate (2008). S.G. 1, cat. 
£750. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £200-£250 

   725  m      1885-91 Watermark Crown CA sideways 4d. grey-black with watermark Crown to right of CA, also 1889-91 
Watermark Upright 1d. red-brown, variety watermark reversed, used, minor imperfections, otherwise fine. S.G. 
10w, 11x, cat. £400.                                                                                                                                               £80-£120 

   726            1904-12 ½d. to 5s. mint, mainly fine. S.G. 43-40, cat. £475. Photo.                                                            £150-£200 

   727  H       1912-20 Watermark Mult. Crown CA ½d. to £1 set mint with both 5s. shades, the £1 unmounted but with gum 
wrinkle, mainly fine. S.G. 60-69, cat. £1,000. Photo.                                                                                      £300-£400 

   728  H       1928 South Georgia Provisional 2½d. on 2d. purple-brown, mint, toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 115, cat. £1,300. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 

   729            1929-37 'Whale and Penguin’ ½d. mint (8), used, 1d. mint (9, used (3), 2d. mint (8), used, 2½d. mint (5), used, 
4d. mint (2), 6d. mint (4), 2s.6d. mint (4), 1s. mint (6), 5s. mint, 10s. mint and £1 mint, varied condition. S.G. 116-
126. Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £250-£300 

   730  H       - ½d. to £1 set, fine mint, top values unmounted. S.G. 116-126, cat. £700. Photo.                                    £200-£300 

1933 Centenary 

   731  J       ½d. to 2s.6d., mainly fine unmounted mint. (9) S.G. 127-35. Photo.                                                           £100-£150 

   732  H       ½d. to 10s. mint, extra ½d. (3), 1d. (3, also one used), 2d., 3d., 4d., mainly fine. (12) S.G. 127-137. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£700 

   733  J       5s. black and yellow, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 136, cat. £1,000. Photo.                                                  £300-£400 

   734  H       5s. black and yellow, mint, minor gum wrinkle, fine. S.G. 136, cat. £1,000. Photo.                                   £300-£350 

   735  J       10s. unmounted mint, minor area of light gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 137, cat. £850. Photo.       £200-£300 

   736  J       £1 black and carmine, unmounted mint lower marginal example, folded through perfs., fine. S.G. 138, cat. £2,500. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £600-£700 

   737            1938-50 ½d. to 5s. (4 mint, one used), 10s. (4 mint, one used) and £1 mint (3, two used) with range of shades incl. 
5s. indigo and pale yellow-brown used (R.P.S. certificate, 1989), mainly fine. (267) S.G. 146-63.           £500-£600 

   738  J       1974 Flowers ½p. watermark upright inverted, unmounted mint, fine. SH 205bwmk1, S.G. 293w, cat. £325. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   739  J       - 6p. watermark sideways, variety Crown to right of CA, unmounted, fine. SH 213bwmk1, S.G. 295w, cat. £900. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £300-£350 

   740  J       1979 Rowland Hill 25p., variety Watermark Crown to the left of CA, unmounted mint, fine. SH 290 wmk1, S.G. 
366w, cat. £400. Photo.                                                                                                                                      £120-£150 

   741  J       1980 Birds of Prey 15p., variety Watermark Crown to left of CA, unmounted mint, fine. SH 310wmk1, cat. £500, 
S.G. 386w. Photo.                                                                                                                                               £150-£200 

   742            A Q.V. to K.G.VI selection on stockleaves, incl. 1898 2s.6d. and 5s. used, 1904-12 set used, 1912-20 to 3s. used, 
5s. deep rose-red and 5s. maroon mint, 10s. mint, shades, etc., varied condition. (166)                          £500-£600 

   743  H       A mint collection in a boxed Davo album, incl. 1921-28 to 3s., 1938-45 to £1 unmounted, 1948 Silver Wedding 
set unmounted, 1952 set unmounted, 1960 set unmounted, then apparently complete unmounted mint to 2009, 
mainly fine. (100s)                                                                                                                                              £400-£500 

   744  H       A mint collection in a boxed Davo album and boxed S.G. album, incl. type 1 and type 2 franks on piece, 1891-
1902 range of shades to 1s., 1904-12 values to 3s., 1912-20 range of shades to 1s. (2), watermark varieties with 
1979 Airport set, later to 2010, etc., mainly unmounted, mostly fine. (100s)                                             £300-£400 
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Falkland Islands continued 

   745  H       A mint Q.V. selection, incl. 1878-79 6d., 1891-1902 range to 1s. with 2½d. Prussian blue, 1898 2s.6d. and 5s., etc., 
mainly fine. (13)                                                                                                                                                  £200-£300 

   746  H       A group of unmounted mint watermark varieties, comprising 1962 Radio 2s. watermark inverted, 1966 Churchill 
1s. watermark inverted, 1974 River Plate 8p. watermark crown to right, 1975 Coinage 2p. watermark crown to 
right and 1981 Royal Wedding 10p. watermark inverted, fine. Photo on page 102.                                  £180-£200 

   747            A K.G.VI to Q.E.II duplicated collection in varied condition in a stockbinder incl. 1945 Victory set perforated 
“SPECIMEN”, 1952 to 10s. (2), £1 (2) mint, to 10s. (2) and £1 used, 1960-66 Birds set both unmounted mint and 
used, range of later issues, also a few covers, etc. (few 100s)                                                                        £150-£200 

   748  H       A mint selection, comprising 1904-12 3s., 5s., 1912-20 10s. and £1, 1921-28 3s., mint, mainly fine.     £250-£300 

   749            Falkland Islands Dependencies: 1944-45 Overprints, a selection on stockleaves, incl. complete sets mint, Graham 
Land set in used blocks of four, etc. (237)                                                                                                       £100-£120 

   750            - Collection from 1945 to 2011 in a binder incl. 1946-49 Thick Map set in corner blocks of six and plate blocks 
of four unmounted mint, selection of varieties incl. 3d. with missing “I” mint, set used (6d. is black and ochre 
shade), Thin Map sets unmounted mint (2), also a set used on airmail cover, 1954 to 10s., £1 mint, 1963-69 ½d. 
to £1 (both) set used, a few covers, etc. poor to fine. (few 100s)                                                                  £250-£300 

   751            - An unmounted mint collection in a Davo album, incl. 1944 overprints, 1948 Thin Map set, 1954 set, South 
Georgia 1963-66 set to both £1, later largely complete to 2011, etc. (100s)                                               £250-£300 

Fiji 

   752            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1903 to 5s. mint, 1912-23 to 5s. mint, 1938-55 to £1 mint and 
used, 1940 postage due set mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                   £300-£400 

   753            A mint and used range from 1871 to 1875 on leaves, with unused incl. 1871 1d. (2) & 6d. (2), 1872 surcharge set 
incl. 2d. (2), used incl. 1871 6d., 1874 12c. on 6d. no stop after “R”, 1875 2d. on 6c. on 3c. green (2), 2 on 12c. on 
6d., etc.                                                                                                                                                                 £300-£400 

   754 )      A selection of covers and cards incl. 1906 cover registered to Apia bearing K.E.VII ½d. (2), 1d. (2), 2d. (2), postal 
stationery, etc. (13 items)                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

Finland 

   755  m      1866-67 1m. brown on white, type iii roulette, used, fine with good teeth. S.G. 49, cat. £1,100. Photo.                   
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   756  H       Mint collection from 1875 to 1911 in a Lindner album, incl. 1875 perf. 11 8p., 20p., 1885 10m., 1917-30 to 25m. 
mint, 1925-39 set mint, 1930-41 set, 1930 Zeppelin 10m. mint, Red Cross sets, good range to 1975, etc. (100s)    
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

   757            Railway Stamps: Karhula: 1926 4mk. and 6mk. used, 1930-46 values from 3mk. to 30mk., etc. (26)        £70-£90 

   758            - A selection, comprising Fredrikshama 1899 25p. (two mint, one used), Raahe (Brahestad) 1900 25p. mint and 
used, 50p. mint, 1913 40p. mint, 60p. mint, 1mk. mint and used, 1917 50p. used, 75p. mint, 3mk. used, Hyvinkaa-
Pyhajarvi 1911 25p., 50p. and 1mk. mint, 1922 1mk., 2mk., 4mk. (2) used, 6mk. mint, 1941 7mk. mint, Hango-
Hyvinge 1873 25p., 50p. and 70p. used, Jokioien with 1899 50p. used, 19oi. with 3mk. on 20p. (2) used, 1918 with 
1mk. mint, 1927 used, range of 1930-1950s, some coloured proofs, provisionals 1950 100mk. horizontal  
imperforate pair used, etc. (166)                                                                                                                       £200-£250
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France & Colonies 

   759 s      1853 1f. carmine, fine used with lozenge cancellation on piece, four margins. S.G. 72, cat. £4,000. Photo.             
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

   760            1917-19 War Orphans 5f.+5f. good mint, slightly large hinge remainders otherwise of fresh appearance. S.G. 377. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

   761  m      1927 set, 1928 1f.50 + 8f.50, 1928, 1929, 1930 and 1931 Sinking Fund sets, used, good to fine.             £140-£160 

   762 s      1929 Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition 2f., fine used on piece with Exhibition cancellation. S.G. 470, cat. £1,000. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

   763 ) (  Crash Covers, 1930 from Madagascar to France with “RAID/MADAGASCAR FRANCE/ACCIDENT DU/13 JANVIER 
1930” cachet in violet. On Jan. 10 the Farman F-190 departed Antananarivo for return trip to Paris, with  

intermediate stops in Quelimane and Elizabethville. However, a few minutes after its departure from Port-Francqui 

on Jan. 13, the aircraft crashed in the jungle near Dibaya in Belgian Congo killing all three crew members. (Nierinck 
300113a) Photo on page 106.                                                                                                                              £80-£100 

   764  H (  1936 Air 50f. emerald-green, good mint. S.G. 540. Photo.                                                                           £100-£120 

   765  H (  - ‘Banknote’ 50f. ultramarine, fine mint. S.G. 541. Photo.                                                                               £80-£100 

   766  H (  - ‘Banknote’ 50f. ultramarine, fine mint. S.G. 541. Photo.                                                                               £80-£100 

   767  m (  - ‘Banknote’ 50f. ultramarine, fine lightly used. S.G. 541.                                                                                  £70-£80 

   768            A selection in eleven folders, incl. Peace and Commerce issues, 1914 Red Cross 10c. + 5c. mint block (6 x 4), 1937 
PEXIP miniature sheet used, 1954 National Relief Fund set used, 1953 Red Cross booklet, pre-cancels, Colonies 
with Cameroon, French P.O.’s in China, French Somali Coast, Madagascar, St Pierre et Miquelon, etc., mixed  
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £400-£500 

   769            An accumulation on stockcards, incl. duplicated early issues, 1870-71 10c. used (3), 1871-76 2c. used (9), 4c. used 
(11), Peace and Commerce issues, 1930 Sinking Fund 1f.50 + 3f.50 mint (2), etc., very mixed condition. (100s)    
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

   770            A small selection, incl. 1877-80 5f. mint, 1917-19 War Orphans 1f. + 1f., 5f. + 5f. mint, 1922 War Orphans +1f. 
on 5f. + 5f. used, 1925 Exhibition 5f. mint, 1926-27 War Orphans 5f. + 1f. used, etc., varied condition. (9)            
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

   771            A used collection from 1849 to 1953 in mixed condition on printed leaves incl. 1849-52 20c. to 1f. (2), 1869 5f., 
1917-19 and 1922 War Orphans sets, Sinking Funds, 1929 Le Havre Exhibition 2f., Airs with 1936 50f. green and 
1936 Banknote 50f. etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                   £400-£500 
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France continued 

   772            A selection, incl. 1869 5f. used (2), 1936 Air 50f. on rose mint, 1936 Air 50f. emerald green used, 1936 Air banknote 
50f. used, etc., mixed condition. (26)                                                                                                               £300-£400 

   773            Mint selection from 1917 to 1947 in varied condition incl. 1917-19 War Orphans Fund 35c. +25c. and 50c. +50c., 
1927 Strasbourg 5f. and 10f. pair with label in between (stamps are unmounted), 1936 Air 50f. Green (with Calves 
certificate and signed), 1936 Air Banknote 50f. (slightly yellowish gum), 1936 South America Flight 10f. (thinned), 
etc., mixed condition. (13)                                                                                                                                 £180-£200 

   774            A mint and used selection in four stockbooks, incl. 1900-06 2f. used, 1937 Museum set mint, 1938 Ader 50f. mint, 
1950 and 1955 Relief Fund sets mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                            £150-£200 

   775            A selection in a cover album and loose incl. 1936 Air ‘Banknote’ 50f. used (2, both with faults), four 1920s booklets 
complete, selection of flown covers with airmail vignettes, also the balance of an all World collection in a further 
in five albums and stockbooks and loose, etc. (100s)                                                                                     £150-£200 

   776            A small selection, incl. 1900-06 2f. used, 1931 (Oct.) Sinking fund set used, 1949-50 Air set mint, etc., varied  
condition. (20)                                                                                                                                                    £100-£120 

   777 )      A range of covers, incl. postcards, postal stationery, postage dues, etc. (100s)                                          £200-£300 

French Colonies 

   778            A collection in six stockbooks, incl. Cameroon, French P.O’s in China and Crete, French Somali Coast, Ivory 
Coast, Madagascar, New Caledonia 1941 Adherence set mint, St Pierre et Miquelon, Syria, etc., mixed condition. 
(1,000s)                                                                                                                                                                 £600-£700 

   779            A mint and used collection of early issues in varied condition on leaves (few 100s)                                £150-£200 

   780            Cameroon: 1915 (Nov.) 1c. to 35c., 45c., 50c. and 2f., mint, 1916 (Jan.) 1c. to 45c., 15c., 40c. to 1f., extra 50c. used 
and 75c. mint, overprints reading down, 1916 (Jan.) 2c., 5c. (2), 20c., 35c., used, also 2f. used (dubious), 1916 (Jan.) 
20c. to 75c. and 2f., overprints reading up mint, mainly good to fine.                                                        £500-£600 

   781            Comoros: Moheli: A selection, incl. 1906-07 set mint, some forgeries, etc., varied condition. (66)           £70-£80 

   782  H       Congo: Middle Congo, 1924-27 3f. on 5f. chestnut and rose, variety type 11 surcharge omitted, fine mint. S.G. 
33a, cat. £450. Photo.                                                                                                                                              £70-£80 

   783 )      French Equatorial Africa: 1940 France Libre issues, range of values to 20f. on three covers with Air 10f. on 2f.50, 
fair to fine.                                                                                                                                                             £80-£100 

   784 )      - 1940 France Libre Air 2f.50 variety overprint double used with 8f.50 on cover, registered from Port Gentu to 
Duala. S.G. 156a, 160. Photo.                                                                                                                            £150-£200 

   785            French Guinea: A selection on leaves, incl. 1892 set mint, 1900 set mint, 1904 set mint, 1906-07 set mint, some 
forgeries, etc., varied condition. (103)                                                                                                              £180-£200 

   786            French Indian Settlements: 1903 (Dec.) 0.05 on 25c., 0.10 on 25c. mint, selection of lozenge “INDE” cancellations, 
a few forgeries, etc., mixed condition. (15)                                                                                                        £80-£100 

   787 )      French Morocco: French Protectorate: 1914-17 Red Cross 10c. + 5c. block of four and pair with surcharge invert-
ed, used on 1915 cover to Rabat. S.G. 60d. Photo.                                                                                         £250-£300 

   788            French Somali Coast: 1902-03 selection, incl. 2f. orange and black, inverted centres, imperforates, colour trials, 
etc., varied condition. (47)                                                                                                                                     £70-£80 

   789            - A collection on leaves, incl. 1894-1900 to 2f. used, 10c. bisected and used on 1901 newspaper, range of  
cancellations, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   790  J + French Southern and Antarctic Territories: 1965 ITU 30f. unmounted mint ‘coin daté’ block of four, fine. S.G. 
39, cat. £900. Photo.                                                                                                                                           £300-£400 



French Colonies continued 

   791 )      Madagascar: 1902 stampless mourning cover from Tanatave to Paris, bearing “CORPS D’OCCUPATION/ DE/ 
MADAGASCAR/ETAT MAJOR” in violet.                                                                                                            £70-£90 

   792  B       - Booklets: 1908 2f., 1922 2f., 1925 2f. and 1927 3f. booklets, fair to fine. S.G. SB1, 4-6. Photo on page 106.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   793            St Pierre et Miquelon: 1941-42 a mainly mint collection of F.N.F.L. issues on leaves, incl. 1941 overprinted in 
red to 3f., 10f. on 10c. and 20f. on 90c., overprinted in black 2f.25., 1942 1f.50, etc., varied condition. (58)             
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

   794  H       - A modern unmounted mint selection, incl. thematics, also some middle period with postally used covers (2), 
etc. Stated to cat. £880+.                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

   795 )      Post Offices in Zanzibar: 1892 cover to Northampton franked by French 25c., tied by Zanzibar c.d.s., and with 
octagonal “REUNION A MARSEILLE/L.V.No.3” datestamp. Photo on page 106.                                        £100-£120 

   796 )      - 1904 1a. on 10a. stationery reply card registered to Corsica additionally franked by 1902-03 2½c. on 25c., with 
Zanzibar c.d.s’s with boxed “R”, unused reply card still attached, fine. Photo on page 106.                    £120-£150 

Gambia 

   797            A collection of Cameos, incl. 1874 4d. (3) and 6d., 1880 range with 3d. watermark inverted used, 1883-96 set mint 
and used, 2d. block of 15, study of 2½d., 2d. orange marginal block of 11 unmounted mint, etc., slightly varied 
condition. (44)                                                                                                                                                    £200-£250 

   798  Hb 1880-83 Watermark Crown CC upright complete sheets of ½d. orange third printing, 1d. lake fourth printing, 
and 3d. ultramarine third printing, mint, 3d. sheet with some perf. reinforcement, mainly fine. S.G. 10B, 12B, 14B. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £300-£400 

   799  H       1886-93 ½d. green, five complete sheetlets from the seventh printing, mint (three unmounted), slightly varied 
condition. S.G. 22.                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

   800  Hb  - 2d. orange complete sheets of fifteen from the third and fourth printings, mint, fine. S.G. 25. Photo. £80-£100 

   801  H       1922-29 Watermark Multiple Script CA ½d. to 10s. set mint, mainly fine. S.G. 122s-142s, cat. £325.      £70-£80 

   802            A Q.V. to K.G.VI mainly unmounted mint selection, incl. multiples with 1921-22 10d. marginal block of four, 
1922 4s., 1953-59 selection, also 1898-1902 1s. used, etc. (50)                                                                     £120-£150 

Ex 800
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Germany & Colonies 

   803  m      1872 Eagle 18k. bistre, fine c.d.s. used. Hennies certificate (1982). S.G. 28, cat. £3,500. Photo.              £700-£800 

   804  H       1889 50pf. brown lake mint, heavy hinge, fine, also 50pf. chocolate used for comparison. S.G. 51, cat. £1,900. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

   805 ) P   Postcards: 1939 Nuremberg 11th Party Congress scheduled Sept. 2-11, two coloured proofs for postcards unissued 
due to the outbreak of war, scarce. Photo on page 176.                                                                                    £70-£80 

   806            An extensive collection in 67 albums, incl. Germany with range of Eagle issues, 1899-1900 values 2m. mint, 1902 
values to 5m. mint, 1926-31 Air set mint and used, 1926-27 and 1928-32 Portrait sets mint, 1928-31 Air 2m. and 
4m. mint and used, 1933-41 to 100pf. mint, 1933 Welfare set mint and used, 1934 Air set mint and used, 1934 
Jubilee set unmounted mint, 1934 Welfare set mint and used, 1935 Welfare set unmounted mint, miniature sheets 
with 1930 IPOSTA unused, 1935 OSTROPA unused and used, 1936 Olympics mint and used, 1937 Hitler imperf. 
and perf. mint and used, rouletted mint, 1937 Ribbon mint, Allied Occupation with British and American 1948-
50 to 5m. unmounted mint, Baden 1949 Red Cross set unmounted mint, Russian Zone 1945 Victims set mint, 
Occupation issues, Danzig, Memel, Berlin (Western) 1949 black overprints to 5m. unmounted mint (not  
guaranteed), red overprints to 2pf. unmounted mint (Schlegel certificate, 2001), 1949 Building set unmounted 
mint, 1949 UPU set unmounted mint and used, 1949 Goethe set unmounted mint and used, 1949 Overprints 
unmounted mint, 1949 Relief Fund set unmounted mint and used, miniature sheet unmounted mint, then 1950 
Recovery, Orchestra, Bell, 1951-52 Bell, 1952-53 Berliners, 1953 Bell sets unmounted mint, 1954 70pf. unmounted 
mint, GFR with 1949 Parliament, Centenary, U.P.U., Refugee sets unmounted mint and used, 1951-52 to 90pf. 
unmounted mint (Schlegel certificate, 2001), 1951 Charity, Humanitarian, Rontgen, 152 Humanitarian, 1953 
Transport and Humanitarian, sets unmounted mint and used, then largely complete, DDR 1950-51 to 5m. 
unmounted mint, 1950 Academy set unmounted mint and used, 1951 Friendship set unmounted mint and used, 
1952-53 to 2m. unmounted mint, 1952-53 and 1953 to 84pf. unmounted mint and used. 1953 Marx miniature 
sheets imperf. and perf. unmounted mint and used, 1955 Engels miniature sheet unmounted mint and used, then 
largely complete, later Germany issues largely complete unmounted mint to 2008, postal history with postal  
stationery, booklets, Saar with 1931 Charity set mint, 1932 Air set mint and used, 1932 Charity set used  
(cancellations not guaranteed), 1949, 1950, 1951 Relief Fund sets mint and used (cancellations not guaranteed), 
range of Colonies,etc., varied condition (1,000s)                                                                                     £3,000-£4,000 

   807            A collection in five stockbooks, incl. States, large and small shields, 1924-27 set mint, 1926-31 Air sets mint and 
used, 1929-32 set mint, 1930 Exhibition miniature sheet mint, 1933 Welfare Fund miniature sheet mint, 1935 
Exhibition miniature sheet mint, 1933 Wagner set mint, Allied Occupation with French Zones, West Germany 
1951-52 to 70pf. mint, West Germany 1949 U.P.U. sets mint and used, 1949 Goethe set mint, 1949 Relief fund 
set mint, Saar, Colonies, etc., mixed condition. (1,000s)                                                                        £2,000-£2,500 

   808            A mint and used duplicated selection on stockcards, incl. States, large and small shields, 1926-31 Air 3m. used 
(3), 1928-31 Zeppelin sets mint and used, 1934 Air 2m. used (12), 3m. (7), booklet panes, etc., mixed condition. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £500-£600 

   809            A duplicated accumulation in twelve folders, incl. States, 1933 Wagner set mint, West Germany 1949 Relief Fund 
sets used (2) 1953 set used, 1951 Charity set used, West Berlin 1949 Goethe set mint, 1949 U.P.U. sets mint and 
used, East Germany, Saar, Colonies, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                              £500-£600 

   810            A mint and used mainly Third Reich accumulation in mixed condition in three binders on leaves, stockcards and 
loose contained in a carton with range of mint and used sets and miniature sheets, also covers, propaganda cards, 
Occupation issues incl. Croatia, Serbia, Czechoslovakia, local overprints, etc. (many 100s)                   £300-£400 

   811            A selection, incl. 1933 Wagner 20pf. + 10pf. used (3), 40pf. + 35pf. used, 1936 Olympic Games miniature sheets 
used, Colonies, etc., mixed condition. (83)                                                                                                     £200-£250 

   812            A middle period range in a stockbook, incl. D.D.R., mint and used issues, etc. (100s)                                 £70-£80 

   813 )      Covers and Cancellations: A selection of covers, cards and a front, incl. Bavaria 1853 covers (2), both franked by 
1850-58 6k., 9k. (2), 1922 Official cover bearing 1920-21 5pf., 70pf., on reverse has 15pf. (34), etc. (11 items)       
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   814 )      - A range of mainly covers, incl. much middle period, military, censored, inflation issues, also some stamps, etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                        £70-£80 
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Germany continued 

   815 )      Covers and Cancellations: 1939 to 1944, selection of covers and cards, incl. 1940 (Jan.) Warsaw postcard to 
Vienna bearing S.S. Totenkopf-Standarte 8/11 cachet, 1944 Feldpost cover from Estonia addressed to an Estonian 
serving in the German S.S., etc. (10 items)                                                                                                     £100-£150 

   816 )      - World War II selection of Feldpost covers incl. seven with large Nazi Party ‘Thought of the Week’ labels, etc. 
(37 items)                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

   817 )      - An accumulation of covers in 29 albums, early to modern, incl. vast range of f.d.c’s and commemorative  
cancellations, East Germany 1950 DEBRA miniature sheets on cover (2), 1951 Friendship set on cover, 1953 Karl 
Marx imperf. and perf. miniature sheets on cover, West Germany, etc. (100s)                                        £150-£200 

   818            West Berlin: A mint collection in a Lighthouse album, incl. virtually complete with 1949 black and red overprints 
sets, 1949-54 to 5Dm., 1949 U.P.U. set, 1949 Goethe set, 1949 Berlin Relief Fund set and miniature sheet,  
unmounted mint from 1956, booklets, etc. (100s)                                                                                         £200-£250 

   819            Occupation Issues: A collection in an album, incl. Allenstein, Belgian Occupation 1919-21 set used, Eupen 1920-
21 set used, Malmedy 1920-22 set used, Marienwerder, cancellations. some covers and cards, etc. (100s)             
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

German Colonies 

   820 )      Caroline Islands: 1905 postcard to Hamburg, franked by bisected 10pf. tied by seal cancellation, a few faults, also 
50pf. with philatelic use of the seal.                                                                                                                      £70-£90 

   821            German South West Africa: A selection of cancellations on covers, cards and pieces, incl. 1907 cover franked by 
1901 2m. tied by Okahandja datestamps, good range of cancellations, etc. (110 items)                          £120-£150 

   822 )      - Selection of German Forces covers and cards, incl. 1907 Feldpost cover bearing “KUB” c.d.s., 1906 postcard from 
a Troop ship, etc. (9 items)                                                                                                                               £100-£150 

   823            A selection on two stockpages comprising 1900 overprinted 3pf. to 50pf. set both mint and used, 1900-01 no wmk. 
3pf. to 5dm. set both mint (5m. with toning) and used, 1915-19 to 5m. (both) mint, mixed condition. (48) Photo 
on page 108.                                                                                                                                                        £150-£200 

   824            Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: A small selection, incl. 1900 15pi. on 3m. mint, 25pi. on 5m. type II mint, 
1905 10pi. on 3m. used, 1908 100c. on 80pf. mint, etc., fair to fine. (15)                                                    £120-£150 

Gibraltar 

   825  I       1886 “GIBRALTAR” overprint on Bermuda ½d. to 1s. set, unused, mainly fair to fine. S.G. 1-7, cat. £1,100. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   826  H       1925-32 Watermark Mult. Script CA £5 violet and black, mint, minor gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 108, cat. 
£1,600. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £300-£350 

   827  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 3d. brown and deep blue variety ‘short extra flagstaff’ [Pl. 2, R. 2/1], fine mint. S.G. 115b, cat. 
£325. Photo.                                                                                                                                                             £70-£90 

   828  H       1938-51 to £1 mint with range of extra shades and perfs., mainly fine. S.G. 121-131.                             £300-£400 

Ex 825
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   829  Jb - 1½d. carmine, perf. 14, complete sheet of 60 split into two marginal blocks of 30, unmounted mint, one with 
plate no. B1, some toning one with tear in selvedge, otherwise fine. S.G. 123, cat. £2,100+.                   £400-£500 

   830  H       1953-59 ½d. to £1 set, unmounted mint, range of shades, fine. S.G. 145-58, cat. £333+.                          £80-£100 

   831            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1886-87 set used, 1889 sets mint and used, 1889-96 to 5p. mint, 
1898 set mint, 1912-24 set mint, 1938-51 to £1 mint, 1953-59 sets mint and used, etc., mixed condition. (100s)  
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

   832            A Q.V. to Q.E.II duplicated collection in mixed condition in a stockbinder incl. 1889 surcharge set mint, 1889-96 
CA 5c. to 5p. mint, 1904-08 MCA 4s. corner marginal with plate no., 1912-24 MCA to £1 mint with shades on 
lower values, 1925-32 Script to 10s. used, 1935 Jubilee sets mint (4), 1938-51 to 10s. (2), £1 (2) mint, to £1 used 
with range of perfs., 1953-59 ½d. to £1 mint, etc. (few 100s)                                                                       £300-£400 

   833            A collection of Great Britain issues used in Gibraltar on leaves, incl. 1858-76 1d. and 2d. range, surface printed 
with 9d. straw, etc. (99)                                                                                                                                     £250-£300 

   834            A small group, comprising Great Britain 1872 6d. plate 11 (2) and 1876 4d. plate 15 used in Gibraltar, also 1889 
2½d. variety short “N”, and 1938-51 perf. 13½ 1½d. mint (5), mixed condition. (9)                                      £70-£80 

Gilbert and Ellice Islands 

   835            A K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. a range of plate blocks with values to 2s.6d. two pairs, 1918 War Tax 1d. complete 
sheet, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                                                          £100-£120 

   836            Cancellations and Covers: Fanning Island 1913 cover franked by New Zealand 1d. and Niue ½d., 1920 front  
bearing New Zealand 1d. and 1½d., New Zealand 2d. on piece also piece with registration label, and New Zealand 
1920 Victory 1d. with Washington Island c.d.s.                                                                                             £100-£120 

   837            - Gardner Island: 1939 to 1964, a selection of mainly covers and some pieces in an album and stockbook, incl. 
1939 cover franked by K.G.VI 1d. with manuscript “Nikumororo”, 1940 cover franked by K.G.VI ½d. and 1½d. 
with manuscript “Nikumororo”, registered mail, etc. (35 items)                                                                  £200-£250 

Gold Coast 

   838            1889-94 Watermark Crown CA 20s. green and red, used with crayon, minor faults and cleaned manuscript, scarce. 
S.G. 24. Photo on page 112.                                                                                                                              £100-£120 

   839            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1884-91 set mint, 1902 to 10s. mint, 1913-21 to 20s. mint, also 
some Togo, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                       £250-£300 

   840            An unmounted mint group, comprising 1898-1902 2d., 1904-6 1d. pair and single, 10s., 1936-43 5s. block of four, 
1952-53 2s. corner control pair, mainly fine. (11)                                                                                            £80-£100 

   841  m      Cancellations and Covers: A range of cancellations on Q.V. issues, incl. values to 20s., some in red, boxed, initials, 
manuscript, many fine strikes, etc. (314)                                                                                                         £250-£300 

   842 )      - 1883 to 1905, a group of covers and postal stationery, incl. stationery mainly used incl. some specimens, range 
of destinations with foreign, uprated, cancellation interest. (56)                                                                 £250-£300 

   843            Ghana: 1959-61 6d. definitive green (flag) omitted, fine unmounted mint with normal for comparison. S.G. 220a. 
Photo on page 112.                                                                                                                                                 £70-£90 

Greenland 

   844            1945 1ö. to 5k. set both mint (2) and used, and 1945 Liberation overprinted 1ö. to 5k. mint, in good to fine  
condition. S.G. 8-16. (18)                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

   845  H       1945 Liberation of Denmark 1ö. to 5k. set, with extra 10ö. showing red overprint, mint, mainly fine. (9) S.G. 17-
25. Photo on page 112.                                                                                                                                       £150-£200 

   846            A collection in an album, incl. 1945 (Feb.) set mint, 1945 (June) Liberation set mint, 15ö with blue overprint used, 
later issues used to 1987, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                         £200-£250 
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Grenada 

   847            A mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI selection, incl. 1938-50 10s. singles (8) and pair, 1951 $2.50 corner block of 
four, etc. (52)                                                                                                                                                       £120-£150 

Guatemala 

   848            A mint and used collection from 1871 to 2006 in two albums on leaves and loose incl. 1873 Arms, overprint 
varieties, Postal Fiscals, Airs incl. 1935-37 and 1937 sets mint, 1937 Second Term set mint, also literature with 
Robson Lowe’s Guatemala nos. 1 and 2, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                      £250-£300 

Hong Kong 

   849 )      1942 (Dec.) postcard from England to a British P.O.W. at Kowloon, bearing censor marks.                  £120-£150 

   850            A mainly early Q.E.II unmounted mint selection, later issues incl. 1999 $10, $20 and $50 in corner plate blocks of 
four, etc. (140)                                                                                                                                                       £80-£100 

Hungary 

   851            A collection in eleven boxed KABE albums, from 1871 to 1999, mint (much unmounted) and used, incl. varieties, 
overprints, postage dues, Olympic and War issues, miniature sheets with Chain Bridge and U.P.U., etc. (1,000s)
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,500-£1,800 

Iceland 

   852            A mint and used collection in a printed album, incl. 1902-04 to 5k. used, 1907-08 set used, 1914-18 set mint, 1912 
sets mint and used, 1921-30 10k. on 5k. used, 1930 2k. myrtle and sepia mint, 1930 Parliamentary sets mint and 
used, 1930 Official set used on separate pieces, 1931-33 set mint, 1950-54 set mint, etc., varied condition. (100s) 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                            £1,000-£1,200 

   853 )       Postal Stationery: A collection of postcards, lettercards and reply cards in an album, from 1879 to 1951, incl. 
unused and used, etc. (52)                                                                                                                                 £250-£300 

   854 )      Cancellations and Covers: A collection of covers in an album, from 1907 to 1941, incl. censored, redirected,  
varieties, etc. (21)                                                                                                                                                £200-£250 

   855 )      - 1931 (June 30) registered envelope to Bern bearing Zeppelin 30a. and 2k. with green cachet alongside, fine. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

   856 )       - A 1940s to 1970s range in an album, incl. many W.W.II censored covers, FRA ISLAND markings on 1950 cover, 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                            £100-£150 

855
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India & States 

   857            1854-55 ½a. die I, unused (torn), used, die III used (2), good to fine.                                                           £80-£100 

   858            1855 4a. black, two unused examples with small part original gum, three used, fair to fine. S.G. 35.    £200-£250 

   859            1856-64 2a. yellow-buff unused, used (2), 2a. orange unused (3), used, poor to good. S.G. 42, 44.       £300-£350 

   860  I       1865 ½a. (2), 8p. mint (4), 1a. (5) unused, 2a. yellow mint (2), 2a. orange unused (5), 4a. unused (2), varied  
condition.                                                                                                                                                            £200-£250 

   861            1866-78 4a. green unused (7), used (8), shades, varied condition. S.G. 69-71.                                          £100-£150 

   862  J + 1874 1r. slate in an unmounted mint block of four, lightly toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 79, cat. £400+. Photo 
on page 114.                                                                                                                                                        £120-£150 

   863            1903 Special Coronation Edition Indian Postal Guide, incl. two pages with eighteen stamps to 5r. postmarked at 
the Coronation Durbar on Jan. 1 1903.                                                                                                                £60-£70 

   864            1911 Coronation Durbar Official Directory, incl. seven stamps postmarked at the Coronation Durbar on Dec. 13 
1911.                                                                                                                                                                         £60-£70 

   865 )      1948 Gandhi 1½a. to 10r. set, fine used on illustrated f.d.c. S.G. 305-308. Photo.                                    £200-£250 

   866  J       1949 U.P.U. two sets in marginal blocks of 16 (2a. block has one stamp with fault), also set as singles, unmounted 
mint, fine. S.G. 325-328, cat. £1,080.                                                                                                                £200-£250 

   867            A mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI selection, incl. multiples, 1895 2r. and 3r., 1937-40 10r. interpanneau pair,  
officials, Convention States with Nabha 1938 1r. interpanneau block of eight, etc.                                  £150-£200 

   868            A Q.V. to K.G.VI collection in two folders, incl. 1895 set used, 1902-11 5r. used, 1911-23 to 25r. with telegraphic 
cancellation, 1926-33 to 25r. used, Officials, Pakistan, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                £150-£200 

   869  Jb Officials: 1938-47 3p., ½a., 9p., 1a., 1a.3p., 1½a., 2a., 2½a., 4a. in mint blocks of 32 (8 x 4), fine unmounted mint. 
Between S.G. O139-O149, cat. £547.                                                                                                              £100-£120 

   870  H       Revenues: 1872 1a. green, block of 24, unmounted mint, fine. Barefoot 183.                                                £70-£80 

   871  H       Telegraphs: 1869-78 1a. to 50r. basic set of twelve, mint, some unmounted, toned gum otherwise mainly fine. 
S.G. T4-T20, cat. £4,410. Photo.                                                                                                                       £700-£800 

   872  J       - 1869-78 10r., dull blue-green die II, unmounted mint, toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. T14, cat. $1,200+. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

865
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India continued 

   873  J       Telegraphs: 1869-78 25r., reddish lilac die I, unmounted mint, toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. T16, cat. $1,400+. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £250-£300 

   874  J       - 1869-78 50r., rose die I, unmounted mint from the left of the sheet, toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. T19, cat. 
$1,500+. Photo.                                                                                                                                                   £300-£400 
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Covers and Cancellations 

   875 )      1831 cover from Batavia to London with fine boxed “INDIA LETTER/GRAVESEND” with manuscript “pr. Victoria”, 
fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                          £100-£150 

   876 )      A group of covers, from 1834 to 1935, incl. prestamp, States, small archive from 1934-35 to England, many  
cancelled Royal Artillery Ongar. (47)                                                                                                               £120-£150 

   877 )      1841 (Mar. 11) forwarded cover to Bath bearing G.B. 1841 1d. red tied Maltese Cross, with boxed “INDIA” on 
front and boxed “CALCUTTA STEAMER” on reverse. Photo.                                                                      £100-£150 

   878 )      A range of covers, Q.V. to Q.E.II, incl. postal stationery, registered, cancellation interest, etc. (1,100+)                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   879 )      1908 uprated registered 2a. postal stationery envelope bearing India K.E.VII 8a. and 12a., and Great Britain 1d., 
tied Bombay c.d.s., used to Italy. Photo.                                                                                                          £120-£150 

   880 )      A small selection of covers, incl. 1919 P.O.W. at Takdah No. 6 Camp to Madras, bearing boxed censor mark, 1922 
cover to Bombay, franked by K.G.V ½a. (2) and 1a. (2) tied by Bushire squared circles, etc. (8 items)  £150-£200 

   881 )      A range of covers, middle to modern period, incl. postal stationery, etc. (100s)                                       £100-£150 

Indian States 

   882            Revenues: A range of court documents, some with revenues, incl. Bharatpur, Bikaner, Bundi, Dhar, Gwalior, Jaora, 
Jodhpur, Karauli, Kotah, Mewar Udaipur, Mysore, Pudukkottai, Patiala, Rajpipla, Sikar, Tonk, etc., many listed in 
Koeppel and Manners, also some Imperial Indian revenues on document. (approx. 100)                       £100-£150 

Convention States 

   883            A collection in two albums, incl. Chamba 1887-95 to 5r. mint, 1938 to 10r. mint, officials with 1927-39 to 10r. 
mint (2), 1940-53 set mint, Faridkot 1887-1900 set mint, Gwalior 1885-97 to 5r. mint, 1903-11 to 5r. mint, 1928-
36 to 10r. mint, officials, Jind 1937-38 to 15r. mint. 1941-43 to 25r. mint, officials, Nabha 1927-36 set to 5r. (3) 
mint, Patiala, also C.E.F. with 1905-11 3p. with overprint double, one albino mint, minor varieties, etc. (100s)     
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,200-£1,500 

   884  J + A selection of unmounted mint blocks of four, incl. Chamba, Gwalior 1938-48 1r. (2), 2r., Jind, Nabha, Patiala 
1938-39 1r. gutter block, etc., varied condition. (few 100s) Stated to cat. £2,238.                                     £250-£300 

   885  m      Chamba: Officials: 1938-40 1r. to 10r. used with cancellations dubious and not guaranteed, the 10r. with cleaned 
ms., good to fine. S.G. O68-O71. Photo.                                                                                                         £200-£250 

   886  m      - Officials: 1940-43 set, used some dubious cancellations, good to fine. S.G. O72-086.                           £200-£250 

   887  H       Gwalior: A mint selection, incl. 1885-97 overprinted type 2 2a., 4a., 1938-48 3a., 1949 to 4a., officials 1903-08 to 
1r., etc., varied condition. (87). Stated to cat. £930.                                                                                       £150-£200 

   888  m      - A used selection, incl. 1942-45 set, officials, etc., varied condition. (142) Stated to cat. £622.              £120-£150 

   889  J + - Officials: 1942 10r. in unmounted mint gutter block of four with slightly toned gum, fine. S.G. O94, cat. £320. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

   890  Jb Jind: 1902-09 4a. with variety overprint double, one albino, in an unmounted mint block of eight from the top of 
the sheet, slightly toned, otherwise fine. S.G. 49a, cat. £640+.                                                                     £150-£200 

   891            - A used collection, incl. 1937-38 to 1r., officials, etc., varied condition. (98) Stated to cat. £650.          £100-£120 

   892  J + Nabha: 1938 1r. and 2r. in unmounted mint cross gutter blocks of sixteen, toned gum, otherwise fine. S.G. 89, 90, 
cat. £896.                                                                                                                                                              £200-£220 

   893  J + - 1941-45 ½a. red-brown in an unmounted mint block of four, fine. S.G. 96, cat. £360. Photo.             £100-£120 

   894  H       - A mint selection, incl. 1938 to 2r., officials, etc., varied condition. (83) Stated to cat. £777.                 £120-£150 
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Indian Convention States continued 

   895  J       Patiala: 1885 type 2 overprint in black 1a. brown-purple with overprint double, unmounted mint, slightly toned 
otherwise fine. S.G. 112c, cat. £325. Photo on page 114.                                                                              £120-£150 

   896  H       - A mint selection, incl. 1937-38 to 1r., officials, etc., varied condition. (81) Stated to cat. £539.           £100-£120 

Feudatory States 

   897 s      Bhor: Revenues: 1898-1900 1a. revenue stamp two, one with frame inverted, used on part of wages ledger. KM 
151a, cat. $1,500. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

   898  Hb Cochin: 1922-29 2p. on 3p. block of 36, mint, fine. S.G. 48, cat. £504.                                                      £100-£150 

   899  H       - A mint selection, incl. 1916-30 1a. orange die II, officials with 1948-49 2¼a. with variety “C” for “G”, etc., varied 
condition. (78) Stated to cat. £519.                                                                                                                  £100-£120 

   900  J       - Officials: 1923 8p. on 9p. strip of eight, unmounted mint, toning, otherwise fine. S.G. O20, cat. £4,400. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

   901  Hb  - 1923 8p. on 9p. complete sheet with variety “Pies” for “pies” [R. 4/8], mint, a few tone spots on gum, otherwise 
fine. S.G. O21, a, cat. £3,515. Photo on page 174.                                                                                          £700-£800 

   902  J       - 1925 10p. on 9p. block of ten comprising of two rejoined horizontal rows, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. O22, cat. 
£900. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £250-£300 

   903  J + - 1943 3p. on 4p. in an unmounted mint block of four, fine. S.G. O62, cat. £300. Photo on page 118.  £100-£120 

   904  I       Idar: Postal Fiscals: 1938-44 1a. violet perf. 12, unused, fine. S.G. F2, cat. £350. Photo on page 118.    £120-£150 

   905  m      Indore: 1904-20 1a. green perf. 12½, fine used. S.G. 11b, cat. £250. Photo.                                               £100-£120 

   906  J + Jaipur: 1947 3p. on ½a. with variety overprint double, one inverted, in an unmounted mint block of four toned 
gum, otherwise fine, S.G. 71e, cat. $440.                                                                                                         £120-£150 

   907  m      - A used selection from 1905 to 1948, incl. officials, etc. (50) Stated to cat. £354.                                      £80-£100 

   908            Jasdan: 1945 1a. dull yellow green perf. 10 all round, used from Moti Hadmata (under Moti Lakhawad), on form 
with 1a. rose revenue stamp. S.G. 5. Photo.                                                                                                    £150-£200 

   909  I + Shahpura: Postal Fiscals: 1932-47 1a. red, in a tête-bêche unused block of four. S.G. F12, cat. £400.   £100-£120 

Sirmoor 

   910            Raja Shamsher Parkash 1885-96, First Printing 1885, 3p. chocolate, 6p. blue-green and 2a. pink, a study on leaves 
incl. mint or unused with varieties, part reconstructions, shades, cancellations, etc., fair to fine. S.G. 5, 7, 9 (100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

   911            - Third Printing 1891, 3p. orange and 1a. dull blue, study on leaves incl. varieties, multiples, mint or unused and 
used incl. cancellation types, 1a. strip of three, poor to fine. (102)                                                              £180-£200 

   912            -Fifth Printing 1892, 3p. orange, 1a. grey-blue and 2a. carmine, study on leaves, mint or unused and used incl. 
varieties, multiples, cancellation types, etc., mainly good to fine. S.G. 81. (100s)                                      £280-£300 

   913            Officials: Machine-Printed: 1890 Type 11 overprint in black on 2a. pink, nine mint or unused examples incl. two 
pairs, one showing stop before first “S” (slightly toned perfs.), most good to fine. S.G. 51, a. Photo.     £180-£200 

   914            - 1890 Type 11 overprint in red on 6p. green, study mint or unused (15) incl. varieties, reconstructed row of ten, 
one showing stop before first “S” and used (14), fair to fine. S.G. 52, a. (29)                                              £120-£150 

   915            - 1890 Type 11 overprint in red on 1a. bright blue, study mint or unused (11) and used (10, one damaged) incl. 
varieties and reconstructed row of ten, one showing stop before first “S” (mint, gum toned), most good to fine. 
S.G. 53, a. (21)                                                                                                                                                     £180-£200 
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Indian Feudatory States: Sirmoor continued 

   916            Officials: Machine-Printed: 1891 Type 12 overprint in black on 6p. green and 2a. pink, and Type 12 overprint 
in red on 6p. green, a study on leaves, incl. multiples, 6p. first state reconstructed row of ten, third state overprint 
double single, row of ten and pair both incl. no stop after lower “S”, and six used, 2a. reconstructed row of ten, 
6p. overprint inverted and overprint double (punctured), etc., mainly fair to fine. (94)                           £400-£500 

   917            - 1892-97 Type 13 overprint in black on 2a., study on leaves, mint or unused and used with shades, varieties with 
first “S” inverted and stop raised, no stop after lower “S” (metal piece showing), raised stop after second “S”, etc. 
mainly fair to fine. (53) S.G. 63, a, c-e. Photo on page 116.                                                                          £120-£150 

   918            - 1892-97 Type 13 overprint in red on 6p., study on leaves, mint or unused and used with shades, full and part 
row reconstructions, varieties with overprint inverted mint, unused and used, first “S” inverted and stop raised 
mint and unused (thinned), etc. mainly fair to fine. (82) S.G. 64, b, c. Photo on page 116.                     £180-£200 

   919            - 1892-97 Type 13 overprint in red on 1a., study on leaves, mint or unused and used with shades, full and part 
row reconstructions, varieties with overprint inverted used, first “S” inverted and stop raised, no stop after lower 
“S” (2), mint, unlisted lower “S” omitted used, etc. mostly fair to fine. (89) S.G. 65, a, b, d, e. Photo on page 116.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

   920            - 1899-1900 Type 17 overprint on 3p. orange, study on leaves with part row reconstruction and varieties incl. 
raised stop after lower “S”, good to fine used. (27) S.G. 74.                                                                          £120-£150 

   921            - 1899-1900 Type 17 overprint on 6p., study on leaves with shades, varieties incl. raised stop after lower “S” (2, 
one in pair), corrected stop (3), no stop after first “S” (minor corner fault), row reconstructions (2), mainly good 
to fine used. (66) S.G. 75, a, b, d.                                                                                                                      £300-£400 

   922            - 1899-1900 Type 17 overprint on 1a. grey-blue/slate-blue, study on leaves with shades, many varieties incl. raised 
stop after lower “S” (trimmed perfs.) and unlisted raised stop after first “S”, part row reconstructions, mainly good 
to fine used. (44) S.G. 76a, b, c.                                                                                                                         £300-£400 

   923            Officials: Handstamped: 1894 Type 19 handstamp in black on 6p., 1a. and 2a., study on leaves, mint or unused 
and used, incl. flaws, varieties incl. 6p. “On” only mint (2, one unmounted) and used, 2a. inverted “O”, small narrow 
“O”, shades with 1a. bright blue mint and used (4), dull blue mint (4), unused and used (2), grey-blue mint (2), 
used (2), also 1897 handstamp similar to Type 14, with stops but irregular, 3p. orange, small study comprising 
examples mint incl. block of four showing doubled letters and lower left corner horizontal strip of eight and single 
used, mainly fair to fine. (92)                                                                                                                            £400-£500 

   924            - 1899 Type 23 handstamp on 3p. orange, 6p., 1a. bright blue and 2a. carmine, a study on leaves, incl. varieties, 
strips, multiples, etc. varied condition. (113)                                                                                                  £600-£700 

   925            Revenues: Collection in a Senator album, with Receipt Stamp 1879-80 1a. (2), 1892 postage 1a. pair endorsed in 
ms., 1895-1900 Waterlow 1a. deep blue ex archive imperf. specimen stamp on piece and perforated complete 
sheet of nine with overprint and punched security holes, issued stamp in green (5, incl. strip of three on piece), 
Revenue stamp 1a. (K&M 151) shades (25) and “Revenue” overprint 1a. (31), 1a.6p. (2) with pieces and one full 
document, Dept. of Revenue, Agriculture & Commerce large handstamp on linen document, Court Fees  
handstamps on stationery cards, fiscal punctures, etc., poor to fine. (39 items)                                        £300-£400 

   926 )      Covers: 1900 (Jan. 5) registered Sirmoor State 3p. postal stationery card cancelled by Nahan bridge c.d.s. with 
very rare “SIRMOUR STATE/R&P/NAHAN/No.” registration mark at left, stained and other faults. Also part strike 
of the mark on Official 1a. Fifth printing. The mark of considerable rarity, likely found only on stationery cards,  

postmen having been instructed to return with envelopes for removal of stamps for sale to collectors. Photo.          
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

Travancore 

   927  J + 1946 8ca. carmine perf. 12½, in an unmounted mint block of four, fine. S.G. 76, cat. £280. Photo.       £120-£150 

   928            An unused selection, incl. 1946 Birthday carmine perf. 12½, range of perforations, officials, etc., varied condition. 
(106) Stated to cat. £689.                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 
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   929  I + Travancore-Cochin: Officials: 1941-42 4ch. compound perfs, in an unused block of four, fine. S.G. O100c, cat. 
£320. Photo on page 118.                                                                                                                                  £100-£120 

   930            - A duplicated selection in a stockbook, incl. 1946 6ca. in an unused block of 26, 1949 3a. on 7ch. two unused 
blocks of four, multiples, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                £150-£200 

   931  m      - An used selection, incl. 1949 2p. on 6ca. compound perf., 4p. on 8ca. compound perf., ½a. on 1ch. compound 
perf., officials 1949-51 ½a. on 1ch. compound perf., etc., varied condition. (95) Stated to cat. £1,110.  £150-£200 

Iran 

   932 )      A selection of covers and cards, incl. early to modern, registered mail, frankings, etc. (117 items)       £300-£350 

Iraq 

   933 )      Ottoman Post Offices, a group of covers and postal stationery from 1901 to 1917, range of cancellations incl. 
“KERYE BACHI” on printed matter, 1902 registered postcard to Hungary, items from “MOUSSOUL”, “BASSOURA”, 
etc.                                                                                                                                                                        £200-£250 

   934 )      1916 Field Service envelope to Peshawar, F.P.O. 32 (K.U.T.), with rare “ENGINEER/FIELD PARK/No/AMARA” 
cachet in violet, manuscript censor. Photo.                                                                                                    £120-£150 

   935  J       1941-47 set with all S.G. listed perfs. and shades, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 208-229a.                         £80-£100 

   936            A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1918-21 to 10r. mint, used (2), etc. (few 100s)                     £100-£120 

Ireland 

   937            A mint collection from 1922 to 2014 with some duplication in four printed albums incl. 1922 to 2s. 6d. (2), 5s. (2) 
and 10s. (2, one unmounted), 1922-23 ½d. to 2d. each with long “1’ in “1922”, 1925-28 2s.6d. (2) and 10s., Wide 
Dates 2s.6d. (2), 5s. and 10s. (2, one regummed), 1935 2s.6d. and 5s., 1937 2s.6d. to 10s. set unmounted, 1940-68 
to 10s. (2, both papers) incl. 1d. coils, commemorative issues apparently complete unmounted, booklet panes, etc. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £500-£600 

   938            A mint and used selection from 1922 to 1983 in a stockbook, incl. 1941 Easter Rising sets mint (7), 1946 Davitt 
sets mint (6), 1950 Holy Year sets mint (5), 1953 Emmet sets mint (10), etc. Stated to cat. £4,000. (100s)              
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

Israel 

   939            An accumulation from 1948 to 1974 in two stockbooks, incl. much unmounted mint with tabs, plate blocks,  
miniature sheets, etc. (600)                                                                                                                                    £60-£80

934
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Third Session, Lots 940 – 1406 

Wednesday 4th October at 10.30 am 

Italy & States 

   940 )      A selection of the Giornale Italiano (Milan- Administrative Affairs) printed gazettes comprising 1805 (26), 1814 
(25), 1806 (31), 1808 (25), 1815 (18), 1812 (1), 1809 (1), 1811 (40), 1807 (20), 1810 (18), 1813 (14), plus fancy 1855 
(2) and 1856 (3) issues of Gazetta de Bologna, a few with framed “MEZZO/SOLDO” or circular “REGNO D’ITALIA/3 
GEN/FOGLI PEDIODICI” or similar handstamps on each.                                                                           £150-£200 

   941  I       Italian States: Naples: 1858 50gr. brownish rose, unused, slightly oxidised, otherwise fine, Papadopoulos  
certificate (1976).                                                                                                                                                £350-£400 

   942  I       -: Sicily: 1859 ½gr., 1gr., 2gr., 5gr., 10gr., 20gr., 50gr, unused, fair to fine.                                                  £120-£150 

   943 )      - Tuscany: A group of six covers from 1853 to 1857, written up on leaves, incl. 1cr. strips of three (2), etc.           
                                                                                                                                                                             £220-£250 

   944 s       1863 sheet bearing 1c. to 2l. imperf. all overprinted “SAGGIO” (Specimen), in issued colours except 5c., fine. Photo 
on page 122.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£150 

   945  H       1863-65 10c., 15c. and 40c., 1899 5c. (2), part original gum, very mixed condition. (5) Photo.               £200-£300 

   946  Hb 1890 Parcel Post 2c. on 1l.75, in a mint irregular block of 43, most are unmounted, a few imperfections, otherwise 
fine. S.G. 52, cat. £1247 as mint singles.                                                                                                          £150-£200 

   947  H       1945-48 100l. carmine horizontal pair, large part gum, fine. S.G. 669, cat. £1,100. Photo.                     £150-£200 

   948  J       1961 Gronchi 205l. rose, unmounted mint, collectors mark on gum, otherwise fine. Photo.                £250-£300 

   949  Jb 1978-87 set in unmounted mint corner blocks of ten, fine. S.G. 1578-1584.                                            £120-£150 

   950            A duplicated accumulation in twelve folders, incl. some States, 1923 Black Shirt set mint, 1930 Virgil set mint, 
1933 Zeppelin set mint (2), 1947-54 postage due set mint, 1948 Centenary set mint, 1949 Art Exhibition set in 
unmounted mint blocks of four, 1949 Centenary 100l. mint, 1950 Radio set mint, 1951 Centenary set mint, 1951 
Gymnastics set mint, Colonies, some doubtful cancellations, etc., mixed condition. (100s)             £1,200-£1,500 

   951            A stock on stockcards, incl. 1910 Plebiscite sets mint (3), used, 1932 Dante postage set and airs to 10l.+2l.50 used, 
1932 Garibaldi postage and air set used, 1937 Augustus set mint, 1937 Child Welfare set mint, 1948 St Catherine 
set mint (2), 1949 Centenary 100l. mint (creased), 1950 Holy Year set mint, some doubtful cancellations, Trieste, 
Vatican, Colonies, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)                                                                           £1,000-£1,200 
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Italy & States continued 

   952  J       Officials: 1933 “SERVIZIO DI STATO” 5l.25 + 44l.75, unmounted mint, good condition, rare. S.G. O379, cat. £3,250. 
Photo on page 121 and also on back cover.                                                                                                    £700-£800 

   953  H       Italian Colonies: Libya: Cyrenaica A mint collection from 1923 to 1934 on printed leaves, virtually complete 
except S.G. O136, mainly fine. (136)                                                                                                                £250-£300 

   954  H       - Tripolitania: Mint collection from 1923 to 1935 on printed leaves, virtually complete less 1927 first Trade Fair 
set and Express set, 1931 Concession 10c. and 1934 Official Air 25l. + 2l., mainly fine. (228)                £250-£300 

   955            - Somalia: A collection in an album, incl. 1925 sets mint and used, 1925-26 perf. 13½ 1l. mint, 125 Parcel Post set 
mint, 1925 postage due set mint, 1936 air set mint, cancellations, etc. (100s)                                           £400-£500 

Jamaica 

   956   P       1921-29 Watermark Mult. Script CA imperforate proof of the central vignette of the 6d. value, printed in blue 
on thin card (47 x 35mm), most attractive. S.G. 101P. Photo.                                                                     £120-£150 

   957            1956-58 1d. in a marginal pair, imperforate and showing Queen’s head vertically misplaced, mint, horizontal 
crease. S.G. 160 var. Photo.                                                                                                                               £100-£120 

   958  J M   2007 Scout miniature sheet, variety imperforate, fine unmounted mint. S.G. MS1140 var. Photo.       £200-£250 

Japan 

   959   F        Forgeries, 1871-75 selection of ABC Kurabu (Club) forgeries, well written-up on leaves, incl. Dragon and Cherry 
Blossom issues, etc. (111)                                                                                                                                  £120-£150 

   960            A selection in stockbook and leaves, incl. 1914-25 perf. 13 x 13½ 30s. and 50s. mint, 1926-31 7s. mint block of 
four, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                   £100-£120 

   961            Cancellations and Covers: A collection/study of the large and small ‘Bota’ cancellations mainly on Koban issues 
on leaves in a folder, incl. Akamagaseki, Kofu, Fukushima, Kobe, Kyoto, Kumamoto, Maebashi, Nagano, Osaka, 
Shizuoka, Tokyo, Wakayama, Yamagata, Yokohama, also Ship cancellations, postal stationery and Foreign P.O’s 
in China, etc. (133 items)                                                                                                                            £1,200-£1,500 

   962 )      - A selection of covers and cards, incl. postal stationery, range of cancellations, etc. (4 items)              £100-£120 

   963 )      - Post Offices in China, 1901 postcard to France, franked by 1s., 2s., 3s. and 4s. with Tientsin I.J.P.O. c.d.s’s. Photo 
opposite and on page 176..                                                                                                                                  £80-£100 

   964 )      - 1904-05 Russo-Japanese War, a range of Japanese military covers on 81 typed exhibition pages with full  
descriptions in English, incl. many used in China, Korea, Manchuria or Sakhalin island, etc.         £1,200-£1,500 

   965 )      - 1919 (Jan. 1) postcard from the Japanese Siberian Expeditionary Force and 1924 (Jan. 1) Forces postcard used 
by a Soldier at F.P.O. 50 Alexandrovsk Telegraph Corps, Sakhalin, used during the dispute between Russia and 
Japan over Southern Sakhalin, rare. Photo.                                                                                                     £150-£200 

   966 )       - 1936 (Mar. 23) postcard from Ogasawara Island (Bonin), addressed to Tokyo. Rare use from a tiny volcanic island 

with a very small population. Photo opposite and on page 176.                                                                   £100-£150 

   967 )      - 1944 cover from Canada, sent to a British P.O.W. at Zentsuji Camp, censor tape and marks. Photo.                   
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

   968 )      - Seapost, a well written-up collection on leaves on covers, cards and stamps, incl. Paquebots, I.J. Seapost  
cancellations, ships names, ephemera with Passenger lists, etc. (81 items)                                                £150-£200 

Jordan 

   969            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1925-26 to 20p. mint and used, 1928 Constitution set mint, 1930 
Locust set mint, 1930-39 to £P1 mint, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                  £250-£300 
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   970  m      1890 ½a. on 1d., 1a. on 2d. and 4a. on 5d., each used with central Lamu c.d.s., the ½a. on 1d. with R.P.S. certificate 
(1983). S.G. 1-3, cat. £900. Photo.                                                                                                                    £200-£300 

   971  m      - ½a. on 1d., 1a. on 2d. and 4a. on 5d., fair to good used, each with R.P.S. certificate 1981-85. S.G. 1-3, cat. £900. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

   972  I       1890-95 1a. blue-green showing [R. 6/5] “ANL” variety, unused. S.G. 5aa, cat. £1,000. Photo.               £100-£120 

   973            - 3a. black on bright red pairs variety imperforate, vertical and horizontal examples unused with part gum, vertical 
pair with crease, otherwise fine. The horizontal pair with B.P.A. certificate (2011). S.G. 8ab. Photo.    £300-£400 

1891 Mombasa Provisionals 

   974  m      “½ Anna” handstamped on 2a. vermilion, initialled “A.D.”, with face value obliterated, used with Mombasa c.d.s. 
S.G. 20, cat. £1,400. B.P.A. certificate (1988). Photo.                                                                                     £250-£300 

   975  m      “½ Anna” handstamped on 2a. vermilion, initialled “A.D.”, with face value obliterated, used with Mombasa c.d.s., 
short perf. at base. S.G. 20, cat. £1,400. Photo.                                                                                               £200-£250 

   976  m      “1 Anna” handstamped on 4a. brown, initialled “A.B.” (Archibald Brown), used, cancelled Mombasa c.d.s’s. R.P.S. 
certificate (1959). S.G. 21, cat. £2,500. Photo.                                                                                                 £600-£700 

   977  m      “½ Anna” in ms. on 2a. vermilion, initialled “A.B.”, used with Mombasa c.d.s’s. B.P.A. certificate (1952). S.G. 23, 
cat. £1,300. Photo.                                                                                                                                              £300-£400 

   978  m      “½ Annas” error in ms. on 2a. vermilion, initialled “A.B.”, used. B.P.A. certificate (1982). S.G. 23a, cat. £2,000. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

– 971 –

976 977 978

972 – 973 –

974 975

– 970 –
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   979  m      “1 Anna” in ms. on 3a. black on dull red, initialled “V.H.M.”, cancelled Mombasa “AP 12/91”, used, also 1895 “½ 
Anna” on 3a “T.E.C.R” used on piece. S.G. 25, 32, cat. £2,315. R.P.S. certificate (1971). Photo.              £500-£600 

   980  m      “1 Anna” in ms. on 4a. brown, initialled “A.B.”, used with neat Mombasa c.d.s. S.G. 26, cat. £2,250. Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                              £600-£70/ 

1895 – 96 “British/East/Africa” 

   981  H       ½a. blue-green variety “Br1tish”, fine mint. S.G. 49b, cat. £600. Photo.                                                      £180-£200 

   982  H       ½a. blue-green variety overprint double, one albino, mint, light gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 49d, cat. £225. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                       £70-£80 

   983  H       1a. variety “Br1tish”, fine mint. S.G. 50b, cat. £650. Photo.                                                                           £200-£250 

   984  H       1a.6p. variety “Afr1ca”, fine mint in pair. B.P.A. certificate (2011). S.G. 51b, cat. £900. Photo.               £300-£300 

   985  H       2a. blue variety “Br1tish”, mint in pair, some gum toning, otherwise fine. S.G. 52b, cat. £600. Photo.  £120-£150 

   986  H       4a. variety “Afr1ca”, fine mint with large part gum. S.G. 55bb, cat. £1,300. Photo.                                   £350-£400 

   987  H       4a. olive-green variety “Br1tish”, mint in pair, fine. B.P.A. certificate (2011). S.G. 55ba, cat. £1,000. Photo.            
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

   988  H       6a. pale brown variety “Br1tish”, fine mint with large part gum. S.G. 56b, cat. £2,500. Photo also on back cover.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

   989  H       6a. pale brown variety overprint double, one albino, mint, fine. S.G. 56d, cat. £300. Photo.                     £80-£100 

   990  H       8a. magenta, variety “Br1tish”, mint, fine. B.P.A. certificate (2011). S.G. 57ca, cat. £950. Photo.            £300-£400 

982 983 984

979 980

981

985 986 987

988 989 990
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Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika: 1895 – 96 “British/East/Africa” continued 

   991  H       12a. purple on red, variety “Br1tish”, part gum, gum wrinkles, otherwise fine. S.G. 58a, cat. £900. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

   992  H       1r. green and anilne carmine variety “Br1tish”, unused, fine. S.G. 60b, cat. £2,250. Photo.                     £250-£300 

   993  H       1r. green and aniline carmine, variety overprint double, one sideways, mint with part gum, one or two shortish 
perfs. at top, otherwise fine. Brandon certificate (1999). S.G. 60d, cat. £425. Photo.                                £100-£150 

   994            Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika: A mainly unmounted mint selection in a stockbook, much K.G.VI, incl. 1938-
44 1s. and 2s. marginal blocks of four, 10c. block of four with ‘mountain retouch’, £1 singles (3) and marginal pair, 
1960-62 set, etc. (75)                                                                                                                                          £150-£200 

   995  J       Kenya: 1975 40s. on 20s. variety surcharge inverted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 55 var. Photo on page 122.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

Kuwait 

   996  H + 1948-49 ½a. on ½d. to 6a. on 6d. marginal cylinder blocks of four and 1r. on 1s. corner block of four, stamps 
unmounted, fine. S.G. 64-71.                                                                                                                              £80-£100 

Laos 

   997            A mainly unmounted mint collection on leaves, from 1951 to 1979, incl. stamps, set, souvenir sheets, 1951 booklet 
souvenir sheets, 1954 Jubilee sets unmounted mint and used, etc. Stated to cat. £2,175.                        £250-£300 

Lebanon 

   998  H       1928 Air 10p. overprinted set in error on stamps with green “AVION” overprint of 1925, fine mint and rare. S.G. 
141a-44a. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £200-£250 

Ex 998

1003

Ex 999

991 992 993

1014

1016
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Leeward Islands 

   999            1921-32 Watermark Mult. Crown CA £1 black and red, mint and used on piece, fine. S.G. 80, cat. £650. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

Luxembourg 

 1000            1859-63 4c., 25c., 37½c., 1865-75 1c. mint, also 1865-71 2c. used (2). S.G. 8, 12, 14, 17, 21, cat. £900. Photo on 
page 122.                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1001  m      A collection of T.P.O’s on covers, cards, pieces and stamps in an album, incl. a range of boxed cancellations, etc. 
(132 items)                                                                                                                                                           £100-£150 

Macedonia 

 1002            Collection from 1992 to 2005 in three Lindner albums (one empty), etc. (few 100s)                                   £70-£80 

Madagascar 

 1003  H       British Consular Mail: 1895 2d. blue vertical pair variety imperf. between, mint, a few minor imperfections. S.G. 
57b, cat. £750. Photo.                                                                                                                                         £100-£150 

Malaya & States 

 1004            A mint and used collection in two stockbooks, incl. Straits Settlements 1867 1½c. on ½c. unused, 6c. on 2a. used, 
1867-72 96c. perf. 12½ used, 1883-91 to 96c. used (2), Johore 1891-94 set mint, 1949-58 set mint, Kedah 1½c. to 
$5 mint, 1950-55 to $5 set, Kelantan 1951-55 set mint, Negri Sembilan 1935-41 set mint, Pahang, Perak 1935-37 
set mint, Selangor 1935-41 to $5 mint, also North Borneo 1939 set mint, Sarawak, Singapore, etc., varied condition. 
(many 100s)                                                                                                                                                  £1,200-£1,500 

 1005            A range of States on leaves, incl. Kedah 1937 high values to $5, Kelantan 1937-40 to $1, etc. (100s)    £400-£450 

 1006            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used accumulation in a stockbinder incl. Straits Settlements 1912-23 MCA to $5 (3, 
shades) mint incl. $1 with wmk. inverted, F.M.S., Japanese Occupation issues, etc., in mixed condition. (few 100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

 1007            A small selection, incl. Straits Settlements with surcharge forgeries, Johore 1922-41 $100 fiscally used, etc., mixed 
condition. (9)                                                                                                                                                           £70-£90 

 1008            Straits Settlements: 1884 (Feb.-Aug.) 4c. on 5c. mint and used, 1884 (Aug.) 2c. on 5c. type 20d. unused and used, 
2c. on 5c. type 20e unused and 1887 2c. on 5c. unused, fair to fine. S.G. 73, 76, 77, 85.                          £100-£120 

 1009 )      Federated Malay States: Postage Dues: 1924 to 1933, five covers, all from India and bearing 1924-26 postage due 
values.                                                                                                                                                                   £100-£150 

1010  H       British Military Administration: 1945-48 set with extra shades and papers, mint, mainly fine. (40) S.G. 1-18.    
                                                                                                                                                                                  £70-£90 

 1011  H       Kelantan: A mint collection on leaves incl. 1911-15 set, 1922 Malaya-Borneo set, 1928-38 $1 perf. 14, 1951-55 to 
$5, 1957-63 to $5 (both), etc. (133)                                                                                                                  £250-£300 

 1012  H       Pahang: A mint collection, incl. 1889 10c., 1895-99 set, 1898 10c. and 25c., 1935-41 set, 1950-56 to $5, etc., varied 
condition. (122)                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

 1013 I       Perak: Officials: 1889 2c. to 10c., 24c. watermark Crown CA, unused, fair to good. S.G. O1-O5, O9.    £80-£100 

 1014  H       Selangor: 1895-99 $2. green and carmine, fine, mint. S.G. 62, cat. £325. Photo.                                      £100-£120 

 1015  H       - A mint collection on leaves, incl. 1935-41 set, 1941 $1 and $2, 1949-55 set, etc., varied condition. (152)             
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1016  H       Trengganu: 1921-41 Script $5 green and red on yellow, fine, mint, pencil annotations on gum. S.G. 44. cat. £650. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £120-£150 
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Malta 

Postal History and Covers 

 1017 )      1662 (May 20) entire from Frederica de Lazura in Malta to his father in Padua, rated “P4”, with contents thanking 
his father for his allowance and his travel arrangements home. Ex. George Camillery. Photo.               £700-£800 

 1018 )      1662 (May 22) entire with original letter from Gio Francisco Brazza in Malta to Padua, with contents regarding 
the arrival of the French Armada. Ex. George Camillery. Photo.                                                                £700-£800 

 1019 )      1753 (July 23) entire to Naples, with original letter, from Manoel Pinto de Fonceca, Grand Master, to the Marquis 
Fogliani, with fine seal on reverse. Photo.                                                                                                       £700-£800 

 1020 )      1758 entire with “MARSEILLE” and “DE MALTHE” straight lines struck separately, sent to the Marquis d’Aulan in 
Avignon by a Knight of St John. Photo.                                                                                                           £700-£800 

 1021 )      1763 entire to Toulouse with “MARSEILLE” and “DE MALTHE” struck separately. Photo.       £1,000-£1,500 

1018

1019

1017

1020
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 1022 )      1780 entire addressed to the Abbaye de l'Éclache in Clermont Ferrand with “MARSEILLE/DE MALTHE”  
handstamp. Photo.                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1023 )      1836 entire to Alessandria,  endorsed “col vapore” and rated “1/6” with curved “PAID/MALTA” in black (MSP-
1b). Photo.                                                                                                                                                           £300-£400 

 1024         1839 (Jan. 9) charming four page letter headed by attractive engraving of the Victualling Office, produced by  
lithography from the painting by Charles Frederick de Brocktorff and noted as also showing H.M.S. Bellerophon, 
addressed to Lady Flint by her daughter and including a humorous satirical pen and ink sketch of a flower, a 
“Common Malta Gabbleweed”. Charles Frederick de Brocktorff (1775-1850), an artist of German-Danish origin 

had fought in the Napoleonic wars as an Infantry Officer with the forces of the Electorate of Hanover before settling 

in Malta in around 1810 where his business prospered, his paintings created painted mainly for visitors and  

servicemen. Photos above and on page 130.                                                                                             £1,000-£1,500  

 1025 )      1839 entire letter headed by attractive engraving of The Squadron entering Malta Harbour produced by 
lithography from the painting by Charles Frederick de Brocktorff, addressed to Lady Flint in London by her 
daughter, charged by handstruck “2” with “T.P./Charles Street” and backstamped Feb. 19 arrival in red. 
Photos above and on page 130.                                                                                                               £1,000-£1,500 

1022 1023

1024 1025
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Malta continued 

 1026 )      1841 (June 25) entire to Paris with boxed “Malta Post Office”, endorsed “via Marseille” with transit c.d.s. 
and red framed “PF”, charged handstruck “10” and ms. “70”, with July 7 arrival on reverse, inside with  
illustration of the Victualling Office. Photo also on inside back cover.                                          £1,500-£2000 

 1027 )      1842 envelope to Naples with “Malta Post Office” straight line handstamp (MPP-1a), noted “raccomandata” with 
“Posta Giornal” fancy oval receiving mark alongside and two line June 8 arrival on reverse, both in red. Photo.   
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 1028         No lot                                                                                   

 1029         1852 (Mar. 8) letter begun at “Gibraltar/HMS Superb/March 8th 1852” and continued on arrival at Spithead, 
the ship noted as having departed Malta on Feb. 21, with return direction “Direct to/James Dixon/Cooper/ 
HMS Superb/Portsmouth/or Elsewhere/ March 25th 1852/Spithead’, headed by attractive engraving of  
THE SQUADRON IN MALTA HARBOUR showing the ships Vengeance, Albion, Bellerophon, Superb and 
Trafalgar, produced by lithography from the painting by Charles Frederick de Brocktorff. An interesting 
four page letter mentioning the loss of a crew member whilst reefing topsails in heavy weather and showing 
pattern of holes where the 1d. coin for the postage was sewn to the letter. Photo.                    £1,000-£1,500 

 1030 )      1857 (Dec. 4) double rate entire to Naples bearing 1d. strip of three, single and 2d., tied “M” barred cancellations, 
with Genoa Dec. 10th arrival, rated “37” grana on arrival. Photo.                                                               £400-£500 

1026 1027

1029

1030

1025

Common Malta Gabbleweed  

(see lot 1024)
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 1031 )      1858 (May 29) entire to Genoa bearing Great Britain 6d. lilac tied by “M” barred cancellation, with 
“PIROSCAFI/POSTALI/FRANCESI” in red alongside. Photo.                                                                         £300-£400 

 1032 )      1858 (Dec. 4) entire to Genoa with Francesco Busietta double oval cachet, franked by 1d. star II-IL strip of four 
cancelled “M” in bars, with red “PD” on oval and three line “PIROSCAFI/POSTALI/FRANCESI”, and Dec. 10 arrival 
on reverse. Photo.                                                                                                                                               £300-£400 

 1033 )      1858 (Dec. 11) envelope to Brighton bearing Great Britain 1d. rose-red and 4d. rose pair cancelled “M” barred 
cancellation, with Brighton Dec. 17 arrival on reverse. Photo.                                                                    £300-£400 

 1034 )      1859 (May 21) 5d. rate envelope to London via Marseilles bearing G.B. 1d. star JF and 4d. rose pair tied by “A25” 
duplexes duplexes, May 26 arrival on reverse. Photo.                                                                                   £400-£500 

 1035 )      1861 (Nov.) envelope endorsed “Voie Anglaise/Par Marseille” with octagonal “MALTA/MB” datestamp, addressed 
to Grancey-le-Château with red “PAQ. ANG./MARSEILLE” Nov. 12 transit and redirected within France. Photo. 
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 1036 )      1862 (Feb. 5) official entire to Valletta bearing 1860-63 ½d. cinnamon wing margin example tied Malta A 
duplex. Ex D G N Lloyd-Lowles. Photo.                                                                                                £1,000-£1,500 

1031
1032

1035

1034
1033

1036
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1039

1040

1038

1041

1042

1043 1045

1046
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Malta continued 

 1037 )      1862 (Dec. 1) official local entire locally addressed, endorsed “In Servizio di S.M.” franked by 1860-63 ½d. 
cinnamon-orange, tied by “A25” duplex. Ex Lady Bignold. Photo.                                                £1,500-£2,000 

 1038 )      1863 (Feb. 6) entire from Italy to Malta bearing 40c. tied Napoli c.d.s., with Malta Feb. 9 arrival on reverse. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 1039 )      1865 (Nov. 23) entire from French P.O. in Alexandria, sent via Malta, with “MALTA/MB”, bearing Napoleon 40c. 
tied dotted diamond. Gautre certificate (2017). Photo.                                                                                 £350-£400 

 1040 )      1872 (May 31) entire to Augusta charged “22½” and “6”, with 1869 postage due 10c. pair and 40c. single, June 8 
arrival on reverse. Photo.                                                                                                                                   £300-£400 

 1041 )      1873 (Jan. 18) envelope locally addressed to Cospicua bearing 1863-81 perf. 12½ clean cut ½d. buff pale orange 
tied Malta A duplex. Ex. Lloyd-Lowles. Photo.                                                                                              £550-£600 

 1042 )      1874 (Aug. 25) entire to New York bearing Great Britain 10d. tied Malta duplex, with “PAID” and “2/CENTS”  
markings in red alongside, endorsed via Italy. Photo.                                                                                   £400-£500 

 1043 )      1875 (May 1) entire to Constantinople with “MALTA/SHIP LETTER” handstamp and Malta c.d.s., Petrochino & 
Co alongside, endorsed “Per S.S. Bavarian”, May 8 arrival on reverse. Photo.                                       £800-£1,000 

 1044 )      1877 (June 17) envelope locally addressed to Naxxar franked 1863-81 perf. 14 ½d. pale orange-buff pair tied 
by “A25” duplex. Photo.                                                                                                                           £1,000-£1,500 

 1045 )      1878 (Mar. 16) locally addressed envelope bearing 1863-81 perf. 14 ½d. yellow-buff tied by “A25” duplex. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £350-£400 

 1046 )      1879 (Feb. 19) locally addressed envelope franked 1863-81 perf. 14 x 12½ ½d. bright-yellow tied by “A25” duplex. 
The earliest known date of use of this stamp. Photo.                                                                                    £450-£500 
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Malta continued 

 1047 )      1881 (Nov. 17) envelope addressed to Basil Hall Chamberlain in Tokyo, franked by Great Britain 1880 2d. pair 
tied by “A25” duplex and Japanese receiving ms., with Brindisi, Syracuse and Yokohama Jan 2 transit marks on 
reverse. Pioneering Japanologist Basil Hall Chamberlain (1850-1935) produced some of the earliest translations of 

haiku into English and is perhaps best remembered for his informal and popular one-volume encyclopedia “Things 

Japanese”, which first appeared in 1890. Photo.                                                                                           £500-£600 

 1048 )      1882 (Dec. 6) envelope locally addressed franked by 1882-84 ½d. orange-yellow tied by “A25” duplex. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

 1049 )      1883 (Apr. 5) entire to Casal Balzan franked 1882-84 ½d. orange-yellow tied by “A25” duplex. Photo.                   
                                                                                                                                                                             £400-£500 

Issued Stamps 

 1050  H + 1863-81 Watermark Crown CC, Perf. 14 ½d. buff, mint block of four, fine. S.G. 4. Photo.                 £350-£400 

1048

1049

Basil Hall Chamberlain
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 1051  Hb - ½d. dull orange, mint block of six, one stamp with tiny tone spot, otherwise fine. S.G. 7, cat. £1,950+. Photo 
also on back cover.                                                                                                                                     £1,200-£1,500 

 1052 b    - ½d. orange-buff, block of six with interpanneau margin at top, a couple of very minor imperfections but 
a fresh block. S.G. 8. Photo.                                                                                                                     £1,000-£1,200 

 1053  H + - ½d. golden-yellow, fine mint block of four. S.G. 9. Photo also on back cover.                          £1,200-£1,500 

 1054  H + - ½d. yellow-buff block of four, fine mint. S.G. 10. Photo.                                                                            £350-£400 

1053 1054
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Malta continued 

 1055  J + 1863-81 Watermark Crown CC, Perf. 141863-81 Watermark Crown CC, Perf. 14 ½d. pale buff, block of four, 
unmounted mint, minor mark at left, otherwise fine. S.G. 11. Photo.                                                        £700-£800 

 1056  H       - ½d. bright orange-yellow vertical pair, fine mint. S.G. 12. Photo.                                                             £500-£600 

 1057  H + 1863-81 Watermark Crown CC, Rough perf. 12½ ½d. buff-brown block of four, mint, some perf. reinforcement, 
fine. S.G. 14. Photo.                                                                                                                                            £700-£800 

 1058  Jb 1882-84 Watermark Crown CA, Perf. 14 ½d. orange-yellow lower marginal interpanneau block of eight, fine 
unmounted mint. S.G. 18. Photo.                                                                                                                     £350-£400

1055 1056
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1059    P        1885-90 1d. die proof in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), fine. Photo.                                                  £450-£500 

 1060   P       1886 5s. die proof in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), dated “6 AUG 85” and marked “BEFORE/HARDENING”, 
fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                                          £500-£600 

 1061   P       1904-14 5s. die proof of the frame only in black on glazed card, dated “1 DEC 02” and marked “AFTER/ 
HARDENING”, fine. Photo.                                                                                                                                £450-£500 

 1062   P       1922 Melita issue, master die proof with name, duty tablets and surround all uncleared, in black on cream card 
(92 x 60mm). Photo.                                                                                                                                          £500-£600 
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 1063  R        1922 Melita issue, master die proof with blank country name and value tablets, used for the ¼d. to 6d. and £1 
values, printed in brown on glazed card (92 x 60mm), unmarked, fine. Photo.                                         £500-£600 

 1064            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1863-81 ½d. perf. 14 unused (3), used (3), perf. 14 ½d. unused, 
used (2), 1885-90 to 1s. mint (2), 1886 5s. mint and used, watermark inverted mint and used, 1904-14 to 5s. mint, 
1914-21 to 5s. mint, 1922-26 to £1 mint, 1926-27 set mint, 1930 to 10s. mint, 1956-58 set mint, etc., mixed  
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £600-£700 

 1065            Mint selection from 1886 to 1930 incl. 1886 CC 5s., 1914-21 MCA 5s., 1921-22 Script 10s., 1922 overprinted 10s., 
1930 3s., 5s. and 10s., etc. poor to fine. (11)                                                                                                    £100-£150 

 1066 b       Postage Dues: 1925 2½d. block of six, the right-hand pair detached, one showing variety “2” of “½” omitted, fine 
mint. S.G. D5a. Photo.                                                                                                                                       £600-£700 

 1067 ) (  Airmails: 1933 (Dec. 5) Air Route Trial cover bearing Malta 1d. pair, 2½d. strip of three and 1s. tied Air Mail 
Malta violet c.d.s’s, and on reverse Straits Settlements 2c., 4c. and 5c. tied SIngapore c.d.s. Photo.      £150-£200 

Mauritius 

 1068            A collection in a stockbook, incl. 1848-59 1d. worn impression used (3, poor), 1859 Lapirot 2d. blue used (3), 1859 
Dardenne 2d. used (2), 1858-62 (9d.) used (3), 1859-61 1s. yellow-green used (2), 1860-63 1s. buff used, 1s. green 
used, 1900-05 to 2r.25 mint, 1910 to 10r. mint, 1913-22 to 10r. mint (3), 1938-49 to 10r. mint, etc., mixed condition. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £600-£800 

 1069            A mainly unmounted mint Q.V. to early Q.E.II selection, incl. 1953-58 values to 10r. (2), blocks of four with 1900 
4c. on 16c., etc. (90)                                                                                                                                           £120-£150 

 1070  H       A mint K.G.VI selection on leaves, incl. 1938-49 to 10r. (3) with range of shades and perfs., 1950 set, also 5c. corner 
pair, one showing “Q” for “O” in “MOUNTAIN”, etc. (60)                                                                             £100-£120 
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Montserrat 

 1071            1884-85 4d. blue, unused, imperfections, also 1880 4d. mint. S.G. 5, 11.                                                      £80-£100 

 1072   P        1932 Tercentenary master die proof with value tablets blank, in black on glazed paper (73 x 46mm) backed by 
squared paper, ex De La Rue archives, also 1916-22 3d. die proof of value in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm). 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1073            A mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI selection, incl. 1951 range to $4.80 singles (2, incl. set as plate marginals) and 
block of four, 1963-64 set with both $4.80, etc. (55)                                                                                     £100-£150 

 1074            A mainly unmounted mint Q.E.II selection of varieties and errors, incl. 1970 Birds $1 corner block of four with 
watermark inverted, 1976 Easter set with surcharges omitted, 1976 Official 15c. with overprint omitted used on 
piece with normal 20c. pair, etc. (22)                                                                                                               £100-£120 

Morocco Agencies 

 1075 )      Gibraltar Issues Overprinted: Postal Stationery: A Q.V. to K.E.VII selection, all different comprising cards (3), 
wrappers (2), and registered envelopes (6, one overprinted “SPECIMEN”), also K.G.VI 8½d. grey size H registered 
envelope overprinted “TANGIER” unused, and Q.E.II 8½d. grey sizes G and H registered envelopes overprinted 
“TANGIER” unused, mainly fine.                                                                                                                      £300-£400 

 1076  H       British Currency: 1914-31 De La Rue 2s.6d. yellow-brown with variety overprint double, fine mint. S.G. 51a, cat. 
£1,600. Photo also on back cover.                                                                                                                    £400-£450 

 1077  Jb Tangier: 1957 Centenary 2s.6d., 5s. and 10s. in mint blocks of six from the lower left corners of the sheet, one of 
each with variety hyphen omitted, the varieties are unmounted. Each with B.P.A. certificate (1961). S.G. 340-342a. 
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1078            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1898-1900 set mint, 1899 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, sets mint 
and used, 1903-05 set mint, 1905-06 set mint, British currency, Spanish currency 1907-12 12p. on 10s. mint and 
used, French currency, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                                    £300-£400 

Ex 1072

1076

1067
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Nauru 

 1079            1916-23 De La Rue 2s.6d. mint (3), used (2), 5s. mint, used (2, one on cover), 10s. mint and used, Bradbury 2s.6d. 
mint (2) used, varied condition.                                                                                                                       £300-£350 

 1080            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. 1916-23 sets mint and used, De La Rue 2s.6d. mint (2), 5s. mint, 
1924-48 rough paper set mint, etc., varied condition. (178)                                                                         £200-£250 

Nepal 

 1081  I ) 1898-1903 1a. on native paper, pin-perf. pair, unused, right hand stamp showing variety completely recut cliché, 
fine. S.G. 18. Photo.                                                                                                                                            £100-£120 

 1082 )      1910 small native double weight envelope to Palpa bearing 8p. Pashupati, cancelled with Bhutal negative seal  
postmark, with additional seal on reverse. Ex Hepper. Photo.                                                                     £100-£120 

 1083 )      1917 native double weight envelope from Pokhara to Kathmandu, with three colour Pashupti franking and 
manuscript registration box. Ex Hepper. Photo.                                                                                              £80-£100 

 1084 s       1928 1a., three unused shades, with unlisted pin perforations, fine. Fragola and Vignola states two recorded sheets.
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1085 )      1931 registered and insured cover to India, sent from the British Legation Post Office, 3p. postal stationery envelope 
uprated 3a. and 4a., with additional 4p. fee for checking the insured contents paid for with Nepalese Pashupati 
tied with a control mark, scarce non-philatelic combination cover. Ex C. Hepper. Photo.                     £100-£120 

 1086            1941-46 Local printings of Sri Pashupati stamps, mint and used, incl. 2p. (80 copies with noted strip imperf. 
between and green error of colour), 4p. (70), 8p. (51), 16p. (10), 24p. (18), 32p. (7), 1r. (6), mainly fine. Ex Colin 
Hepper. (242)                                                                                                                                                      £120-£150 

 1087 )      1944 (July) registered cover from the British Legation to Gorakhpur, India, franked 4½a. for registered postage 
and 1a. for Avis de Reception (indicated in manuscript), rare rate, reverse with five wax seals. Ex C. Hepper. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1088 )      1945 triple rate cover from Birganj to Kathmandu, franked with 32p. blue Pashupati, one of two examples of this 
franking from the C. Hepper collection. Photo.                                                                                               £80-£100 

Netherlands & Colonies 

 1089  m      1905 10g. fine used. S.G. 197, cat. £1,000. Photo.                                                                                          £120-£150 

 1090  m      1923 Accession 2½g. and 5g. used, the 2½g. with corner crease, otherwise fine. S.G. 268, 269, cat. £650. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1091            A mint and used duplicated selection in a stockbook and on stockcards, incl. 1893-98 5g. used (damaged), 1913 
Centenary to 1g. used (2), 1952 Exhibition set mint, 1956 Relief Fund sets mint (2), some Colonies, etc., mixed 
condition. (many 100s)                                                                                                                                      £300-£400 

 1092 s       Netherlands Indies: 1921 Marine Insurance 15c. to 7½g. set c.t.o. with “BONDOWOSO” cancellations, believed 
to be genuine but with no visible date, 75c. and 1g.50 with minor tone spots otherwise fine. S.G. M257-263. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

1081Ex 1079
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New Guinea 

 1093  H +  1918-23 “N. W./PACIFIC/ISLANDS” type 5a watermark 6a, ½d. block of four with watermark inverted, mint, 
diagonal crease affecting two stamps, otherwise fine. S.G. 119w, cat. £560. Photo on page 140.            £120-£150 

 1094  H (  1935 Air £2, £5 and 1939 Airmail ½d. to £1 sets, mint, mainly fine. S.G. 204, 205, 212-25, cat. £2,200. Photo.       
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 1095  m (  1939 Air ½d. to £1, used, mainly good to fine. S.G. 212-225, cat. £850. Photo.                                        £250-£300 

 1096  H       A mint selection on leaves, incl. 1915-16 watermark 2 10s., watermark 5 5s. vertical strip of three, 1918-22 to 10s., 
etc., varied condition. (54)                                                                                                                                 £200-£250 

New Hebrides 

 1097            A selection on leaves, incl. New South Wales used in New Hebrides (4), range of locals, 1908 postcard with French 
New Caledonia 5c. used with 5c. local, etc. (30)                                                                                            £100-£120 

 1098            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1908 sets mint and used, 1911 sets mint and used, 1925 set used, 
1938 sets mint and used, postage dues 1925 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, France issues 1913 sets mint and used, 
1938 sets mint and used, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                £700-£800 

 1099   S        A selection of issues overprinted/perfin “SPECIMEN” on leaves, incl. 1910 set and ½d., 2d., 2½d., 6d. and 1s. with 
club foot to “M”, 1911 set, 1938 set, 1925 set, also 10c. three perforated colour trials, French issues 1925 set, 1938 
set, etc., varied condition. (93)                                                                                                                          £400-£500 

Ex 1094

Ex 1095 1100 1101

Ex 1103

Ex 1122

1105Ex 1120
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New Zealand 

 1100  m      1864 imperf. 1d. carmine-vermilion with small to good margins fine used with almost complete c.d.s. S.G. 97. cat. 
£350. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£120 

 1101  m      1873 no watermark perf. 12½ 2d. vermilion, showing part papermaker’s watermark double lined letters, a few 
imperfections, otherwise fine used. S.G. 138c, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                                              £100-£150 

 1102  H       1936-42 mint set with all listed perforations, 2s. perf. 13½ x 14 and perf. 12½ with “COQK” variety, mainly fine. 
(39) S.G. 577-590c.                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1103  J       1960-66 1d. variety orange omitted, fine unmounted mint from the top of the sheet, with normal for comparison. 
S.G. 782a, cat. £650. Photo.                                                                                                                               £200-£250 

 1104  J       1975-81 Roses 8c. and 10c. in marginal vertical imperforate pairs, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 1093, 1094a, vars.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1105  J       1978 Health 12c. + 2c. showing chestnut omitted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 1180 var., EC NZL2360a, cat. £400. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1106  J + 1979-80 4c. on 8c. variety imperforate, in an unmounted mint block of four, fine. S.G. 1201 var. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1107            A Q.V. collection in an album, incl. wide range of imperf. and perf. Chalons, extensive advertising underprints, 
study of 1d. Universals, 1906 Exhibition set mint, 1931 Smiling Boy set used, etc., mixed condition. (100s)           
                                                                                                                                                                       £3,000-£4,000 

 1108            A range in a stockbook, mainly later Q.V. to early K.E.VII, incl. range to 2s. Milford Sound (9), 5s. Mount Cook 
mint (14), 1901 1d. Universal on chalky paper unmounted mint block of four, 1d. booklet pane imperf. between 
stamps and one margin, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                            £2,500-£3,000 

 1109            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mainly used collection in mixed condition in an album incl. imperf. and perf. Chalons, selection 
of Adson’s, 1878 5s. used, Pictorials to 5s., 1899 Pigeon-gram, 1906 Christchurch Exhibition set, 1913 Auckland 
Exhibition set, 1931 Health 1d. +1d. and 2d. + 1d. (2), postal fiscals to £5, officials, etc. (100s)             £350-£400 

 1110            A collection of Health issues in an album, from 1929 to 1965, incl. 1931 Smiling Boy sets mint (2), blocks of four, 
covers, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                               £300-£400 

 1111            A collection in two stockbooks, incl. 1925 Exhibition set mint, 1931 Health sets mint and used, 1958 2d. on 2½d. 
surcharge error used, postage dues, officials, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)                                     £300-£400 

 1112            A mint and used duplicated selection on stockcards, incl. 1915-30 to 1s. mint (4), 1936-42 to 3s. mint (6), 1940 
Centenary set mint (5), postage dues, officials with 1907-11 2½d. used (3), etc., mixed condition. (100s)               
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1113            A Q.V. to Q.E.II duplicated mint accumulation in two stockbooks incl. 1906 Christchurch Exhibition set, 1931 
Health pair, 1953-59 ½d. to 10s., 1958 2d. error of surcharge, postal fiscals to 11/- on 11s., officials, etc., in mixed 
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £300-£400 

 1114            A Q.V. to Q.E.II accumulation in varied condition in five albums and stockbooks and on leaves with range of mod-
ern issues both mint and used, miniature sheets with duplicated selection of Health issues mint (many unmounted) 
etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                            £200-£250 

 1115            A mint and used collection of 1d. Universals in an album, incl. shades, plates, varieties, etc. (100s)     £100-£150 

 1116  H       Officials: 1936-61 watermark W98 set with most listed perforations, with 2s. perf. 13½ x 14, etc., mainly fine mint. 
S.G. O120-O132d.                                                                                                                                              £200-£250 

 1117 )      Postal Stationery: Postcards: A written up collection Q.V. to K.E.VII issues, incl. 1881 1d. postcard with no stop 
after “Zealand”, 1900 1d. postcard used, etc. (19 items)                                                                                  £80-£100 
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New Zealand continued 

 1118 )      Postal Stationery:  Lettercards: A written up collection on leaves, incl. 1895 1½d. unused (2) and used, 1901 1½d. 
double paper lettercard unused, etc. (15 items)                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1119 )      - Q.E.II selection of O.H.M.S. Education Department envelopes, unused and used, some duplication, etc. (72 items)
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1120  H       Revenues: 1885 Beer Duty 7s. violet and 9s. green unused with part original gum, some minor traces of toning 
and creasing otherwise in good condition. Photo on page 142.                                                                   £100-£120 

 1121            Watermarked Paper: Full sheet of gummed wove paper (560 x 295mm) showing 240 impressions of type 43 Star 
and N Z watermark with “NEW ZEALAND” letters at top and foot, showing also vertical line of perforations (perf. 
14) at one side, folded, rare.                                                                                                                              £200-£250 

 1122  H       Antarctic Expeditions: Victoria Land: 1911-13 ½d. and 1d. mint with rather heavy hinge remainders and minor 
gum flaws. S.G. A2, A3. cat. £910. Photo on page 142.                                                                                 £120-£150 

Nigeria: Niger Coast 

 1123  m      Oil Rivers 1893 (Sept.) ½d. on half of 1d., unused, 1893 (Dec.) Provisionals: Type 7 “HALF/PENNY” in vermilion 
on 2½d. purple on blue used, 1893 (Dec.) Provisionals: “One/Shilling” type 11 in vermilion on 2d. grey-green and 
carmine mint, fine. S.G. 7, 2, 38. Photo.                                                                                                          £200-£250 

 1124  m      - ½d. on half of 1d., a pair, cancelled Old Calabar River datestamp, blue crayon mark slightly reduced, otherwise 
fine. B.P.A. certificate (1972). S.G. 7a, cat. £450. Photo.                                                                                £120-£150 

 1125            The Nigerias: A mainly unmounted mint K.E.VII to K.G.VI selection, incl. 1938-51 10s. (8), 1953-58 £1 (3), 
Northern Nigeria 1910-11 1d. corner plate block of nine, Southern Nigeria 1909 10s., etc. (34)              £80-£100 

North Borneo 

 1126 )      1945 BMA set used on 1946 philatelic cover, each cancelled boxed “VICTORIA/1846-1946/LABUAN”, with Labuan 
c.d.s. at left, also cover with Sarawak BMA to $4 with same cancellations.                                               £100-£120 

 1127  m      Postage Dues: 1939 set, apparently used with cancellations not guaranteed. S.G. D85-D89. Photo.    £150-£200 

Nyasaland 

 1128  I       1895 No watermark £1 black and yellow-orange unused with large part original gum, minor soiling and some 
clipped perfs. otherwise of fine appearance. S.G. 29, cat. £1,500. Photo.                                                    £250-£300 

 1129  J +  1897-1900 Watermark Crown CA 1d. black and ultramarine, variety watermark inverted corner block of four, 
fine unmounted mint. S.G. 43w, cat. £680+. Photo.                                                                                      £300-£350 

 1130   S        1913-21 Watermark Mult. Crown CA £10 purple and dull ultramarine overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fine with gum. 
S.G. 99s, cat. £850. Photo.                                                                                                                                 £450-£500 

 1131            A mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI selection, incl. 1938-44 5s. (4) and £1 (2), etc. (18)                           £100-£150 

 1132 )      Postal Stationery: A range incl. specimens (18), B.C.A. issues, etc. (40)                                                     £80-£100 

Oman 

 1133  m      1978 75b. on 250b. used, slightly soiled, otherwise fine. S.G. 214, cat. £1,200. Photo.                             £200-£250 

Pakistan 

 1134            A mainly unmounted mint K.G.VI selection, incl. 1937 range to 10r. (2) and 25r. (2), 1948 25r. (4), etc., also Official 
1949 8a. block of six used, etc. (55)                                                                                                                  £150-£200 
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Palestine 

 1135 b       1920-21 1p. deep indigo perf. 14 x 15 with overprint in silver, lower left corner marginal block of six, stamps are 
unmounted mint though gum discoloured in strips and some creasing in margins, nevertheless a rare multiple. 
S.G. 35 cat. £3,300. Photo.                                                                                                                                 £500-£600 

 1136 )      1921 unaddressed envelope bearing 1920-21 perf. 15 x 14 1pi. corner block of six and two pairs of perf. 15 by 14 
1pi. each cancelled at Lodd P.O., cover has been folded clear of adhesives. Photo.                                    £80-£100 

 1137            A collection in a stockbook, incl. 1918 (Feb. 10) 1p. used, 1920 (Sept.) to 20p. used, 1921 perf. 15 x 14 to 20p. mint, 
1927-45 to 200m. mint (2), Gaza, etc. (100s)                                                                                                  £200-£250 

 1138            A mainly good to fine mint selection with 1918 (July-Dec.) 1m. (both shades), 2m., 3m. (both shades), 4m., 1p. 
(tone spot), 5p. marginal and 10p. (tone spot), all in unmounted blocks, 1920 (Sept.) Jerusalem I overprint 1m. to 
20p. set, London I 1m. to 20p. set and London II 1m. to 20p. set with 2m. and 4m. shades, also Transjordan 1920 
“East of Jordan” perf. 14 5m. pairs (3) and singles, 1p. (2), 5p., 9p. all tied by complete or large part strikes of 
negative seal in black or violet to one of five pieces. (54 items)                                                                   £120-£150 

Panama 

 1139 )      Postcards: A collection of postcards in three albums, sorted by printer, incl. much Canal Zone, mainly unused, 
good condition. (approx. 1,100)                                                                                                                        £400-£500 

– Ex 1123 – 1124 Ex 1127

1128 11301133 1129
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Papua 

 1140            A mint and used collection of Lakatoi issues on leaves, incl. values to 10s. mint (2) and used, officials 2s.6d. mint 
(3), used (2), a few varieties, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                    £200-£250 

 1141            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. New Guinea with 1915 registration 3d. label Friedrich-
Wilhelmshafen mint, 1915-16 10s. mint and used (2), 1916 £1 used (2), 1918-22 1d. die I and II in mint pair, values 
to 10s. mint, 1925-27 to 5s. mint and used, 1931 Air set mint, to 10s. used, 1932-34 set mint, 1932-34 Air sets 
mint and used, 1934 Air £2 and £5 used, 1939 Air £1 mint and used, Papua with 1916-31 to 10s. mint, 1932-40 
set mint, etc., mixed condition. (many 100s)                                                                                           £1,500-£2,000 

 1142         No lot                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Poland 

 1143            A mint and used duplicated selection on stockcards, incl. 1941 set mint (5), 1943 set mint (34), 1944 Monte Cassino 
set mint (3), 1948 Roosevelt set used, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                            £250-£300 

 1144            A mint collection from 1921 to 1938 on leaves, incl. 1921 Red Cross set, 1924 New Currency set, 1925 Air set, 
1928 Exhibition miniature sheet, 1938 Exhibition imperf. and perf. miniature sheets unmounted, also General 
Government 1939-1944 complete mint, etc. (few 100s)                                                                               £200-£250 

Portugal & Colonies 

 1145  m       1895 St Anthony 2½r. (small fault at top) to 1,000r. set, mainly good to fine used. S.G. 327-41. (15) Photo.         
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1146         Porte Franco: União dos Atiradores Civis Portugueses: 1899-1910 imperf. bicoloured colour trials (9), set mint, 
complete sheets of 30 of the 1901 (without gum), 1902 (without gum or lower margin) and 1906 (with gum) issues, 
Sociedade de Geografia de Lisboa 1903 label (pink lined background) used on 1903 (Aug. 30) wrapper showing 
Society label sent within Lisbon (slight staining and creasing), also single used 1906, and 1909 yellow background 
label mint and used. (114 + 1 cover)                                                                                                                £100-£150 

 1147 )       Maritime Mail: Lisbon: An exceptional range of 34 items from 1793 onward on leaves and stockcards, scarcer 
markings incl. “C. Est. de N.” types 1 in black, red and blue, type 2 in blue (2) and black type 3 in black (2), “PAGOU 
DE FRANQUIA PELO PAQUETE” in double ring on 1858 incoming, 1856, 1860 and 1863 outgoing items, “ILHAS” 
on 1822 entire from Angra (framed “G.M.” on reverse), and on 1866 entire from Fayal, “TERRA” lemon on 1861 
entire from Sinés, “CORO. MARITIMO” on 1862 large part entire from Wales and envelope from Angola,  
rectangular framed “VIA DE MAR” on 1868 (2) and 1874 items, “PROVINCIAS/23 10 78/ULTRAMARINAS” (both 
types) on 1878 entires to Figueira, etc. Ex Weeden. Photo.                                                                   £1,200-£1,500 

 1148 )      - The British Packet Office, Straight line “LISBON” handstamp type 2 on 1807 entire to Jerez de la Frontera, type 
5 on 1812 to London, type 8 on 1831 to Birmingham and 1842 to Kirkcudbright, unlisted framed type on 1847 to 
Mareille via London, also 1795 entire from Madeira to Bristol without handstamp but with ms. note recording 
despatch from Lisbon. Ex Weeden.                                                                                                                 £150-£200 

Ex 1147

Ex 1145
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 1149 )      Maritime Mail: Lisbon:  Fined Mail, 1873, long envelope to Lisbon discovered privately carried and consequently 
heavily fined, the carriage of mail being a Government prerogative. Handstruck “600” and fined six times normal 
rate resulting in a charge of 4,200 reis payable. Oval framed “ADMINISTRAÇAO CENTRAL DO CORREIO DE  
LISBOA/PAGOU PORTE/E/MULTA” cachet and Lisbon arrival of Apr. 14 1873, two vessels, the Royal Mail Steam 
Packet Co. Neva and the Pacific Steam Navigation Co. Edinburgh Castle both having arrived on this day. Very 
rare. Ex Weeden. Photo.                                                                                                                                    £300-£400 

 1150 )      Maritime Mail: Oporto: An exceptional range of 17 items from 1813 to 1866 on leaves and stockcards, incl. first 
type “CORO. MARITIMO” on 1813 entire to Bahia, “BARRA/DO/PORTO” marks (6 types), oval Porto datestamp 
on 1859 entire to Paris via England, “P. TRANSATLANTICO” double ring on 1863 to Pernambuco, etc. Ex Weeden. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £300-£400 

 1151 )      Military Mail: World War I, a selection of eleven items mainly addressed to Portuguese destinations, incl. 1916 
incoming p.p.c. and outgoing cover from manoeuvres at Cacem with special c.d.s., forces in France with cachets 
and scarce incoming 1918 cover to a member of the 4th Brigade, forces in Angola 1915 p.p.c.’s (2), etc. Ex Weeden.
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1152 )      - Colonial Wars 1963 to 1974, selection of seventeen items, incl. Angola, Cape Verde, Portuguese Guinea, St 
Thomas & Prince Is. and Timor with a good range of cachets, also 1930 and 1958 Colégio Militar cards used. (19 
items) Ex Weeden.                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1153 +       Macao: 1945-47 Charity Tax 50a. lilac and buff unused marginal block from the foot of the sheet, some light  
diagonal creasing otherwise in good condition. S.G. C414. Photo.                                                             £100-£150 

 1154 )      Mozambique: A selection of covers and cards, incl. 1900 cover from Lourenco Marques to Capetown with 
“OPENED UNDER MARTIAL LAW” label, 1939 Tour set on cover registered to Johannesburg, registered mail, flown 
covers, etc. (18 items)                                                                                                                                        £120-£150 

 1155            Mozambique Company: A mint and used collection from 1892 to 1940 on leaves, incl. 1917 Red Cross set mint, 
range of perfs. and shades, multiples, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                    £100-£120 

 1156  H       St Thomas and Prince Islands: 1938 postage and air set, mainly fine mint. S.G. 344-370.                        £70-£90 

Ex 1150
1153
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Rhodesia 

1910 – 13 Double Heads, Perf. 14 

 1157  H       2d., 3d., 4d., 5d., 6d. and 1s. ‘long gash in ear’ and 6d., 10d. and 1s. ‘gash in ear’, mint or large part gum, mainly 
fine. (9) Photo.                                                                                                                                                    £400-£500 

 1158  H       5d. purple-brown and ochre error of colour, mint, tiny mark on perf., otherwise fine. S.G. 141ab, cat. £650. Photo.
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 1159  H       5d. purple-brown and ochre error of colour, showing ‘short gash in ear’, large part original gum, fine. Photo.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1160  H       2s.6d. black and crimson, large part gum, fine. S.G. 155a, cat. £350. Photo.                                              £100-£150 

 1161  H       2s.6d. bistre-brown and crimson, large part original gum, fine. B.P.A. certificate (2006) notes “hinge thin and a 
few toned perfs”. S.G. 156a, cat. £1,200. Photo.                                                                                               £180-£200 

 1162  H       2s.6d. black and rose-carmine, fine mint. S.G. 157, cat. £375. Photo.                                                         £120-£150 

 1163  H       5s. vermilion and deep green, lightly mounted mint, fine. S.G. 159, cat. £325. Photo.                             £100-£120 

 1164  H       7s.6d. carmine and light blue showing long gash in Queens ear [2], part original gum, fine. S.G. 161 var. B.P.A  
certificate (2007). Photo also on back cover.                                                                                                  £600-£700 

 1165  H       7s.6d. carmine and pale blue, part gum, fine. S.G. 160b, cat. £650. Photo.                                                 £150-£200 

 1166  H       A range of mint shades, comprising 2½d. (4), 4d. (2), 8d., 1s. (2), 2s. corner marginal with sheet no. “411” (gum 
disturbance and adherances), 3s. (3) and 5s., mainly good to fine. (14)                                                      £500-£600 

1913 – 22 Admirals 

 1167  H       Die II, perf. 15 8d. violet and green, mint, fine. S.G. 246, cat. £200. Photo.                                                  £70-£90 

 1168  m      Die IIIA, perf. 14, 8d. blackish purple and deep bluish green, a used vertical pair, faintly soiled, otherwise fine 
and scarce. S.G. 255h, cat. £450+. Photo.                                                                                                        £120-£150 

1164 1165
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 1169  J       Die IIIA, perf. 14, 7s.6d. maroon and indigo, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 255p, cat. £1,000+. Photo.  £350-£400 

 1170  m      - 7s.6d. maroon and indigo, fine used. S.G. 255p, cat. £1,400. Photo.                                                         £500-£600 

 1171  J       - 10s. carmine-lake and dull yellowish green, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 255q, cat. £425+. Photo.       £200-£250 

 1172  m      - 10s. carmine-lake and dull yellowish green, fine used. S.G. 255q, cat. £275. Photo.                               £100-£120 

 1173  H       A mint selection on stockleaves, incl. die II perf. 14 values to 10s., die III perf. 14 values to 5s., range of shades, 
etc., varied condition. (274)                                                                                                                        £1,200-£1,500 

 1174  H       A mint selection on stockleaves, incl. die II perf. 14 to £1 (2 different shades), range of shades, etc., varied condition. 
(139)                                                                                                                                                               £1,000-£1,200 

 1175  m      A used selection on stockleaves, incl. die II perf. 14 2s.6d., 5s. (2), 7s.6d. and 10s., perf. 15 5s., die IIIA perf. 14 8d., 
5s., 1922-24 perf. 14 10s., shades, some used on documents, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)       £1,000-£1,200 

 1176            Collections: A duplicated selection on stockcards, incl. 1892-93 5s. used (2), Northern Rhodesia 1925-29 3s. mint 
(2), Southern Rhodesia, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1177            - A mint and used selection in two small folders, incl. 1910-13 to 2s. used (3), Northern Rhodesia, Southern 
Rhodesia 1953 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)                                                                           £150-£200 

 1178            - A mainly early Q.E.II unmounted mint selection, incl. Northern Rhodesia 1953 to 20s. (2), Southern Rhodesia 
1937 to 5s., Rhodesia and Nyasaland 1959-62 9d. marginal block of six, etc. (75)                                      £80-£100 

 1179  Hb Railway Stamps: Rhodesia Railways Limited: 1942 1d. orange, in a complete mint sheet of twelve (3 x 4), scarce.
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1180  H       - 1947 Prepaid Newspaper Parcel stamps, 1d. to 1s.6d., all mint and marginal, fine, prepared for use but only the 
1d. was issued. Photo.                                                                                                                                        £120-£150 

 1181  Jb Northern Rhodesia: Postage Dues: 1963 postage due set of six in complete unmounted mint sheets of 120, fine. 
S.G. D5-10, cat. £4,200.                                                                                                                                     £400-£500 
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Romania 

 1182            A selection in three stockbooks and four folders, incl. range of early issues, 1869 50b. used (7), 1906 Jubilee set 
used, 1932 Medical set mint, 1934 Jamboree set mint, 1944 Relief Fund sets mint (3), 1945 200l.+1,000l. mint (3), 
1955 Rowing set mint (2), miniature sheets, duplication, etc. (100s)                                                          £500-£600 

 1183            A mint and used duplicated selection on stockcards, incl. 1890 (Sept.) perf. 13½ 50b. mint, perf. 11½ x 12½ 50b. 
mint, 1901 Post Office set to 50b., 5l. lilac mint (3), range of later issues, postage dues, etc., mixed condition. (many 
100s)                                                                                                                                                                     £400-£500 

Russia 

 1184  H       A modern unmounted mint range in a stockbook, incl. stamps, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, etc. Stated to cat. £1,440+.
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1185  H       A modern unmounted mint range of ex Soviet countries in a stockbook, incl. stamps, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, 
etc. Stated to cat. £1,350.                                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1186            A mint and used collection from 1932 to 1986 in a stockbook, incl. mint and used sets and part sets, miniature 
sheets, some duplication, etc. (approx. 2,000)                                                                                                £200-£250 

 1187 )      A selection of covers and cards, incl. censored mail, postal stationery, etc. (148 items)                          £100-£120 

 1188  H       Russian Post Offices in China: 1920 5c. on 5k. variety overprint double, fine mint. S.G. 66b, cat. £375.               
                                                                                                                                                                                  £70-£80 

 1189 )      Wenden: 1885 to 1902, a selection of six covers variously addressed comprising 1885 (Nov. 23) Seeswegen to 
Biebrich, bearing 1883 2k. with Russia 1883-88 7k. both tied by Stockmanshof c.d.s. and showing postal carriage 
no. 106 datestamp, 1895 (Oct. 4) Russian 3k. stationery card from Stockmanshof with 1893 2k. pen-cancelled, tied 
by Stockmanshof c.d.s. and St Petersburg transit, 1896 (Mar. 19) Seeswegen to Dorpat with 1893 2k. black, red 
and green pen-cancelled and tied by faint violet oval ”KIRCHSPIEL POST/SEESWEGEN” with Russia 1889-92 7k, 
1899 (Oct. 27) to Riga, franked 1893 2k. pen-cancelled and used with Russian 1889-92 7k. cancelled by 
Stockmanshof c.d.s., 1899 (Oct. 30) Russian 4k. stationery card to Erlangen, additionally franked Wenden 1893 
2k. pen-cancelled, card cancelled by Stockmanshof c.d.s., and 1902 (Nov. 12) to Berlin, bearing 1893 2k. and 
Russian 1889-92 3k. and 7k., all tied by Wenden c.d.s’s, mainly fine. Photo on page 149.                       £700-£800 
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Saint Helena 

 1190  I       1861 clean-cut perf. 6d. blue, neat red cork cancellation, hint of peripheral tones nevertheless attractive, and 1861 
rough perf. 6d. blue, part original gum, horizontal bends but attractive. S.G. 2, 2a, cat. £725. Photo.     £80-£100 

 1191            1908-11 ½d. to 10s. set, with extra 4d. and 6d. mint, also set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, poor to fine. S.G. 64-70, 
cat. £575. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

 1192  m      - ½d. to. 10s. set, with extra 4d. and 6d., good to fine used. S.G. 64-70, cat. £358. Photo.                       £100-£120 

 1193   S        1912-16 Watermark Mult. Crown CA ½d. to 3s. set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mainly fine and fresh with full gum. 
S.G. 72s-81s cat. £375. Photo.                                                                                                                           £120-£150 

1922 – 37 Watermark Mult. Crown CA 

 1194  H       4d. to £1 set, fine mint. S.G. 92-96, cat. £500. Photo.                                                                                    £200-£250 

 1195  H       4d. to £1 set, also 4d. corner pair, one with ‘cleft rock’, fine mint. S.G. 92-96, cat. £765. Photo.            £200-£220 

 1196  m      4d. to £1, the £1 with slight crease, otherwise fine used, S.G. 92-96, cat. £900. Photo.                            £200-£220 

 1197  H       4d., Watermark Mult. Script CA ½d., 1½d., 2d., 3d., 5d., 6d., 8d., 1s. (marginal), all with ‘broken mainmast’, good 
to fine mint. S.G. 92a, 97a, 99a, 100a, 101a, 103a, 104a, 105a, 106a, cat. £1,890. Photo.                          £500-£600 

 1198            A selection of varieties comprising Watermark Mult. Crown CA 4d. with‘torn flag mint, Mult. Script CA ½d. with 
‘cleft rock’ mint (stained), 1d. and 2d. with ‘broken mainmast mint’, 3d. ‘torn flag’ used, mainly fine. S.G. 92b, 98a, 
100a, 101b.                                                                                                                                                           £150-£200 

 1199  H       4d. grey and black on yellow in a mint horizontal pair, one showing ‘torn flag’ [R. 4/6], single with ‘cleft rock’ [R. 
5/1], fine. S.G. 92b, 92c, cat. £525. Photo.                                                                                                       £120-£150 

 1200  H       1s.6d. grey and green on blue-green, mint, showing variety ‘torn flag’ [R. 4/6], fine. S.G. 93b, cat. £550. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£180 
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Saint Helena: 1922 – 37 Watermark Mult. Crown CA continued 

 1201  H       5s. grey and green on yellow variety ‘torn flag’, fine mint. S.G. 95b, cat. £950. Photo.                             £250-£300 

 1202  H       £1, fine mint. S.G. 96, cat. £450. Photo.                                                                                                           £120-£150 

1922 – 37 Watermark Mult. Script CA 

 1203            Set to 10s. with extra 1½d. shade, 2d. with ‘broken mainmast’, 3d., 5d., 6d., mainly fine used. S.G. 97-113, cat. 
£1,034. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £250-£300 

 1204  H       ½d. to 15s. set with extra ½d., 1½d. mint, mainly fine. S.G. 97-113, cat. £1,525. Photo.                           £500-£600 

 1205 )      ½d., 1½d., 2d. and 5d. on 1928 cover, registered to New York, 2s.6d. and 5s. used on separate 1930 window 
envelopes.                                                                                                                                                            £100-£120 

 1206  H       ½d. mint and 1½d. (corner block of four), both showing ‘broken mainmast’, 1½d. and 3d. showing ‘torn flag’, mint, 
good to fine. S.G. 97a, 99a, b, 101b, cat. £425.                                                                                                £100-£120 

 1207  H       ½d.(in pair), 1d., 1½d., 2d. (in pair), 3d., 6d., 8d. and 1s., each variety ‘torn flag’ [4/6], mint, mainly fine. S.G. 97b, 
98b, 99b, 100b, 101b, 104b, 105b, 106b, cat. £2,090. Photo.                                                                         £500-£600 

 1208  H       ½d. to 8d., 1s.6d. ‘cleft rock’ varieties, each in in a mint corner marginal horizontal pair with plate no., mainly fine. 
S.G. 97, c-105, c, 107c, cat. £1,670+. Photo on page 150.                                                                              £400-£450 

 1209  H       ½d. grey-black and black, variety ‘cleft rock’, mint, slight brownish gum, fine. S.G. 97c, cat. £300. Photo.              
                                                                                                                                                                                £80-£100 

 1210  H       1½d., 3d., 5d., 6d. (in pair), 8d. (in pair), and 1s., all showing variety ‘cleft rock’ mint, fair to fine. S.G. 99c, 101c, 
103c, 104c, 105c, 106c, cat. £1,270. Photo.                                                                                                      £300-£350
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 1211  H       1s.6d. grey and green on green with ‘broken mainmast’ [R. 2/1] variety, fine mint. S.G. 107a, cat. £475. Photo.     
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£180 

 1212  H       1s.6d. grey and green on green horizontal corner pair, one with ‘cleft rock’ [R. 5/1] variety, fine mint. S.G. 107c, 
cat. £467.                                                                                                                                                              £100-£120 

 1213  H       2s. purple and blue on blue with ‘cleft rock’ [R. 5/1] variety, mint, minor gum bend, otherwise fine. S.G. 108c, cat. 
£500. Photo.                                                                                                                                                        £100-£120 

 1214  H       2s.6d. variety ‘cleft rock’, fine mint. S.G. 109c. cat. £425. Photo.                                                                 £100-£120 

 1215  H       2s.6d. variety ‘cleft rock’, fine fresh mint. S.G. 109c, cat. £425. Photo.                                                        £100-£120 

 1216  H       5s. grey and green on yellow, ‘broken mainmast’ variety, fine mint, scarce. S.G. 110a, cat. £800. Photo.                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1217  H       15s. grey and purple on blue, fine mint. S.G. 113, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                                         £350-£400 

 1218  H       15s. grey and purple on blue, fine mint. S.G. 113, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                                         £350-£400 

 1219            A selection on stockleaves, incl. values to 7s.6d. mint (2), used, 10s. mint, ½d. 1d., 2d. (2) and 6d., ‘broken mainmast’ 
used, ½d. ‘torn flag’ used, 2d. with ‘cleft rock’ mint and used, 3d. (in pair), 5d. mint, etc., varied condition. (225) 
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

 1220  m      1934 Centenary ½d. to 10s. set, fine used. S.G. 114-123, cat. £475. Photo.                                               £150-£180 

 1221            1968 ½d. Road Construction and 5s. Agricultural Training imperf. horizontal pairs with full gum, both creased 
but rare. S.G. 226, 238 vars. Photo on page 150.                                                                                            £200-£250 

 1222  Jb 2005 Anniversary of the end of W.W.II, sheetlet of ten, variety imperforate, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 946-
955 var. Photo on page 154.                                                                                                                              £400-£500 

 1223  J       2013 Margaret Thatcher miniature sheet, variety imperforate, fine unmounted mint. S.G. MS2016 var. Photo 
on page 154.                                                                                                                                                        £250-£300 

 1224            A collection in a stockbook, incl. 1856 6d. unused and used (4), 1861 6d. used (3), 1890-97 set overprinted  
“SPECIMEN”, 1902 ½d. and 1d. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1903 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, sets mint and used, 
1912-16 set mint, 1922-27 watermark Mult. Crown CA to 5s mint and used, watermark Script to 10s. mint, 1934 
Centenary to 5s. mint, set used (dubious cancellations), 1938-44 set mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,000-£1,200 

 1225            A Q.V. selection on stockleaves, incl. 1856 6d. unused and used, 1861 6d. used (2), 1863 1d. type A and B unused, 
4d. unused, 1864-80 perf. 14 x 12½ 4d. with watermark inverted used, values to 5s. handstamped “SPECIMEN”, 
etc., mixed condition. (113)                                                                                                                              £400-£500 

 1226            A Q.V. collection on leaves, incl. 1856 6d. used (2), 1861 6d. (2) used, 1863 1d. type A mint, 1864-80 perf. 12½ 1d. 
type B unused, 4d. mint, perf. 14 x 12½ 4d. unused, 1900 (Sept.) cover to Paris, franked by 1884-94 ½d. and 1d. 
(2), with P.O.W. censor mark, etc., mixed condition. (167)                                                                         £400-£500 

 1227            A K.E.VII to K.G.V selection on leaves, incl. 1902 set overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1922 set used, 1903 sets mint and 
used, 1912-16 sets mint and used, etc., varied condition. (74)                                                                     £250-£300 
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Saint Helena continued 

 1228            A K.G.V to K.G.VI selection on stockleaves, incl. 1934 Centenary 5s. and 10s. used, 1938-44 to 120s. (5) mint, etc., 
varied condition. (122)                                                                                                                                       £200-£250 

 1229            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1934 Centenary set mint, 1938-44 set mint, etc. (100s) £200-£250 

 1230            A K.E.VII to K.G.V selection on stockleaves, incl. 1903 set mint, 1908-11 set mint, 1912-16 to 3s. mint, etc., varied 
condition. (50)                                                                                                                                                    £150-£200 

 1231            A small group of early issues incl. 1856 6d. unused (3), 1861 6d. used (2), etc., varied condition. (9)      £80-£100 

Covers and Cancellations 

 1232 )       1790 entire sent by James Crichton from London to Scotland immediately upon his return from St Helena (and 
China), rated “9”(d.) and with “JY/31/90” Bishop mark on reverse, 1828 entire letter from midshipman Peter Grieve 
on board “H.C.S. Bridgewater at Sea/March 11th 1828” returning from China, addressed to his mother in Scotland 
showing stepped “WEYMOUTH/SHIP LETTER” and faint framed cross-border additional “½”, 1838 entire letter to 
U.S.A. headed from “St. Helena/30th Decr. 1838”, written by Agnes Brookhouse to Mrs Mary Sampson in Utica 
and redirected to Augusta with first ms. ratings deleted, 1868 early incoming cover from England to the small  
garrison “Via the Cape”, addressed to Capt. Oliver of the Royal Artillery and bearing on the reverse remarkable 
1d. pl. 85 NE-OJ block of twelve cancelled by “F” barred ovals, 1879 (Feb. 19) envelope to London franked 1s. deep 
green perf. 14 x 12½, soiled and other faults, 1880 (Apr. 23) Government House crested envelope sent stampless 
and rated “1/-” in black with despatch and May 3 receiving c.d.s’s, and 1918 (Sept. 30) very late use of rectangular 
framed “PASSED BY/CENSOR” type 1 cachet without initials on envelope to Wigan, Lancashire franked by “WAR 
TAX/ONE PENNY” 1d.+1d., also a range of official mail and Tristan da Cunha islander’s stampless envelope with 
fine type III cachet, etc.                                                                                                                                     £500-£600 

 1233 )      1900 (July 24) envelope registered to Hamburg with attractive multiple franking of 1884-94 ½d., 1d., 2d., 2½d., 
3d., 4d., 6d. with 1890-97 1½d., showing oval “REGISTERED/ST. HELENA” and circular framed “R” both in violet, 
London Aug. 13 transit in red. Photo on page 150.                                                                                       £150-£200 
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 1234 )       1919 to 1949, range of incoming mail all (except one) with receiving c.d.s., incl. covers from Argentina, Austria 
(three registered), Ceylon and France to Fred Bartlett at Cambrian House, 1930 ‘Smye’ printed matter rate cover 
bearing scarce G.B. 1929 P.U.C. ½d. watermark sideways and attractive range of six large 1949 ‘Coro’ covers to 
Governor Joy and his wife from Boston, Mass. bearing wide range of U.S. adhesives, poor to fine. (18 items)       
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

Saint Kitts-Nevis 

 1235            St Christopher: 1870-79 CC perf. 12½ 1d. dull rose (2, one with watermark sideways), 1d. magenta (2), perf. 14 
1d. magenta (3), 2½d., 4d., 6d. (2), 1882-90 CA ½d. (3), 1d. dull magenta, 1d. carmine-rose (3), 2½d. red-brown 
(3), 2½d. ultramarine (2), 4d. blue 4d. grey (2), 6d., 1s. (4), unused or mint, mainly fair to fine. (31)     £100-£120 

 1236  m      - Revenue Stamps Used For Postage: 1893 diagonal handstamp 6d. green, used with “A09” barred cancellations, 
fine. S.G. R2, cat. £200. Photo.                                                                                                                            £80-£100 

 1237            1938-50 issue, a mint selection to 2s.6d., incl. some scarcer printings, multiples, also 5s. bluish green and scarlet 
used with variety break in frame above ornament, etc. (107)                                                                       £100-£120 

 1238 b    Revenues: 1885 1d. block of ten with distorted “E” unmounted mint, 6d. and 1s. blocks of ten mint, some toning,  
otherwise fine.                                                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

Saint Lucia 

 1239  I       1863 Watermark Crown CC, prepared for use but not issued “Six/pence” on (4d.) indigo, fine unused. R.P.S.  
certificate (1959) states “genuine so far as one can say”. S.G. 10, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                £200-£250 

 1240  m      1891-98 5s. and 10s., fine c.d.s. used. S.G. 51, 52, cat. £320. Photo.                                                           £100-£120 

 1241  J       1949-50 12c. claret, the scarce perforation 14½ x 14, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 153a, cat. £800. Photo.               
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£350 

 1242            A mainly mint or unused collection in three albums, incl. 1860 (1d.), (4d.), (6d.) unused, 1863 (6d.) unused, 1864-
76 perf. 12½ (4d.), (6d.), (1s.) unused, perf. 14 (6d.), (1s.) unused, 1882-84 perf. 12 4d. unused, 1883-86 1s. mint, 
1891-98 to 10s. mint, 1891-93 ½d. on 3d. mint, 1904-10 to 5s., 1921-30 to 5s., 1936 set, etc., varied condition. (few 
100s)                                                                                                                                                              £1,000-£1,200 

 1243            A mainly used collection in an album, incl. 1860 (4d.) and (6d.), 1863 (1d.), (4d.), (6d.), 1881 ½d., 1904-10 to 5s., 
1921-30 to 5s., 1936 set, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                                  £400-£500 

 1244            A collection on stockcards, from 1860 to 1949, incl. range of early issues, some duplication, revenues, later Q.V. 
mint and used, 1881 surcharges in blocks of four, multiples, etc. (100s)                                                    £350-£400 

 1245            A Q.V. first sideface issues selection, incl. 1860 (4d.) mint, 1863 (6d.) mint (4), etc., varied condition. (8)              
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1246 )      Postal Stationery: A Q.V. to Q.E.II collection unused and used in two small folders, incl. with “SPECIMEN”  
overprints, postcards, reply cards, registered envelopes, wrappers, etc., fair to fine. (113 items)            £150-£200 

Covers and Cancellations 

 1247 )      A group of covers from 1797 to 1847, incl. official, cancellation interest, incoming, etc. (11)                £250-£300 

 1248 )      1855 (Nov. 27) envelope to France with fair strike of “PAID/AT/ST. LUCIA” in red, partially overstruck by French 
transit mark, manuscript “1/2” rate mark. Photo on page 148.                                                                    £120-£150 

 1249 )      A collection of mainly covers and cards and stamps in three folders incl. range of stampless covers, 1871 cover to 
London, franked by 1864-76 perf. 12½ 1s., maritime mail, registered, postage dues, official mail, etc. (few 100s)  
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£800 

 1250 )      An accumulation of mainly covers, cards and stamps in three folders and loose, incl. 1880 cover to London franked 
by 1864-76 perf. 14 1s., range of sub offices, postage dues, etc. (100s)                                                       £200-£250 
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Saint Lucia continued 

 1251 )      1886 (July 11) cover registered to France franked by 1864-76 perf. 14 6d., 1883-87 ½d., 2½d. and 4d., Revenue 1882 
3d., 1s., 1884-85 1d., slightly soiled, otherwise fine. Photo.                                                                          £150-£200 

 1252 )      World War II censored mail, a collection in three folders, incl. 1939 (Sept. 29) cover to U.S.A. with “OPENED BY 
CENSOR” label at right (stated to be the earliest known censor cover from St Lucia), 1943 cover to Canada with 
label “OPENED BY EXAMINER/T.T./2”, 1944 cover to U.S.A. with “OPENED BY EXAMINER/TT/6” label at right 
and U.S. label at left, 1944 cover to U.S.A. with “OPENED BY EXAMINER” label with manuscript “TT/6”, very good 
range of labels, handstamps, incoming mail, etc. (few 100s) Photo.                                                         £800-£1,000 

 1253 )      1943 (Jan. 21) censored cover to Aruba bearing rare “OPENED BY/EXAMINER/No. 1/ST.LUCIA W.I.” label. Believed 

only three examples known. Photo.                                                                                                                   £120-£150 

 1254 )      1943 (Mar. 12) censored cover to U.S.A. bearing “OPENED BY EXAMINER/TT/4” label at left. Believed only three 

recorded examples. Photo.                                                                                                                                 £120-£150 

 1255 )       Postcards: A comprehensive collection of early to modern postcards in three large folders, incl. ethnic, maritime, 
scenic, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                £500-£700 
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Saint Vincent 

 1256  H       1862-68 no watermark 4d. deep blue, perf. 11 to 12½ with variety double perfs. at side, mint, fine. Ex Peter Jaffe. 
S.G. 6 var. Photo.                                                                                                                                                  £80-£100 

 1257 s       1881 4d. on 1s. bright vermilion, with short bar at right, used with “K” in circle, possibly a trial printing, partially 
on piece, fine. S.G. 35, cat. £800. Photo.                                                                                                          £150-£200 

 1258  m      - 4d. on 1s. bright vermilion, used, fine. S.G. 35, cat. £800. Photo.                                                              £180-£200 

Samoa 

 1259            1893 to 1899 surcharges, selection in a stockbook, incl. 1893 perf. 12 x 11½ 5d. on 4d. used with R.P.S. certificate 
(1965), 1895-1900 1½d. on 2d. (2) and 3d. used on registered cover to Germany, 1898-99 2½d. on 1s. (both) in 
mint blocks of eighteen, etc. (129)                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1260  H       1914 (Sept.) “G.R.I.” Overprints, 3d. on 25p. black and red on yellow, variety surcharge double, mint fine and 
rare. Gibbs notes only 10 examples printed. B.P.A. certificate (1935). S.G. 105b, cat. £1,100. Photo.     £350-£400 

 1261  m      - 3s. on 3m. violet-black, fine used. Scarce S.G. 113, cat. £1,200. R.P.S. certificate (1973). Photo.          £350-£400 

 1262  H       1914-28 mint selection of postal fiscals, incl. 1914-24 to £1 (2), 1925-28 2s., 2s.6d. (2), 3s., 5s., etc., varied condition. 
(22)                                                                                                                                                                       £200-£250 

 1263  m      1914-28 used selection of postal fiscals, incl. 1914-24 to £1 (3), 1925-28 to £1, etc., varied condition. (18)             
                                                                                                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1264   E       1935 Pictorials, nine preliminary rough pencil sketches by James Berry, similar to issues, comprising 2d., 2½d., 
3d. (unadopted), 4d. (2), 1s., 2s. (3), 3s. on tracing paper (approx. 150 x 130mm), also a range of photos sent to 
designers and issued stamps. etc.                                                                                                                     £150-£200 

 1265  B       Booklets: 1960-67 selection in a folder, incl. 1960 set, some duplication, etc. (28 items)                        £150-£200 

 1266            A selection in a stockbook, folder and leaves, incl. 1877-80 3rd State perf. 12½ 2s. used with B.P.A. certificate 
(1985), 5s. unused, perf. 12 5s. unused, 1886-1900 perf. 12½ 2s.6d. mint and used, New Zealand Occupation 1914 
2½d. on 20pf. mint vertical pair with “1” to left of “2” in “½”, postal stationery, etc., mixed condition. (few 100s)  
                                                                                                                                                                          £800-£1,000 

 1267            A mint and used selection from 1938 to 1958 incl. 1938-42 thick paper sets mint and used, thin paper 10s. mint 
with B.P.A. certificate (1980), 1945-53 to £5 mint and used, etc., varied condition. (151)                       £600-£800 

 1268   P        A folder of modern imperf. proofs, incl. 2002 Local Life definitives to $10, Treasured Islands of the Pacific set and 
miniature sheet, 2003 Protected Marine Areas, 2004 Tropical Flowering Plants, and 2007 Commonwealth Games.
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 
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Samoa continued 

 1269            A collection from 1914 to 1998 in varied condition in two binders with 1920 Victory, 1921-43 ½d. to 1s., 1926-27 
Admiral (both papers) and 1932 Postal Fiscals to £1 sets both mint and used, range of later sets and miniature 
sheets unmounted mint and used, etc. (100s)                                                                                                £200-£250 

 1270            A mint and used collection in a stockbook, incl. New Zealand Occupation 1914 9d. on 80pf. used, 1935-42 to £2 
mint, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                  £150-£200 

 1271            A selection of mainly covers in a folder and loose, incl. 1919 cover registered to Switzerland franked by 1914-15 
2½d. and 1s., 1919 cover registered to Switzerland franked by 1914-15 ½d., 1d., 1½d., 2d., 2½d. also with scarce 
Apia registered label, range of later f.d.c’s, etc. (few 100s)                                                                            £120-£150 

 1272            A selection on leaves, incl. 1886-1900 to 2s.6d. mint, 1893 5d. on 4d. type 5 mint, 5d. on 4d. type 7 mint, etc., 
varied condition. (48)                                                                                                                                           £80-£100 

San Marino 

 1273  H       1929 Pictorial set to 20l., as unmounted mint pairs, mainly fine. Photo. S.G. cat. £2,400. Photo.         £450-£500 

 1274  J       1932 Inauguration of the G.P.O. set, unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 174-178, cat. £1,300. Photo.           £180-£200 

1276 1277

1288

Ex 1273
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Serbia 

 1275  H       A modern unmounted mint range in a stockbook, incl. miniature sheets, thematics, also some used on piece, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina etc. Stated to cat. £1,090+. (100s)                                                                          £150-£200 

Seychelles 

 1276  m      1903 75c. yellow and violet with variety dented frame, fine used. S.G. 54a, unpriced used. Photo.       £150-£200 

 1277  H       1935 Silver Jubilee 6c. with variety ‘large kite by flagstaff’, mint, fine. S.G. 128 var. Photo.                   £350-£400 

 1278            A mint and used collection in a stockbook incl. 1890-91 die I set mint, 1912-16 to 2r.25. mint, 1921-32 to 5r. mint, 
1938-49 to 5r. mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                         £250-£300 

 1279            A mainly K.G.VI to early Q.E.II collection in a stockbook, incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee sets mint (20) and used (6), 
1938-49 sets mint (3) and used, 1952 sets mint (3), 1954-61 sets mint (8) and used, 1962-68 sets mint (6) and used 
(2), etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                                      £250-£300 

 1280            A Q.V. to K.G.V collection on leaves, incl. 1890-92 to 96c. mint, 1897-1900 to 2r.25 used, 1903 set used, 1921-32 
to 5r. (2)mint, range of shades, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                               £200-£250 

 1281            A mainly unmounted mint Q.V. to early Q.E.II selection, incl. 1902 45c. on 2r.25 variety narrow “5” in pair 
(mounted), 1917-22 1r.50 marginal block of four, 1921 1r. marginal block of six, etc., also B.I.O.T. 1960 10r. 
marginal pair variety no stop after “B”. (55)                                                                                                    £100-£150 

Sierra Leone 

 1282            A Q.V. to K.G.VI collection in a stockbook, incl. 1903 to 2s. used, 1912-21 to 10s. mint, 1921-27 to 10s. mint, 1933 
Wilberforce to 5s. mint, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                                  £300-£400 

 1283 )      Postal Stationery: A Q.V. to Q.E.II selection of postal stationery, unused and used, incl. specimens, etc. (115)    
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

Singapore 

 1284  H       1948-49 complete mint selection, mainly fine mint. S.G. 1-36.                                                                  £100-£150 

Somaliland 

 1285            1903 (June) Overprint at top ½a. mint pair, 1a., 2a. all with missing “I”, also 1a. Court Fee stamp.      £200-£250 

 1286  Jb - 2a. pale violet, variety “BR TISH”, fine unmounted mint in a marginal block of eight. S.G. 3a, cat. £650. Photo.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £180-£200 

 1287            - 2r. mint (3), used, 3r. mint (2), used, 5r. mint (3), used, varied condition. S.G. 11-13.                          £100-£120 

 1288  H       1903 (Sept.-Nov.) Overprint at foot, Q.V. 1r. mint pair, the right-hand stamp (unmounted) with variety 
“SUMALILAND”, fine. S.G. 21, b. £475+. Photo.                                                                                             £150-£180 

 1289            1904, a selection, incl. set to 5r. (2) with a range of shades, used to 5r., etc. (49)                                     £200-£250 

 1290 )      1938 ½a. to 5r. set used on three covers, registered to London, mainly fine. S.G. 93-104. Photo.          £200-£250 

 1291            A Q.V. to Q.E.II mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1903 to 5r. mint (2) used (2), shades and minor 
varieties, 1912-19 set, 1921 set mint, officials with 1904 1a. variety no stop after “M” mint with R.P.S. certificate 
(1971), cancellations, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                       £400-£500 

 1292   S        A selection of “SPECIMEN” overprints, incl. 1912-19 set, 1921 sets (2), 1938 set, 1904-05 Official set, etc., varied 
condition. (66)                                                                                                                                                    £350-£400 
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South Africa & Provinces 

 1293            A collection in three albums, Q.V. to early Q.E.II., incl. 1913-24 to £1 used, range of blocks and multiples with 
1947-43 2d. pane of 120 unmounted mint, coil strips, Cape of Good Hope with triangulars, 1902-04 set mint, 
Natal 1902-03 to £1 mint, Zululand 1888-93 to 9d. mint, S.W.A., also some other Commonwealth material with 
Tristan da Cunha 1961 set unmounted mint, covers, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                 £450-£500 

Cape of  Good Hope 

 1294  m      1853 deeply blued paper 1d. fine use pair with good to large margins, cancelled in black and orange. S.G. 1 cat. 
£900+. Photo.                                                                                                                                                      £200-£220 

 1295  H       1855-63 1d. rose, a mint marginal pair, close to large margins, fine and fresh. S.G. 5a, cat. £1,700. Photo.             
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1296  m      1861 ‘Woodblock’ 1d. vermilion and 4d. milky blue, used, both with faults and cut into. S.G. 13, 14. Photo.        
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1297  m      - 4d. blue used, small to large margins, slight corner crease. S.G. 14d, cat. £3,500. Photo.                      £250-£300 

 1298            A range of triangulars, values to 1s., mainly used, incl. 4d. pair used, 1863-64 6d. unused (B.P.A. certificate, 2000, 
stating “regummed”) etc., mixed condition and margins. (40)                                                                     £300-£400 

 1299            A collection in an album, incl. 1864-77 range to 1s., 1871-74 range to 5s., 1874-76 1d. on 6d. used, 1d. on 1s. mint, 
1880 3d. on 4d. mint, 1884-90 values to 1s. and 5s. mint, 1893-98 5s. mint (2), 1902-04 to 5s. mint and used (2), 
etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                                                                             £200-£300 

 1300            A selection of triangular issues, incl. 1853 paper slightly blued 1d., 4d. used, 1855-63 1d. rose unused and used, 
1s. bright yellow green used, etc., mixed condition. (10)                                                                              £200-£250 

Natal 

 1301            1891 2½d. on 4d. and 1891 2½d. handstamped “SPECIMEN” in violet, and 1887-89 2d., 1902 5s., £1, £10, 1904-08 
£1.10, 1908-09 5s. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, varied condition. Photo.                                                       £100-£150 

 1302            A collection on leaves, incl. 1857-61 3d. used on piece, range of Chalons to 1s., 1874-79 to 5s. mint and used (4), 
1882-89 3d. blue mint, 1902-03 to 4s. mint, 5d. watermark inverted used, 1902 10s. and £1 mint, etc., mixed  
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £300-£400 

Orange Free State 

 1303 b      1900 4d. on 4d. block of 12 on piece with Bloemfontein c.d.s., and 1902 1s. on 5s. on 5s. green marginal block of 
six with variety short top to ‘5’, fine mint.                                                                                                           £70-£80 

1294 1295

– 1296 – 1297
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 1304            A collection on leaves, incl. 1868-94 selection, wide range of overprints, 1900 selection, varieties, 1903-04 to 1s. 
mint (2) and used (2), 5s. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1905-09 1s. mint, fiscals, etc., mixed condition. (100s)           
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

Transvaal 

 1305            A Q.V. to K.E.VII range on leaves, incl. Arms issues, 1902 values to £1 and £5 used, 1904-09 values to £1 used, 
etc., mixed condition. (117)                                                                                                                              £400-£500 

 1306            A collection in an album, incl. imperfs., 1878-80 range to 2s. used (3), 1879 surcharges selection, later Arms issues, 
1902-10 to 10s. used (2), 1904-10 to £1 used (5), revenues, cancellations, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                  
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1307            A collection in an album, incl. 1900 cover bearing range of issues (14) to 2s.6d., range of Arms issues, etc., mixed 
condition.                                                                                                                                                            £100-£150 

Zululand 

 1308            A selection on leaves, incl. 1888-93 values to 1s. mint and used and 1894-96 to 1s. mint (2) and used and 2s.6d. 
mint (2), etc., varied condition. (52)                                                                                                                £100-£150 

South African War 1899 – 1902 

 1309            A selection of covers, cards and stamps, incl. 1901 (Nov.) cover, registered from Bermuda to Transvaal, franked 
by Q.V. 1d. strip of three, with two different censor marks of Bermuda and Pretoria, censor marks, cancellations, 
etc. (66 items)                                                                                                                                                     £300-£400 

 1310            President Kruger, five postcards four addressed to him whilst on his European tour drumming up support for the 
Boers, mailed from Germany (2), Italy (2), one with patriotic label, also home made postcard depicting Kruger on 
the gallows and cover from Victoria.                                                                                                               £100-£150 

 1311 )      A selection of postcards, incl. anti-British postcards with Dutch, France, Germany, patriotic, troops, personalities, 
etc. (71 items)                                                                                                                                                     £200-£250 

 1312 )      A selection of censored covers, incl. 1899 (Oct. 27) cover from Brakpan to Howick with British censor seal type 
1D, 1900 opened-out envelope with both British and Boer labels, 1901 (Apr. 23) cover bearing rare type 31 green 
label, 1901 (Dec. 27) cover to Cape Town with handstruck “PASSED BY CENSOR” and oval “PASSED/PRESS  
CENSOR” datestamp in red, etc. (7 items)                                                                                                      £150-£200 

 1313 )      A selection of postcards showing President Kruger’s visit to France, good to fine unused. (14 items)       £70-£80 

Mafeking Siege Issues 

 1314 )      1900 (Mar.-Apr.) Type 1 Serifed Overprint: 3d. on Cape 1d. carmine, block of four, used on 1900 (Apr. 23) 
cover to England sent by the Northern route with correct 1s. postage via Crocodile Pools and Bulawayo, with 
Bulawayo May 6 00, and Cambridge June 23 00 datestamps on the reverse. S.G. 3. Photo.                    £600-£800 
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South Africa: Mafeking Siege Issues continued 

 1315 )      1900 (Mar.-Apr.) Type 1 Serifed Overprint 3d. on Cape 1d. carmine, two pairs, used on 1900 (Apr. 10) cover 
to Ireland sent by the Northern route with correct 1s. postage via Crocodile Pools and Bulawayo, with Bulawayo 
April 30 00, Crocodile Pools April 25 00 and Comber June 9 00 datestamps on the reverse. Ex Maxwell Joseph. 
S.G. 3. Photo.                                                                                                                                                       £600-£800 

 1316 s      - 1d. on Bechuanaland Protectorate ½d. vermilion, six used examples on separate pieces all dated Apr. 3. Ex 
Maxwell Joseph. S.G. 6.                                                                                                                                     £200-£250 

 1317 )      - 6d. on Protectorate 2d. pair, used on 1900 (Apr. 30) cover (flap missing on reverse) to England sent by the 
Northern route with correct 1s. postage, (endorsed at top W.A. Weeks, Chaplain, Bech. Rifles) via Crocodile Pools 
and Bulawayo, with Crocodile Pools April 28 00 c.d.s. alongside with Bulawayo Apr. 30 and Cambridge June 8  
backstamps. B.P.A. certificate (1975). Ex Maria de la Queillerie. S.G. 8. Photo.                                        £500-£600 

 1318  m      1900 (Apr.) Goodyear 1d. pale blue on blue and 3d. deep blue on blue, used, latter with crease, otherwise fine, 
the latter with R.P.S. certificate (1997) noting “paper adhering at back”. S.G. 17, 19. Photo.                  £180-£200 

Collections 

 1319            A mint and used duplicated selection on stockcards, incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee set in mint vertical pairs (2), 1939 
Landing sets in mint pairs (2) and blocks of four mint, 1947-54 5s. in a used block of eight, range of modern issues 
in plate multiples, postage dues with 1943-44 sets in mint strips of three (4), officials, etc. (many 100s)                 
                                                                                                                                                                             £600-£800 

1317

– 1318 –



 1320            A collection in a stockbook, incl. Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Transvaal, Zululand 1888-93 to 1s. mint and used, 
1894-96 to 4s. mint, South Africa 1913-24 to 5s. mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                              £300-£400 

 1321  H       A mint collection from 1930 to 1952 on leaves, incl. 1933-48 set with extra printings and shades with 10s., pairs 
and blocks of four, arranged as per Murray Payne catalogue, etc. (219)                                                     £120-£150 

 1322 )       A collection of covers and cards on leaves, incl. a good range of flown covers with 1925 (Mar.) flights, postal sta-
tionery, P.O.W. mail, censors, etc. (215 items)                                                                                               £700-£800 

South West Africa 

 1323            A collection in a stockbook, incl. 1923 setting I to 5s. mint pairs, setting II to 5s. mint pairs, 1927-30 £1 mint, 1931 
20s. in a used block of four, etc., varied condition. (few 100s)                                                                     £200-£250 

 1324            Mint selection from 1931 to 1949 incl. 1931 postage and air set, complete from 1937, etc., mainly fine. (146)       
                                                                                                                                                                             £150-£200 

 1325            A mint and used duplicated accumulation on stockcards, incl. 1927-30 to 1s. used pairs, 1931 to 20c. in used 
vertical pairs, postage dues, officials, minor varieties, etc. (100s)                                                                £120-£150 

 1326  J       Officials: 1951 1d. and 6d. unmounted mint pairs with overprints transposed, fine. S.G. O24a, O27a.    £60-£70 

 1327 +       Revenues: 1937 Entertainment Tax set in upper marginal blocks of four, stuck onto card, fine, ex Bradbury 
Wilkinson archives. Photo.                                                                                                                                £120-£150 

 1328 )      Cancellations and Covers: 1944, a group of six registered covers to the same address in Windhoek bearing a 
range of issues in pairs and blocks, each with Director of Posts and Telegraphs oval cachet. Photo.    £500-£600 

Spain 

 1329            An accumulation on stockcards and in a folder, incl. duplicated early issues, 1939-40 10pts. mint, etc., mixed  
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £200-£250 

 1330            A mint collection on leaves, from 1941-67, incl. 1941 to 4p., etc. (100s)                                                    £120-£150 

Sudan 

 1331  H       1903 5m. on 5pi. variety surcharge inverted, mint, find, with normal for comparison. S.G. 29, 29a, cat. £331. Ex 
Jansen. Photo on page 164.                                                                                                                               £100-£120 
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Sudan continued 

 1332 (  P   1935 Air 2½pi. on 5m. proof, surcharge in green, fine. Photo.                                                                    £120-£150 

 1333  J + 1940-41 4½p. overprints set in upper marginal unmounted mint blocks of four, light gum toning, otherwise fine. 
S.G. 79, 80, cat. £364+. Ex Jansen.                                                                                                                    £100-£120 

 1334  J       1941 Palm 1m. to 20p. unmounted mint, fine. S.G. 81-95, cat. £325.                                                        £100-£120 

 1335            A modern unmounted mint selection, incl. blocks of four, etc. Stated to cat. £1,040+.                           £120-£150 

 1336            Officials: A mint and used collection on leaves, incl. 1903-12 set mint, 1936-46 set mint, 1948 set unmounted 
mint, 4p. perf. 13 corner block of four unmounted mint, set used, 1951-62 set mint, 1991 set unmounted mint, 
etc., also 1976 and 1979 covers bearing a range of 1962 issues, slightly mixed condition. (175)             £120-£150 

 1337  m      Army Service Stamps: 1905 1m. used with Khartoum c.d.s., fine. S.G. A4, cat. £300. Ex Jansen. Photo.                
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1338            - A collection on leaves, incl. 1913-22 set used, etc., also a range of Military Telegraph stamps on leaves, incl. 1898-
99 mint multiples, mixed condition. (56)                                                                                                        £100-£150 

Swaziland 

 1339  Hb 1889-90 perf. 12½ x 12 1s. green, with variety overprint inverted, in a fresh mint block of six, slight vertical 
crease, otherwise fine and rare. R.P.S. certificate (1976). S.G. 3a, cat. £7,200. Photo also on back cover.       
                                                                                                                                                                       £1,200-£1,500 

 1340 +       1968 “INDEPENDENCE” ½c., variety brown omitted, fine unmounted mint from the top of the sheet. S.G. 142a, 
cat. £425. Photo.                                                                                                                                                 £150-£180 

 1341            A mainly K.G.VI to early Q.E.II unmounted mint selection, incl. 1935 Silver Jubilee 6d. ‘extra flagstaff’ (mounted), 
1938-54 range to 10s. single and corner block of four, etc. (63)                                                                     £80-£100 

Switzerland 

 1342  m M   1934 NABA miniature sheet used, slight crease, otherwise fine. S.G. MS357. Photo.                              £120-£150 

1337
1332

Ex 1331
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 1343            A mint and used accumulation in five folders and stockcards, incl. Sitting Helvetias, 1862-64 1f. bronze gold 
unused, 1923-40 air set mint, 1940 National Fête miniature sheet mint, United Nations 1942-44 to 10f. (both), 
30c. with grilled gum used, International Labour Office 1923-44 to 10f., etc., very mixed condition. (many 100s)
                                                                                                                                                                             £500-£600 

 1344            A duplicated selection on stockcards, incl. 1923-40 Air set mint, 1932 Conference 1f. used (15), 1960 Charity 
miniature sheets mint (2), Pro-Juventute issues, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                          £200-£250 

 1345            A duplicated accumulation in a stockbook, incl. 1882-99 15c. dull violet used (224), 15c. deep violet used (328), 
Pro-Juventute issues, etc., varied condition. Stated to cat. £3,800. (approx. 3,200)                                   £180-£200 

 1346 )      A range of postcards in three boxes, early to modern, unused and used. (approx. 1,700)                       £100-£150 

Tanganyika: Mafia Island 

 1347            A group of India I.E.F. overprints used in Mafia Island, comprising 3p. single, ½a. pair on piece, ½a. strip of four 
and pair on piece, 1a. singles on piece (5, one with B.P.A. certificate, 1993), 1a. and 2a. singles on piece (B.P.A. 
certificate, 1993), 3a. single and 3a. block of four (B.P.A. certificate, 1993), mainly fine. (11 items)      £100-£150 

 1348  J       1915 (Jan.) Type 1 “G. R./MAFIA” handstamp in reddish violet 2½h. brown, fine unmounted mint lower marginal 
example. Ceremuga certificate (2003). S.G. M1C, cat. £225. Photo.                                                              £80-£100 

 1349  H       - 4h. green, mint, very minor traces of gum toning, otherwise fine. R.P.S. certificate (1965). S.G. M2C, cat. £300. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                     £80-£100 

 1350  J       - 7½h. carmine and 15f. ultramarine marginal example, unmounted mint, the latter with minor gum toning,  
otherwise fine. Both with B.P.A. certificates (2006 and 1999). S.G. M3C, M4C, cat. £300.                        £80-£100 

 1351  H       - 20h. black and red on yellow, fine mint. Gibbs certificate (1965). S.G. M5C, cat. £350. Photo.              £80-£100 

 1352  H       - 30h. black and carmine, fine mint. B.P.A. certificate (2006). S.G. M6C, cat. £425. Photo.                    £120-£150 

 1353  H       - 45h. black and mauve, fine mint. Gibbs certificate (2008). S.G. M7C, cat. £500. Photo.                       £120-£150 

1340
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Tanganyika: Mafia Island continued 

 1354  H       1915 (Sept.) Statistik des Waaren-Verkehrs issues overprinted, 24p. vermilion, 12½h., 25h., 50h. and 1r., 
mint, the 24p. with gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. Brandon (2009) and Gibbs (2010) certificates. S.G. 
M21-M25, cat. £5,300. Photo also on back cover.                                                                                 £1,500-£2,000 

 1355  H       1915 (Sept.) Ubersetzungs-Gebühren 25h. grey overprinted, lower marginal example, fine mint. Brandon  
certificate (1988). S.G. M26, cat. £1,100. Photo.                                                                                             £250-£300 

 1356  H       1915 (Nov.)-16 Type 4 “G. R/POST/MAFIA” handstamp, 3p. to 1r. set mint, mainly fine. S.G. M33-M42, cat. 
£2,000. Photo.                                                                                                                                                     £400-£500 

 1357  H        ½a. pairs (2, one marginal) and single, and 1d. singles (2), mint, varied condition. (5 items)                 £120-£150 

 1358            - ½a. pair on piece and 1a. single on piece, both with handstamp serving as a combined overprint and cancellation. 
The latter with B.P.A. certificate (1993). Photo.                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1359  H       - 4a., 8a. and 12a., used, varied condition. S.G. M39, M40, M41, cat. £1,250. Photo.                               £250-£300 

Ex 1360

1355 Ex 1356
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 1360  H       1917 (Apr.) Type 5 “G.R./POST/MAFIA” handstamp, 3p. to 1r. set, mint, a few with minor imperfections, mainly 
fine. Brandon (1999) and Gibbs (2009) certificates. S.G. M43-M52, cat. £2,500. Photo.                          £400-£500 

 1361  H       - 2½a. ultramarine mint, also ½a. and 4a. used, the first with slight gum toning, otherwise mainly fine. S.G. M44, 
M47, M49. Photo.                                                                                                                                               £150-£200 

 1362  H       Tanganyika: British Occupation: G.E.A. 1917-21 to 10r. (2) and 20r. mint, mainly fine. S.G. 45-61, cat. £700. 
Photo.                                                                                                                                                                   £150-£200 

Thailand 

 1363            An unmounted mint collection in four albums, incl. miniature sheets from 1972 Women’s Costumes to early 
2000s, largely complete incl. 1982 Dynasty pair, Stamp Exhibition, range of imperfs. with 1983 Stamp Exhibition, 
1987 Thaipex and 1989 Thaipex, and commemoratives from 1957 to 2010, appears largely complete for the period. 
(100s)                                                                                                                                                                    £550-£600 

Trinidad and Tobago 

 1364  m      1917 (Mar.) “WAR TAX” type 19b 1d. red with variety overprint inverted and “WA” of “WAR” virtually omitted, 
fine used. S.G. 176a, var. Photo.                                                                                                                          £80-£100 

Tristan da Cunha 

 1365 )      1917 (ca.) envelope to Widnes with a fine strike of the rare type I cachet in violet, endorsed on reverse “Dated 
Jan 23-1917/Received 8-3-1918”. Ex Cole. Photo also on inside back cover.                               £1,200-£1,500 

– 1359 – – 1361 –

– Ex 1362 –
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Tristan da Cunha continued 

 1366  J       1963 Tristan Resettlement 3d., variety black printed double, fine unmounted mint with letter from Harrison. 
S.G. 58a, cat. £300. Photo.                                                                                                                                   £80-£100 

 1367 s       1971 Ships, decimal surcharge set of 12, handstamped with large sans serif “SPECIMEN” (15 x 3mm) in black, 
affixed to card detailing issue and price per set. This card was used as a Post Office Notice, displayed to publicise 

the new issue, together with the 1967 £1 (similarly handstamped) still available. Photo.                        £250-£300 

1367AJ M   2007 Islands (7th Series) miniature sheet variety imperforate, fine unmounted mint. S.G. MS871 var. Photo.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £300-£400 

 1368            Collection to 2002 in an album incl. 1954 ½d. to 10s. set mint, unused mounted on presentation card and used 
on cover, 1961 set in unmounted mint marginal plate number singles, selection of covers and cards, also some 
Ascension and St Helena, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                                        £150-£200 

 1369            A mint and used collection on stockleaves, incl. 1952 sets mint and used, 1954 sets mint and used, 1960 and 1961 
sets mint and used, etc., varied condition. (100s)                                                                                          £120-£150 

Turkey 

 1370  m      Foreign Post Offices in the Levant, a collection in an album, incl. Austrian, British, French, German and Russian 
offices with a range of cancellations, etc. (few 100s)                                                                                     £150-£200 

 1371 )      1920 2p. pair fine used on cover to U.S.A. with fine neat strike of Jerusalem cancellation in violet, cover with small 
portion torn at right. Photo.                                                                                                                             £100-£150 

 1372            A mint and used duplicated selection in two folders and stockcards, incl. 1913 25pi. deep green mint (34), 50pi. 
brown mint (3), 1921-25 set used, 1923-26 to 500pi. used, 1930 Railway set used, etc., varied condition. (100s)    
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1373   P       Locals: 1865 Liannos’s Post, a selection of photographic proofs by Perkins Bacon with inscriptions, uncleared 
proofs, etc., mixed condition. (16)                                                                                                                   £200-£250 

 1374            Revenues: A selection of documents, incl. range of frankings, telegrams, etc. (39 items)                         £89-£100 

 1375 )      Covers and Cancellations: A selection of covers, cards and pieces, incl. postal stationery, cancellations, some 
documents, etc. (123 items)                                                                                                                              £150-£200 
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Turks and Caicos Islands 

 1376 )      1917 (Apr.) cover registered to New York, franked by 1917 War Tax 1d. and 3d. strips of three. Photo on page 
169.                                                                                                                                                                           £70-£90 

 1377  Jb 1918 War Tax 3d. corner marginal block of eighteen, variety double overprint, unmounted mint, folded 
down one horizontal row of perfs., fine, largest known block. S.G. 145a, cat. £5,850. Photo.     £800-£1,000 

 1378  Jb 1919 War Tax 1d. complete sheet of 60 watermark inverted and reversed, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 153y, cat. 
£720.                                                                                                                                                                     £200-£250 

 1379  H       War Tax issues 1917-19, a mainly mint collection on stockleaves, incl. 1917 (Jan. 3) 1d. strip of twelve, one showing 
overprint double, 1d. overprint inverted at top, mint single, right marginal pair (one with “K” variety) and block 
of four, 3d. horizontal strip of six showing gross misplacement of overprint, 1917 (Oct.) 3d. purple on yellow mint 
with overprint double, one inverted, 1918 (June 26) 1d. and 3d. overprinted “SPECIMEN”, 1919 (Apr. 17) 1d. with 
watermark inverted in a marginal block of four, 1919 (Aug. 20) 1d. with overprint double with R.P.S. certificate 
(1973), 1919 (Dec. 17) 3d. with watermark inverted marginal block of four mint, matching unmounted mint blocks 
of four with watermark inverted and with watermark reversed, etc. (335)                                                £500-£600 

 1380  J + 1960 £1 block of four, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 253, cat. £200+.                                                              £80-£100 

United Arab Emirates 

 1381  Jb 1973 Traffic Week set in complete sheets of 25, fine unmounted mint. S.G 15-17, cat. £525.             £120-£150 

United Nations 

 1382            An extensive collection in seven albums, nine stockbooks, with issues for New York, Vienna and Geneva  
headquarters with unmounted mint sets and miniature sheets, also some used, plate blocks, souvenir sheets, f.d.c’s, 
etc. (many 100s)                                                                                                                                                  £120-£150 

 1383            A mainly fine collection in six albums with New York Headquarters with issues both unmounted mint and used 
incl. 1955 Anniversary miniature sheet (used two copies both on an f.d.c.), also range of first day and commercial 
covers, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                                               £100-£150 
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United States of  America 

 1384  m      1847-50 10c. black, used with red cancellation, fine. S.G. 2, cat. £1,400. Photo.                                       £150-£200 

 1385 )      1849 entire with black on green Boyd’s City Express label, 1860 printed “Weekly Letter Sheet from Petersburg”, 
bearing 1857-61 1c., two used patriotic covers with 3c. frankings.                                                                £80-£100 

 1386  m      1893 Columbus $4 rose-carmine, fine c.d.s. used, small thin spot, otherwise fine. S.G. 249, cat. £1,200. Photo.    
                                                                                                                                                                             £100-£120 

 1387  m      1904 St. Louis/Louisiana Purchase 10c. in a used block of six, also Confederate States 1861 5c. used, minor 
imperfections.                                                                                                                                                        £80-£100 

 1388 )      1930 (Apr. 26) 5c. stationery cover addressed to Washington, franked Zeppelin $2.60. tied by Varick Sta.  
cancellation, with violet Pan-America, red South America and green Round Flight cachets. Photo on page 172.  
                                                                                                                                                                             £200-£250 

 1389            1989 Hemingway 25c. imperf. pair, fine with gum, also 1991 Birds 1c. and 3c. imperf. blocks of four without  
gutters, the latter two with Philatelic Foundation certificates (2008). Photo on page 172.                      £100-£150 

 1390   P  b  1993 Musicians 29p. se-tenant imperf. proof strip of eight, fine. Scott 2737aP, unpriced. Photo on page 172.      
                                                                                                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1391            An early to middle period collection in an album, incl. Confederate States General issues 1863 Jackson 2c. unused, 
1867 Washington 10c. grill 9x13, 1898 10c. block of four mint, 1898 Trans-Mississippi to 50c. used, 1901  
Pan-American set mint, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                                            £1,000-£1,500 

 1392            A collection in an album, from 1851 to 1940s, incl. Confederate States, Pony Express, 1870-71 90c. in two distinct 
shades used, range of later values to $1, etc., mixed condition. (100s)                                                    £800-£1,000 

 1393            A mostly used collection from 1851 to 2005 in three albums with 1869 15c., 1888 90c. violet, 1890 to 90c. orange, 
1902 $2, Air Mail 1918 and 1923 sets, 1930 Zeppelin 65c. green and 1933 50c. green mint, Special Delivery 1893 
10c. orange mint, postage dues, 1912 parcel post to $1, 1927 Kansas and Nebraska overprint sets mint and used, 
1938 to $5 mint, etc. (100s)                                                                                                                               £350-£450 

 1394            A used collection from 1851 to 1977 in an album incl. 1857-61 3c. block of eight, 1861-62 to 90c., 1869 30c., 90c. 
1893 Columbus 1c. to 50c., also $1 unused, 1895 $5, 1898 Omaha to 50c. (2), Airs with 1918 and 1923 sets, 1933 
Zeppelin 50c. marginal copy, etc., in mixed condition. (100s)                                                                     £300-£400 

 1395            A mint and used accumulation in varied condition in two DAVO albums and eight other albums and stockbooks 
incl. range of early issues with cancellation interest, 1861 to 90c. (2) used, 1869 to 30c. 1893 Columbus to 50c. (2) 
used, 1904 Exposition to 10c. (29) used, 1994 Legends of The West error sheetlet, Airs, selection of pre-cancels, 
also various Year packs, etc. (many 100s)                                                                                                       £250-£300 

 1396            A mint (much unmounted) duplicated accumulation in two stockbooks incl. 1893 Columbus to 10c., 1894-95 2c. 
imperf. vertical pair, 1922-32 ½c. to $1, range of commemoratives incl. some early sets, blocks, etc., in varied  
condition (100s)                                                                                                                                                  £200-£250 

 1397            A used collection in an album from 1951 to 1940, incl. some duplication, cancellation interest, etc., mixed  
condition. (100s)                                                                                                                                                 £160-£180 

 1398            A mainly used duplication, incl. 1898 Omaha to 50c., pre-cancels, revenues, duplication, etc., mixed condition. 
(many 100s)                                                                                                                                                         £120-£150 
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United States of  America continued 

 1399            An early to middle period used accumulation in a stockbook, incl. range of early issues, some duplication, a few 
covers, etc., also some Latin America, mixed condition. (100s)                                                                       £70-£80 

 1400  J       An unmounted mint selection, comprising 1918 Air set, 1923 Air set, 1938 Presidential series to $5, and 1954 
Liberty values to $5, mainly fine and fresh. (65)                                                                                             £120-£150 

 1401            Officials: An unused selection in mixed condition incl. 1873 Agriculture 10c. to 30c. Interior to 90c., Justice 12c. 
to 24c. and 90c., War to 30c. incl. 6c. (2), many are with part original gum and generally of fresh appearance, also 
a few proofs. (34)                                                                                                                                                £300-£400 

 1402  I       Newspaper Stamps: 1865 with coloured borders 10c. (2), 25c., white border 5c. all unused, with faults, also 
Department of State $5, $10 and $20 facsimiles.                                                                                              £80-£100 
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Vietnam 

 1403            South Vietnam: A mainly unmounted mint collection on leaves, from 1951 to 1958, also North Vietnam 1955 
Land Reform set, etc. Stated to cat. £1,610.                                                                                                    £150-£200 

Zanzibar 

 1404  J       1908-09 40r. brown and orange-brown, a marginal unmounted mint example from the left of the sheet, diagonal 
gum crease, otherwise fine and attractive. S.G. 242, cat. £950. Photo.                                                        £200-£250 

 1405  H       - 100r. marginal mint, minor gum crease otherwise fine and of fresh appearance. S.G. 244. cat. £1,300. Photo also 
on back cover.                                                                                                                                                     £300-£350 

 1406            A mint and used collection in an album, incl. 1899-1901 1a., 3a., 7½a., 1r., 3r. and 5r. imperforate 1952-55 set 
mint, proofs, 2½a. to 5r. used, 1908-09 set to 5r. (less 25a.), imperforate proofs, 1946 Victory set perfin “SPECIMEN”, 
1963 Independence 2s.50 with green colour omitted used, a range of values overprinted “SPECIMEN”, etc., varied 
condition. (1,200s)                                                                                                                                              £600-£700 
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Bidding Increments 

Bidding advances will normally proceed by the following steps: 

Up to £100 by £5 
£100 to £300 by £10 
£300 to £1,000 by £20 or £30 (ie £520, £550, £580, etc.) 
£1,000 to £2,000 by £50 
£2,000 to £3,000 by £100 
£3,000 to £10,000 by £200 or £300 (ie £3,200, £3,500, £3,800, etc.) 
Over £10,000 at auctioneer’s discretion 

Bids of unusual amounts ‘off step’ will be rounded down to the bid step below and 
will not take precedence over a similar bid unless received first. 
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